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ABSTR'\.CT
The work presented is snecificallv concerned vdth improving
cumulative fatigue damage life nredictions in the region of long lives
where most of the str-ess levels exneri enced bv a specimen or structure
are be Low the constant amnlitude fatigue limit. Further, an attempt
has been marie to improve these predictions in such a manner as to be
feasable in the design proc ess, i. e. mathematical simplicity and
minimum data reauirements to e~able nredictions of improved accurancy
to be rrade. Several exi sting cumuLative damage nredic ti on rule s are
examined with reference to their accuracy, areas of apnlication and
suitability for the design process.
Results are presented for constant amplitude tests on four
different specimen configurations and various forms of block loading
tests vdth finally a triangular modulation of anplied load on a single
specimen configuration in rotating bending. The cumulative damage
experimental results are used to investigate the resultant effect of
loads below the origin3.l constant amplitude fatigue limit. The
observed behavioural patterns have been r2.tionalized to form the basis
of a cumul.atd.vedamage rule. The main feature of the rule is the
division of the fatigue life into two stages termed Stage A and Stage B
which are defined as follows:-
Stage A
Stage B
Initiation and Micro-crack propagation.
Macro-crack propagation.
A linear summation is performed on each stage simulating ohserved
patterns of behaviour, using a modified S-N curve derived from the
standard constant amplitude S-N curve. The length of each stage is
determined bv the length of that same st.aze in a constant amnl.Lt.udetest
at the highest damaging stress level in the spectrum. The division of
the life between Stage A and Stage B has heen shewn to be a unique
quantitv denendant on snecimen ~eometry and an empirical relationship
has been derived relating the KT value of the notch to the slope of a
life in Stage A versus Total life to failure plot. As a conseouence
of different behaviour in Stages A and B different cummulati ve damage
behaviour is predic ted for di f'f'er-Lngnotch severitie s.
Certain aspects of size effects are examined and discussed and
the general areas of apnlication of the cumulative damage rule are
outlined. Finally, the proposed rule is tested against other cumulative
damage r111es and exo")rimental results nresented in the cumulative damage
literature.
Suggestions are presented for further research work to further
investi~ate and extend the areas of anplicability of the nroposed method.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The literature and basic lmowledge on the manyaspects of fatigue
damagehas expanded at a rapid rate in recent years. TInprovedtesting
facilities have led to data on more complex stress spectra, the
influence of the continuummechanics approach overlapping from the
fracture mechanics field has deeply influenced the concepts of crack
propagation laws, and recently advances have been made in the signal
analysis and specification. These factors together with the knowledge
of the basic fatigue mechanismshould lead to improvements in the field
of cumulative fatigue damage.
An area of cumulativa fatigue damagewhich has received little
attention is the improvement of design rules particularly in the case of
notched specimens which spend most of their life below the constant
amplitude fatigue limit. An extreme problem which occurs in this range
is typified by the design of gas cooling systems in a nuclear power station,
where the designer faces welded details excited to resonance at fr~quencies
of approximately 1, 2, and 3 KC/S with a design life of 25 years i.e. a
number of cycles in the region of 1012• The vast majority of the stress
cycles will be below the constant amplitude fatigue limit and the design
engineer possesses no information on accurate life assessment in such
cases.
'!he wealmess of nearly all cumulative damagerules is their incanplete
treatment of stresses below the constant amplitude fatigue limit and the
effect of their interaction with stresses above the constant amplitude
fatigue limit. Past attempts to incorporate these factors have led to an
expanding complexity in cumulative damage rules and in some cases a
requirement for special testing before life estimates can be made, but
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these very features prevent such a rule becoming accepted as a design
procedure because of the limited benefit of a more cumbersomerule
together perhaps with additional testing to achieve marginally better
(''''''4)
life predictions. To quote Hardrath, "The eventual devel.opnerrbof a
fatigue design procedure should b~ pursued vigorously, but with the
thought in mind that it must treat a complex array of parameters. Too
narrow an outlook can lead to the development of too manymore procedures
that cannot solve the designer's problem".
'!he centre of the problem is thus to take a 1rl.tuation affected by
many complex factors and include those which prove to be quantitatively
significant in a simple design rule. It is Unimportant whether these
factors are included precisely in the cumulative damagerule the only
matter of importance is that the rule predicts, to a muchgreater degree
of accuracy than those available at present, the life of the specimen or
detail.
The objective of the workwas to examine cumulative damagebehaviour
in specimens subjected to stress histories which contained a high proportio
of stresses below the constant amplitude fatigue limit. Then to attempt
to rationalize this behaviour and to formulate from it a simple cumulative
damagerule which possesses as wide a range of application as possible.
In this thesis a range of cumu.lative damagetests are presented and a
newmethod of approaching cumulative damagebehaviour is proposed. A
Simple cumulative damagerule is formulated, the areas of its application
outlined and it is comparedwith other results presented in the literature
which fall in these areas.
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CHAPTER 2
The overall ob;iective of the nr-onosed prop:rams vras stated in Chaot.er
1 Le. an at.t.ackon the nr-ob.Lemof cumu'Iatdve dnmarte life predictions in
the area of notched snecimens which are subiec t.ed to a high nronortion of
stresses below the constant amnlitude fati~ue limit. There are several
different nhilosonhies of anproach within this overall framework and they
lie at or between the hio extreme cases. The f-irst is to work on a
special batch of material which has been nroduced under rigorously
controlled conditions, a single geometry only would be considered, specimens
not machined to the highest standard would be rejected, all specimens would
be stress relieved in vacuo after machining and nrior to testing, strictest
control would be exercised over all testing and the observed patterns of
behaviour would be simulated exactly in the cumulative damage rule. The
net result would probably ee a prediction technique which worked very well
for all the above conditions but which was of a very duhious nature when
anplied to other test conditions. The other extreme is to obtain a
series of production comnonents suitable for testing and to base the test
program around these. The obvious disadvantages are the requirement for
specially designed testing rigs and the large degree of scatter inherent
in comnonents both due to vari~tions in material properties and the state
of the finished surface. The test program is a study of the neculiarities
of a particular component geometry and the prospect of obtaining a degree
of generality from such testing is remote. Obviously there are a large
number of combinations of factors from these two extreme approaches which
Constitute intermediate nhilosophies. The nhi+osophy adonted for the
nrogram of work presented in this thesis lies between these two extremes ,
trying to include as many factors as possible whilst excDlding those which
would. give prohibi tive scatter, alternatively imnose severe limitations
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on the generality or applicability of the results presented. The
philosophy is presented in greater detail When experimental material and
specimen design are considered in Chapter 3. The most important factor
when considering cumulative damage life predictions is to avoid being
directed into too narrow a field, detaildinformation must be assimilated
from various fields but rationalised to form part of an overall nattern of
behaviour.
The object of a good cumulative damage des i.gn rule is to provide
sufficiently accurate data at the design stage to obviate the necessity
for long and expensive fatigue testing and redesign in the development
process. If this accuracy can be obtained from a minimum of simple test
data then an important saving has been made, but if the predicition
technique relies heaviLy on specific complex test data then nothing has
been gained and the technique is of no real practical interest. 'Thusthe
data required for a design oriented cumulative damage life predi etion shoulc
be as simple as possible within the limitations of the required accuracy.
These overall concepts should be used When examining cumulative damage
rules in addition to assessing their ability to predict certain test data.
The field of cumulative fatigue damage theories has been dominated
for a long time by the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis. This hypothesis althougJ
demonstrably inaccurate in a wide variety of circumstances, has maintained
an important role due to the simplicity of its concepts and the ease with
which it allows ccmputations from the standard S-N curve to be made. It
is therefore necessary to examine this hypothesis, its foundations ,
limitations and areas of applicability before moving on to examine other
cumulative damage rules.
PAIMGREN-MINER HYPOTHESIS (1<\4-5)
This cumulative damage rule is expressed mathematically as
ni is the number of cycles at the ith stress level and N.a.
where
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is the number of cycles to failure at that level in a constant amplitude
test. Miner based his derivation of the rule on the assumption that:-
lithetotal amount of work that can be absorbed produces failure assuming
that no work-hardening occurs". The factors implicit in this theory are
as follows:-
1) 'Ihat the accumulation of damage per cycle at any given stress
level is constant i.e. it is a linear rule.
2) Damage accumulates in the same manner at all levels i.e. it is
not stress dependant.
3) The increment of damage due to a particular cycle is not affected
by the previous stress history i.e. there is no interaction.
These three factors linearity, stress dependance and interaction
effects can be used to examine and evaluate other cumulative damage rules.
The areas of applicability of the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis rna,y be
and governed approximately by the rules below:-set out
1)
give "N"
2)
3)
All stress levels used in the computation would individually
values between 104 and 106 cycles.
Life errors in the region of 200% are acceptable.
The loading spectrum actually applied is reasonably mixed.
Important exceptions to the general rules above are:-
a) Service histories having infrequent applications of very high
stress.
b) Loading spectra with large numbers of low stress cycles.
other cumulative damage rules can now be classified generally as
improvements to the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis or as deviations in certain
aspects as follows:-
1) Improved accuracy in dealing with simple stress histories, still
based on an S-N curve obtained experimentally. Specific areas are:-
(a) Better predictions in the fimite life region.
(b) Allowance for stresses below the fatigue limit.
(c) Allowance for isolated high stresses.
2) Improved accuracy obtained by making more extensive and complex
tests to replace the simple S-N curve.
3) Reduction in the quantity of initial complex data required,
sometimes by using hypothetical S-N curves.
4) Extension of computing methods so that complex stress spectra
can be handled either:-
(a) Using Miners law in its basic f'ormwith a Goodman diagram.
(b) Using some alternative hypothesis.
In the period until the early sixties most effort had been concentrate(
on 1a. however, since that time the availability and development of
machines capable of perfonning complex tests together with an influx of
ideas from the fracture mechanics field, has led to a wider variety of
possible solutions existing in the literature.
Cumulative-damage rules other than the Palmgren-Miner Hypothesis.
The basic fatigue mechanism is today well understood but this has
not led to any significant improvement in the approach to cumulative damage
fatigue rules. A great number of the hypotheses put forward in the period
from 1950 to 1963 were based on some qualitative assessment of the basic
fatigue mechanism and its representation in a cumulative damage rule. The
particular factor or factors selected for attention as significant points
by each author can soon be nullified in the ensuring mathematical
derivation, thus the final product purports to be something which it is not
A good example of this style of theory is that put forward by Corten and
Dolan (I~S~Jat the International Conference on fatigue in 1956. It is
worth exam:i.n:ingthis theory in detail both to see the very complex nature
of a cumu.lativa damage theory which takes into account most of the
required factors and also how this very c omplexi ty enforces certain
assumptions which reduce the rule to a slightly modified version of
Miners law. The assumptions on which Corten and Dolan based their
theory are as follows:-
1) A nucleation period may be required to initiate permanent
fatigue damage.
2) The number of damage nuclei that form throughout the member
increases as the stress increases.
3) Damage at a given stress amplitude propagates at rates that
increase with the number of cvcles.
4) The rate of propagation of damage per cycle increases as the
stress increases.
5) The total damage that constitutes failure in a given member
is constant for all stress histories.
These assumptions form the basis of a non-linear, stress dependant
interaction theory. The first factor to be excluded is the initiation
period which is postulated as being negligible. The general damage
equation is given by Corten a nd Dolan as:-
D=mrrf'
where D = Damage
m = No. of sub-micro scopic damage voids.
r = Crack propagation constant
N = No. of cycles
a = A constant.
The total damage to failure, Df, at constant amplitude is given by the
follOwing equations
Df 0:: m r N a1111 =
Corten and Dolan then went on to consider a block loading program as shown
in Fi 2g. .1. A sketch of the damage curves is shown in Fig.2.2. but as
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m1? m2 the damagecurve for the low stress level becomes effectively
represented by
D N a2= m1 r2 2
and this interaction curve is shownalso.
As the stress level is changed progress is swi.tched from one curve to
the other as shownby the solid lines in Fig. 2 •••
Now dD =
dN
Using this equation the damage increment fl D shownin Fig. 2.2. can be
expressed as follows:-
flD = r N (a1-1)1 e .
r N (a2-1)2 f .A.D =
Also by equating the damageat level "e" it can be derived that
Damagemay nowbe summedalong one curve, giving according to Corlen & Dolan
1) =- iAn -;. m.r, [JJ~ol 1- AR-}· (I-ol..) t\ f n'H t-(2t'\)~-\
, A- , ( \ ~- ,]d,
-+ ("51\) - +..... ~Y\J
WhereN is the total number-of cycles to failure and g is the number ofg
blocks to failure.
Wheren, 2n, 3n) etc represent appropriate values of Nf in equation
CD • Evaluation of this series by integration gives
also from this equation:-
1
N1 = N c;(.. + R ~1 (1 - 0( )g
Corten and Dolan then state a1 and a2 are approximately equal. i.e. our
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equation for damage is no longer stress dependant.
Ng =
If we examine the values of Nf placed in equation (!) in order to
evaluate and sum the series a further contraction of the original
hypothesis is noted. It is possible to obtain a similar expression to
equation <D with A N2 in terms of AN1 for the relevant section of the
plot i.e. the true value for c-f not bhe sen assumed by the limits used in
the series and if this true value is substituted in the ffUmmation then a
long and complex series results after only a few steps. In order to be
able to sum the series conveniently Corten and Dolan have introduced these
assumed values of Nr- However this is equivalent to introducing linearity
into the sununation. This point can be conveniently illustrated in another
fashion.
If we revert to equation @ Corten and Dolan claim to have establishe.d
1
a unique value of Ra from.experimental results and suggest that R is
proportional to the ratio of 51 and 52' They investigated the relationship
1 , -
Ra == (s2/s1)d and using experimentally determined values of Ra they
verified this relationship on a log log plot.
1
Substituting aa = (s2/s1)d in equation ®
N == d
g c{s1 +
-®we get
NoW'consider an S-N curve which plotted on a log log basis can be
assumed to be a straight line as shown in Fig. 2.3. Let the stress levels
in a two level block test be S, and S2 respectively. If we now rotate the
S-N curve about the point (51' N1) we attain some modified slope say ~.
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Performing a Miner summation for the two level block test on the
modified S-N curve we get:-
1 :::
J N
'" g +
(1 -"") Ng
from this we obtain
from S-N curve
Substituting this equation
in equation ® we obtain
Ns -~
Compare equation Q) and equation 0) .
Thus what started as a non-linear, stress dependant, interaction
theory after assumptions made in the derivation finished as a linear,
stress independant, interaction theory.
It is interesting to examine the following equation
1
::: N 0<. + a&1 ( 1g -.?t) N Ag
The unknown quantities are a1, a2, r1 and r2 and the enonrlty of the
task of establishing these values is immediately obvious, further,
evaluating these would involve a formal definition of damage and no current
method is perfectly satisfactory in this respect.
Corten and Dolan performed a large amount of experimental work to
justify their theory and this was performed on high strength aluminium
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alloys. Excellent agreement was obtained with the theory which is not
altogether surprising when the experimental results are examined.
Their theory is in fact Miners Law with another factor based on
experimental results to give best fit to data. Miners Law as alreadv
postulated works well when most of the stress levels are above the fatigue
limit. As, all their applied stresses were relatively high, blocks of
high stress formed a large proportion of total life, and fairly large
blocks were used, we would expect Miners Law to be reasonably accurate in
this case and hence Cortenand Dolan to be slightly closer because they
have used one more fit to data parameter. This in fact appears to be so
with Miner being less than 20% in error in the majority of cases.
The work of Corten and Do'Lantypifies many attempts at the rormulata.on
of a cumulative damage rule. The complications and laboriousness of trying
to consider a number of important factors precludes the formulation of a
simple rule, but simplicity is required if the rule is to become an
effective tool in the bands of the design engineer infue early stage of the
design process.
The Corten and Dolan theory has been examined by other authors,
notably Kaechele (l<lb3) in his excellent review and Marsh (II\~in his
experimental work.
1
Ra is doubtful, particularly for plain specimens.
Marsh finally concludes that the unique value for
Two further rules of this overall tvpe are worthy of individual
attention and these are the theories of Freudenthal-Heller and Grover.
(14';Q)
Freudenthal and Heller proposed a theory which was based on interaction
effects occurring below a certain fairly high stress level.
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These interaction effects are such as to give the modified S-N
curve the following form:-
K-xS.
].
this being a straight line on a
logarithmic plot. K is a constant determined by the condition that the
modified S-N curve passes through the point of the original S-N curve
corresponding to the stress level below Which interaction effects are
present. Freudenthal and Heller tried and succeeded in relating the
exponent x to characteristics of the applied stress spectrum in simple
4 to 6 level block tests on plain fully reversed bending specimens.
This represents the first attempt to take account of the general properties
of the applied stress spectrum in a cumulative damage rule. Although
successful on simple block programs and plain specimens, Freudenthal and
Heller comment that quite different results have been observed in notched
specimens. The rule is therefore extremely limited and a plain specimen
is not typical of many engineering components it does however start to
emphasize the importance of the applied stress spectrum.
The theory propounded by Grover (1IlbO)suggests that the fatigue life
should be divided into two stages, basically an initiation period and
then propagation of damage to failure. So some fraction of the life say
x is spent in initiating damage and the remaining fraction (1 - x) in
propagating the damage to failure. These fractions are postulated as
being different for different stress levels i.e. the theory is stress
dependant but, the fraction remains unaffected by the application of
other load levels so no interaction effects have been considered. In
cumulative damage calculations Miners law is applied to both stages which
gives the following equations:-
Stage 1 Initiation = 1
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Stage 2 Propagation to Failure
n.
1 = 1
The problem is then to determine the values of ~ at varying stress
levels as they will almost certainly vary also with the notch geometry
under consideration. Also before these results can be obtained a
meaningful concept of the fraction x has to be defined either in empirical
physical terms of theoretically. This theory provides an infinite
number of solutions depending on the values assigned to the fraction x,
similarly the Freudenthal-Heller concept could be used to generate an
infinite number of S-N curves from the slope and intercept parameters so
that all data could be fitted. The major step however is to be able to
define these parameters for a wide range of stress spectra and specimen
geometries and this has not been achieved.
Kaechele (IC:H~?:')a1soexamines the theories of Va1luri, Shanley and the
Shanley 2-X Method/as well as the theories already examined)in an excellent
review paper. On reviewing all the above methods part of his conclusions
are:- IIIn conclusion, no radi cal 'breakthroughs' appear in the area of
cumulative fatigue damage evaluation in aircraft structures, either in
physical understanding or in theoretical techniques.1I
Since this period the attempts at formulating cumulative damage rules
have dwindled and a greater effort has been made to quantify certain aspects
of cUIm.llative damage behaviour. Certain aspects are worthy of mention,
the first is the attempt of Marsh tlll~~ to allow for stresses below the
original constant amplitude fatigue limit. Marsh took the Corten and
Dolan hypothesis using the slope parameter of the S-N curve as a method
of obtaining best fit to data. The tests were on sharply notched rotating
bending specimens with a triangular modulation of the applied load, and
the fit of the Corten a nd Dolan hypothesis was not at all encouraging.
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Marsh re-examined his data and concluded that the best overall fit to
data was to be obtained by considering stresses down to o.g ~f ( erf =
constant amplitude fatigue limit) as damaging in the summation performed
on the modified S-N curve. This modified fonn of the Corten and Dolan
hypothesis certainly improved the prediction techniques for this
particular set of test data and was a great deal safer t han the Palrngren-
Miner hypothesis, however the improvements were not maintained when it
was extended to other stress spectra in later work and the large majority
of the total program was perfonned on sharply notched specimens with a
KT value of 13.6. These later results are fully discussed in later
chapters of this thesis, but the main feature of this work is that both
interaction effects and stresses below the original constant amplitude
fatigue limit are allowed for/albeit on a best fit to data basis using a
linear summation technique.
Kirkby and Edwards (\~"b)provided another approach to the problem of
cumulative damage prediction by the utilization of random load testing.
They give a method of synthesising a complex stress spectrum into a number
of Rayleigh distributions each with a different R.M.S. stress level er •
If an r.m.s. stress versus e,ycles curve is available a Miner type summation
can be made on this curve. Obviously some of the interaction effects etc
are included in the random loading S-N curve but it should be noted that
the method depends on random-loading test results. Thus if different
geometries behave significantly differently one is committed to extensive
random loading tests in order to be able to predict with greater accuracy
the results of more complex spectra, and for basic design purposes this
is a severe limitation.
The situation may thus be summarised as follows:- A wide variety of
cumulative damage life prediction techniques are available, none of which
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have been demonstrated to have an area of application extending beyond
the data from which they were formulated. In many cases the application
of the rule depends on the availability of special test data or conversely
they depend on concepts which cannot at present be given a firm basis in
practical engineering terms.
Throughout the previous discussion some emphasis has been placed on
the geometry of the specimen and in particular the notch geometry or its
severity. The differences in behaviour displayed by specimens of
different geometry,even in constant amplitude tests/would suggest that the
cumulative damage performance of these differing geometries would be
different. The existence of non-propagating cracks in sharply notched
specimens has been firmly established. Frost (I~bl)has attempted to clarify
the interpretation of sharply notched fatigue data in terms of a critical
alternating stress required to propagate a crack, inclUding the depth of
the notch in the value assigned to crack depth. Although same workers
maintain that these results may be explained by residual stress effects,
the fact remains that non-propagating cracks exist and they are evident only
in sharply notched specimens. The large differences in scatter between
notched and plain specimen results also indicates differences in behaviour
and there is most probably a gradual change in behaviour patterns through
the range from plain to very sharply notched specimens. These arguments
are sUpported by the results and comments of Freudenthal and Heller,
mentioned earlier in this Chapter.
A great deal of effort has been expended by many authors in the
development of crack propagation laws. These studies mainly concern the
propagation of cracks in sheet specimens. An excellent overall analysis anc
review of these methods is given by Paris and Erdogan (tt.\b3} The crack
propagation law proposed by Paris based on the crack tip stress intensity
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factor has been shown to give good agreement to data sunnlied by other
authors. The method has been extended to cover comnlex loading both by
Paris (1964) and also Forman, Kearnev am Engle (1967). These results
are limited in the case of Paris by no allowance for ordering effects
and in the case of Forman et al by the very limited nature of the stress
spectrum which the program is capable of de~ling with i.e. simple block
nrograms. These results are obviously of great value ~nd importance in
predicting growth rates of large cracks and enabling inspection intervals
etc. to be correctly determined. However, in the cumulative damage
predictions they neglect the import~nt and major portion of the life of
mildly notched specimens in the long life region when the crack "Will be
initiating or very small and propagating at very low rates.
The necessity of considering all phases of the life, initi~tion,
micro-crack propagation and macro-crack propagation reverts attention to
more conventional testing techniques in order to determine the damaging
ef'fect of low and high loads. Naumann ('~b2.)has shown that high loads
in blocks of 10 cycles or under, in statisticall'T sdzrrif'Lcant, terms may
be considered as non-damaging or slightly beneficial but that in blocks
greater than 10 then the damaging effect of these loads must be allowed.
In the same test program Naumann investigated the presence and absence
of low load levels be Low the constant amnli tude fatigue limit and ~lthough
not shCMing a high damaging effect Naumann suggested that He role of
these low stress cycles was to relax residual stresses. Freudenthal (~ )
in the discussion following the presentation of this paper emphasized
the great difference between anplying low stress cycles in seauence with
one another or well mixed with higher stress levels. Then there is
Marsh's suggestion that stresses down to o.g~f should be considered as
damaging although the value of this result in engineering terms must be
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limited when related to the KT of 13.6 which was used for most tests.
Information of this nature can be found throughout the literature for
example the work of Manson et al (lC\.b5) in developing S-N curves for
varying amounts of pre-stressing on 4 materials. Although the propagation
potential of low stress cycles late in the life are allowed for no
allowance is made for actual interaction effects.
To summarize it would appear that no real advance in a "simple"
cumulative damage design rule has been made since Miners Law. The
damaging effects of low loads are clearly recognized but adequate
quantification of these effects and more important the effect of their
interaction with higher loads is not available. Geometrically differing
specimens will behave differently but again this has not been quantified
in terms of cunmlative damage rules. The nature of this difference will
probably relate closely to the differences in initiation periods for
damage in the varying geometries. This suggests that possibly a rule
of the type proposed by Grover, in two stages initiation and propagation
but with varying interaction and propagation effects allowed for in the
two stages, would prove a more successful approa eh to cumu'Iative damage
predictions than any previously quantified. The experimental objectives
were thus quite clear;-
(1) To examine and attempt to quantd.fy the effects of low loads at
varying stages in the cumulative damage life of a specimen.
(2) To develop a method of classifying and observing the damaged
state of the specimen and to use this to rationalize any information gained
in (1).
(3) The infonnation gained in (1) and (2) should be fonnulated into
as simple a cumulative damage rule as possible and this should be extended
over as wide a range of data as possible.
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CHAPTER3
DESCRIPTIONOFAPPARATUSED
Three types of rig were used during the experimental progrannne and
they were as follows:=
1) Rotating bending machines with capacity for simple block
prograrmning.
2) Plane bending machines based on Derritron amplifiers type
250 W.L.F. and the corresponding 40 lb. thrust V.P.5
vibrators, with the stress spectrum dependant on the
input facilities.
3) An Amsler Pulsator type 30 PZSDA355 with a rated dynamic
load capacity of 30 tons.
1) Rotating Bending Machines
Four rotating bending machines were purchased fram the University
of Nottingham. '!hey arrived as a cart load of rather worn bits and pieces.
All external wiring was stripped and replaced and the machines were rebuilt}
replacing any components that showed signs of wear. As the machines were
not designed at Warwickinternal details of the spindles, etc., are not
shownbut drawings showing the overall lavout are presented, ref. Fig.3.1.
The drive power is supplied by a t h.p. single phase electric motor
tUrning at 1,450 r.p.m. The drive is transmitted to the rear of the
spindle by a standard flexible V belt, with no reduction in gearing. The
SPindle itself consists of a centre shaft threaded at the forward end to
locate in the specimen holding collett with a drilled flange located
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at the rear end by a tapered pin to enable extra leverage t 0 be obtained
for tightening the specimen in the collett. The load bearing outer
section of the spindle runs in two single row ball bearings frontand aft
located in an outer casing. The front section is tapered t 0 accept a
special Hardinge ~" collett and its outer section is drilled for
insertion of locking key when tightening the collett. The whole spindle
is located in the outer case by a collar which seats against the back face
of the rear bearing and the spindle is pulled back against the front
bearing face by an adjusting nut and locking nut on the outer face of the
spindle section. Immediately behind this the pulley wheel is located by
a taper locking device screwed in through the centre of the pulley. The
collett is slotted and this locates an a pin in the spindle to prevent
rotation taking place between the collett and its housing.
Counting is done by a mechanical counter driven fran the spindle
itself so that actual revolutions of the specimen are counted. The
centre portion of the load bearing section of the spindle is threaded
and a gear wheel is mounted in the casing immediately above so that it
meshes with the thread, thus as the spindle rotates the gear wheel shaft
rotates and this through further gearing drives the counter. The threads
and gearing have been selected so that a single digit on the counter
represents 100 complete cycles of the specimen.
The loading beam is pivoted on a knife edge located in a sharp
slot with a slightly wider angle than the knife edge. A weight hanger
and a load connecting rod to the specimen are both suspended from knife
edges positioned on either side of the fulcrum and giving a 5:1 ratio for
load on specimen to load on weight hanger. One machine has a 10:1 ratio
but Nottingham had problems due to the short lever arm causing excessive
bouncing and so this machine was not used for any of the tests requiring
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accurate quantd.td.veresults.
The load is transferred to the specimen via a small ball race which
is a tight fit onto the specimen and is held against the shoulder by a
spring circlip. The ball race is mounted in an outer cover and tl'E
loading arm is attached to this via a double horizontal leaf spring and
pin joints into the cover. The leaf spring arrangement damps out
oscillations between the specimen and the loading beam through the loading
arm and thus ensures a steady load is applied to the specimen.
The most interesting sections of the machines is the facility for
block programing or ultimately a triangular modulation of the load
envelope. The load is varied by traversing a ,jockey weight along the
loading beam, i.e. altering its position relative to the fulcrum. The
jockey weight is pulled along the beam by a small D. C. electric servo-
motor which can be reversed in directi on by changing the polarity of the
input voltage, and obviously the jockey remains in a fixed position When
the power supply to the motor is interrupted. Thus the position of the
jockey weight may be controlled by mani.pul.atng the supply to the drive
motor. This is done by activating a series of micro-switches and use of
a relay control system. In order to avoid having the \veight of the micro-
SWitches and tl'Eir attachments at points on the loading beam and also the
problems of tripping micro-switches vrith a large and awkward jockey weight
a dummy bRam carrying the micro-switches and a dummy jockey weight were
Used. The system was wired 00 that the dunmy ,jockey weight followed the
movement of the jockey weight on the loading beam. Four micro-switches
were positioned on the dummy beam giving four positions or load levels
at which the mot or could be interrupted and a block of load applied at
that level in any one test.
The length of the blocks was determined on a cycle count basis as
follows:- The counter as stated previously was mechanical and part of
the top cover was cut away to expose the gear wheels during the various
stages of the counter. A shaft was positioned above the counter with a
gear wheel which could be mounted to mesh with any of the counter wheels.
This shaft is then rotated periodically by a few degrees and the length
between the small rotations is uniquely related to the number of stress
cycles experienced by the specimen and determined both by the number of
teeth on the mesh wheel and the particular wheel on the counter with which
it was engaged. Attached to the end of the shaft was a small carnwhich
operated a pair of contacts which were connected to a traversing motor
supply. When the cam closes the contacts the supply to the traversing
motor is supplied on another circuit and, as the jockey weight leaves the
micro-switch the relative relay closes again and so the supply is
completed through the relay circuit. Once the supply is interrupted by
a microswitch the weight remains stationary until the contacts are operated
by the cam, thus the block lengths are determined by the cam profile. 'Ibe
end micro-switches operate on special relays Which reverse the supply to
the traversing motor, thus causing the weight to commence traversing back
along the beam.
!lectro-Magnetic Rigs
The maximum thrust vibrators that were available within the financial
limitations were 40 lb. f. together with 250 V.A. amplifiers. The
amplifiers were A.C. responsive on~y so that variations in mean stress at
constant amplitude are not possible, however all other types of output are
Possible with the relevant input facilities.
The small forces available eliminated the prospect of doing axial
tests and therefore the testing would be restricted to bending tests of
some sort. As circular section specimens were already in use on the
rotating bending machines it was decided to keep to a circular cross
section. The use of a lever ann to give pure bending with no shear
forces on a specimen was considered but the design features required
to eliminate excessive side loading on the vibrator table introduce
the penalty of greatly increasing the external table weight and
significantly reducing the system performance.
This left three main alternatives for a rig configuration.
1) A four point bending rig.
2) Central load application bending rig.
3) Cantilever bending rig.
If rig performance is assessed at given frequency then the critical
features are as follows:-
a) Deflection of the driving system.
b) Force available from the drive system.
c) Stress levels available at the test section of the specimen.
d) The size, shape, and mass of specimen.
If simple comparisons are made on the basis of deflection and force
close to the upper limits of the system then a cantilever bending system
allows larger diameter specimens to be tested which are shorter in overall
length or conversely specimens with the same diameter can be reduced in
overall length and the deflection required from the system much reduced.
Therefore the dynamic response of the system will be better for the
cantilever. Also specimens of shorter overall length although not
saving on material costs do significantly reduce the quantity of machining
to be performed.
A further argument against multipoint bending rigs is that unless
excessive penalties are to be incurred in specimen size and hence system
performance the specimen must effective~ be on simple supports at the
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ends. This is relatively easy to achieve when the tests are conducted
with a pulsating load, i.e., on one side of the zero and fluctuating
about some mean value but when alternating loads are considered then the
supports required to accommodate translation and rotation Whilst being
able to supply reaction in two directions are of a very complex and
sophisticated nature. The sma11 loads involved would necessitate
extremely accurate machining and construction.
On the basis of the above arguments it was decided to construct
suitable cantilever rigs.
The small forces involved mean that adequate stiffness is provided
quite easily. 'Iheprototype rig was constructed from hollow rectangular
steel section with clamping plates and bush mounting members in solid.
It was all welded construction and finally welded on to a one inch thick
base mounting plate which carried the vibrator. 'ilieuse of all welded
construction introduced certain alignment problems due to the distortion
of the welded structure. 'iliefinal design is shown in Fig. 3.2.
'iliespecimen is mounted between two plates which contain a 90 degree
V slot in which the specimen is located. The dimensions of the slot are
such that when the shank of the specimen is inserted into the slot the
plates are separated and can be bolted up clamping the specimen finnly
between the two plates. The bottom plate is welded in between two hollow
rectangular section columns and extends to a further pair of columns behind,
it therefore acts both as a clamping plate and as a structural connection
between the two pairs of columns. The top clamping plate is removable
and clamping is achieved by the three rows of !" bolts. At the drive end
of the specimen two columns carry a solid cross member which is drilled to
locate a linear ball bushing originally used to control drive shaft location.
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The three pairs of columns are welded on to two long nar-r-owbase plates
and the cross rrernber-s at the clamping end are cross braced to the structure
at the drive end by two further hollow rectangular sections thus nroviding
a very rigid SUb-structure.
The two basenlates were nulled down on to the mounting plate bv six
countersunk cap head bolts, the mounting plate being drilled and tapped to
accept these. The vibrator and drive system could then be aligned using
a specimen. Locations were established for the vibrator mountings and t.be
ball bushing controlling drive alignment. The sub-structure could then be
removed for final machining. The base plate was then mounted on a concrete
block which had been cast with rag bolts in position. The base plate was
pulled down onto these bolts and a layer of grout. The blocks were
manufactured so that vmen free standing on rubber vibration nads the
relevant portions of the rig were at a convenient working height.
The first drive svstem used is shown in Fig. 3.3. The specimen
end was held by four 4 B. A. screws with brass locknuts as shown. The table
of the vibrator is equipped with nine 2 B. A. tapped holes and helicoils. Th.e
baseplate of the drive system is attached using B of these points. Vertical
adjustrrent of the drive head is achieved bIT having the lower section of
the drive shaft threaded L. H. at the bottom and R. H. at the top. Any
lateral movement can be taken out by slots in the baseplate a.Lthoush with
good alignment this should not be necessary. Above the clamping block
with four holding screws the drive shaft is continued and runs up through
a linear ball bushing. This provides some relief of the side loading on
the ram. This drive system provides no real method of accommodating
translation and rotation at the ends of the specimen, except after fretting
between the snecimen and the clamping screws. The structure is very stiff
and movements in the longitudinal direction due to deflection are very
small (0.0003") therefore the total end float is small and could be taken
out even by give in threaded portions. The rotation at the drive end
of the specimen is significant. Test runs showed that the clamping
screws quickly fretted a slight groove at the point of contact with the
specimen. In long running specimens a certain amount of chatter from
the drive clamping screws was evident , it did stabilize after about three
hours of run time and not get significantly worse on any particular
specimen. Strain gauged specimens were used to check the wavefom. for
gross distortion but there was none apparent. The system therefore
appeared to function in a satisfactory manner. One major fault became
evident when longer trial runs were performed" the clamping screws
themselves were subject to fatigue and several failed just inside the
housing, this led to the lock nut on that particular screw becoming slack
and then the general slackness quickly led to the other lock nut and screws
starting to unwind. Although it would have been possible to increase the
size of the screws a slightly longer clamping block was required and this
introduces further table weight penalties. A Rose uniball joint was
tried with the drive ~stem as shown in Fig. 3.4. In order to accommodate
the greater length of the drive system a packing plate was inserted under-
neath each foot of the sub-frame. The rotation has been accommodated in
the ball joint, the translation as stated previously is very small and is
taken up in the inherent flexibility of the drive system. As the
alignment control of the drive shaft has been eliminated when under load
the drive shaft will be canted at a very small angle and this will lead
to side loads on the ram but even at maximum output these will be less than
0.5 Lbs , The same mounting plate attaching the drive system to the
vibrator table is used together with right and left hand threads at
respective ends of the drive shaft.
The specimens were turned down at the ends to fit the ball joint
and several trial runs using strain gauged specimens were perfonned. The
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ball joints started to show signs of wear and commenced chattering at
around 30 hours of hard fatigue testing or about 6 x 106 cycles. It
would be expected that on long runs with lower drive forces that the
life would be considerably greater than this. Although the ball joints
started chattering at 30 hours thev ran on for long periods seemingly .
without getting a great deal worse and the wave form as displayed by the
strain gauge records showed no significant distortion but none-the-Iess
it was decided to replace ball joints at the end of any test during which
they showed signs of deterioration.
As the results presented in this thesis performed in the electro-
magnetic rigs do not depend on a knowledge of the stress levels involved
only a brief description of the calibration procedure will be given.
Overall specimen performance was investigated by the use of strain
gauges situated an either side of the notch. Due to the close proximity
of the notch also the curvature and taper of the specimen it is not
practicable to perform an analysis of the expected gauge output at varying
stress conditions and therefore calibration is an empirical comparison of
the dynamic gauge output with output in the statically loaded condition.
A sketch showing the position of the active strain gauges on the
specimen is given in Fig. 3. S. The gauges were bonded to the specimen
surface using a 10:1 mixture by weight of Araldite MY 753 and Hardener
HY 951.
The initial calibration and investigation of waveform produced by the
rig was performed using an ultra violet recorder type S.E. 2900 recording
strain gauge signals. A galvanometer was required which had high
sensitivity and a flat frequency response up to at least 50 cis. The
galvanometer chosen was the B 100 which had the following properties:-
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Natural frequency
Flat frequency response
Nominal Galva resistance
Damping resistance
Hax. safe current
Galvanometer sensitivity
100 cis
60 cis
8OA..
250 .n,
10 m.A. r.m.s.
0.0025 rnA/cm
0.180 mV/cm.
The damning resistance of the galvanometer must be matched by the
source resistance i.e. the resistance of the Wheatstone bridge strain
gauge circuit. Any lack of balance between source and damping resistance
must be eliminated by the use of series or parallel resistors and the
consequent loss of sensitivity. It is therefore important that a gauge
resistance is chosen Which gives the best possible balance between the
source and damping resistances. It had been decided to use gauges
manufactured by Tokyo Sokki and the most appropriate gauge, taking into
consideration gauge dimensions and resistance matching requirements, was
the P.L. 10 S Which has a resistance of 300..Q.. • This gave a source
resistance of 300~ from the bridge and a parallel matching resistor of
1.5K was required across the input to the galvanometer.
The Wheatstone bridge was completed by three dummy gauges bonded to
a 0.3 inch thick mild steel plate to obtain some correction for overall
temperature fluctuations. Each of the two active gauges had their own
complete Wheatstone bridge so that accurate balancing of the bridge output
could be obtained at zero load before connecting the output to the
galvanometers. All terminals possible were enclosed as were the dummy
bridge circuits and interaonnecting cables used were sheathed with all
sheatlangbeing interconnected and finally earthed to the rig to eliminate
noise problems. A 15 Volts d.c. supply to the bridge was provided by a
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Farnell power pack and the supply was earthed to the mains. A simple
sketch showing the basic circuit together with the calculation of the
basic system sensitivity are given in Fig. 3.b.
The rigs are situated in a test cell and considerable fluctuation in
the gauge output was noted due to strong fluctuating air currents from
spurious large holes in the ceiling. Some fast rotating bending machines
were producing a fine mist of oil which, spread by the air currents was
steadily coating everything in the test cell with a film of oil. It was
therefore necessary to eliminate the air currents and this stabilized
conditions in the cell as far as short term temperature deviations were
concerned.
The system was run open circuit with no feedback control and it was
found to give a frequency response that was wi thin 10% of being fiat in
a frequency range from 20 cIs to 50 cIs. Response to increased input
voltage was linear within this range at a fixed frequency and gauge outputs
in constant amplitude tests could be reproduced within a ± 2% band using a
Servomex signal generator. A typical plot of voltage input to the
amplifier versus strain gauge output is shown in Fig.3.7 for 3 frequencies.
Further variation of course arises from the setting of the specimen in the
machine and special setting procedures were followed to ensure repeatability.
The specimen was set in the clamping blocks using a gauge produced to seat
in the groove, run along the specimen surface and seat against the clamping
block face when the correct distance between notch and clamping face had
been obtained. Before the drive shaft is attached to the specimen two
dial gauges are positioned at right angles and in contact with the specimen
as close to the tip as possible. The drive shaft is connected ensuring
that the specimen and hence vibrator table are not moved during the process.
A detailed appraisal of the random loading performance of the rigs is
not presented as it is hoped that the performance will be assessed in the
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future using on-line facilities to the G.E.C. 90/2 computer, and special
signal analysis programs developed by Dr.Sherratt at the University which
have more fatigue sensitive specification narameters.
Amsler Pulsator Type 30 PZB~
This is a standard Amsler pulsator with a rated dynamic capacity of
30 tons. As implied by the name the ram is single acting and fatigue
tests can only be carried out about a mean load. There are facilities on
the Amsler for carrying out tensile, compressive or bending tests. The
axial tensile and also the bending facilities were used for the tests
described in Chapter 7.
The machine cylinder is carried at the top of the 4 main structural
columns along with a heavy structural cross member which provides end
load reaction in both compression and bending tests. The loading head
is attached to the ram by two long threaded hanging columns which almost
extend down to the bottom cross member which also contains the lower
wedge chambers for axial tests. The loading head can be moved up and
down the threaded columns driven by a small electric motor, and as it
contains the upper wedge chambers for axial tensile tests also the top
face is used with various attachments for either compression tests or
the load application point in bending tests, a working space is provided
which can accommodate long axial specimens.
The minimum stress is produced by a 3 piston pump and oil flow to the
machine passes through a minimum load maintainer. The fluctuating load
is superimposed on this static load and is produced by two pulsator
cylinders. At zero load these have a phase displacement of 1SOo and so
oil is pushed from 1 cylinder to the other with no output to the ram.
When the phase displacement is altered by rotating one ~linder a pulsating
output of oil is produced to the ram with maximum output when there is no
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phase displacement between the two cylinders. Both the above supplies
can be regulated and the maximum and minimum load on the specimen are
shown on two pressure gauges. The gauges have trips which can be set
once the running conditions have been attained so that the machine cuts
out when significant increases or decreases in pressure occur. Standard
safety precautions are taken throughout the machine construction.
The machine has two speeds of operation either 375 or 750 c.p.m.
In dynamic tests it is necessary to correct the applied load for inertia
effects due to the moving parts of the machine and the specimen itself.
Amsler provide standard calculations and the necessarv correction charts
for individual machines for both speeds, and different specimen config-
urations.
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SPECll'I'~NDESIGNS
The object of this work was to examine cumulative fatigue d?Jffiage
behaviour and to try and imurove in a narrow field the apuroach to the
design uroblem. The case for notched specimens has already heen stated
and it was further decided that a stress concentration KT = 2 on net
cross sectional area was in a region of major interest. Subseauently
this has been upheld by a British Railways research divisions decision
to base a long term cumulative damage research program on KT values of
approximately 2.
A major decision is the tyne of rmterial to be used in the test
urogram. There are strong arguments to be made in favour of using one
special batch of material with uniform properties. The overall scatter
of test results is reduced, the testing required is less due both to
reduced scatter and the smaller number of S-N curves and other basic
data requirements and, comparison of test results is easier when the
possible influence of material pronerties in oortain modes of behaviour
is eliminated. Despite these strong recommendations for using a single
special batch of material it was decided to purchase material in batches
from a local steel stockist within the specification of B. s. 15 which is
very widely used constructional steel.
The specification of B. S. 15 is very wide carbon content being
snecified as between 0.15 - 0.30% carbon and this v~riation in carbon
content causes fairly large variations in material strength properties
as will be shown later. In fact various batches of steel received swing
almost the full extent of the specification. This wide variation in
material behaviour is an embarrassrrent sorretirreswhen trying to formulate
test programs and analyse the results of these programs, however it does
have one great advantage. The presentation and analysis of f'atd.gue results
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and the formulation of theories often suffers from a lack of generality
of application, the results being strictly tied to a certain specimen
configuration with a single material. Dealing with a widely varying
material even within one specification and a range of specimen configurations
forces an acute consciousness of the design problem and also rivets
attention on general patterns of behaviour rather than a distorted pattern
associated solely with one set of conditions.
All specimens except the large bending specimens were stress relieved
at 7000C for 1 hour before machining operations commenced. No heat
treatment was performed after completion of machining operations due both
to the lack of facilities for stress relieving in vacuo and also the fact
that most practical components contain some residual stresses due to
machining.
Rotating Bending Specimens
The overall length and diameter of the specimens was determined by
the existing machines. The only details to be decided were the position
of the notch, its design and the required tolerances.
In order to avoid any concentrations due to the holding collett at
the test section, the notch was placed one specimen diameter away from the
holding collett. A KT value of 2.0 on stress on the nett cross-
sectional area was required and this was achieved using a notch of 0.044
inches radius with a depth of 0.047 inches. This gives a KT value of
2.0 according to the tables of Peterson. Overall specimen diameter is
0.625 inches thus giving a throat diameter of 0.531 inches at the test
section.
The above notch was the best balance between ~ size of test
section and being able to generate the required stress levels.
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A drawing of the specimen to~ether with the notch detail ~re sh~ln
in Fig. 3.B. The tolerances were defined by the mechanics of the
rotating hending machines and the desired accuracy in the stress levels.
The sections of the specimen which are held in the collett and on which
the end bearing are mounted resoectively must be machined to \vithin
+ 0.0005 inches. Also the t.wo surfaces must be concentric, in order to
prevent any bouncing of the loading arm when running speeds of 1500 r.p.m.
are attained. A good turned finish is satisfactory for all of the
specimen surfaces except that of the notch. The dimensions of the
spigott on the loading end of the specimen are determined by the bearing
size and the tyPe of spring circlip used to retain the bearing. Details
are shown in Fig. '.B.
The notch was cut bv form tools which were bought out. During the
course of oreparation of 3 batches of specimens both high speed steel and
carbide tipped steel tools were used. The form of all tools was checked
on a Nikon profile projector at a magnification of 50:1 both for
irregularities in the cutting surface and also for radius. The position
of the notch was specified relative to the spigott to maintain the loading
lever arm and this was tied to a tolerance of ± 0.0005 inches giving a
variation in stress level of less than 0.5%. The throat diameter of the
notch was specified to a tolerance of ± 0.001 inches thus eliminating the
need for individual load corrections on each specimen. The notch was cut
with a low feed rate and lubrication to keep residual machining stresses
to a minimum. The form tools were used to cut the notch on 19 snecimens
before they were re-sharpened and reformed. To avoid undue wastage or
variation in the specimens the first specimens rrachined after a new notch
tool had been set up were checked before the machining of the rest of the
specimens allotted to that tool was allowed to proceed. Any grooves which
showed bad machining pits at the root were rejected and the grooves in
remaining specimens were lightly polished using three grades of emery
paper finishing with 00 cloth.
On the completion of all machining and polishing operations every
specimen was checked on critical dimensions. The following checks were
performed:-
1) The diameter of the spigott and the section to be held in the
collett were measured.
2) The throat diameter of the notch was measured.
3) The distance from the spigott end face to notch centre line was
measured.
4) The notch profile was inspected, using the Nikon profile pro~ector
on 50:1 magnification, for radius and general regularity of profile.
Deviations of more than 0.0005 inches from desired profile were not
accepted, except at the outer edges where the polishin~ operations gave a
rounding of the edge.
5) The notch surface was examined and if any machining pits still
remained and it was close to the limiting tolerances on groove dimensions
the specimen was rejected.
Specimens with any dimension outside the specified tolerances was
considered as a reject. Although not used as specimens during test
programs they were utilized to obtain same idea of testing stress levels
required for various purposes. They therefore served as useful guides in
the formulation of the main test programs.
Due to the checks instituted during the machining of the notch and
early trials performed to get the best machined surface possible direct
from tUrning at the root of the notch, the actual rejection rate of
specimens was very low.
Once the specimens were inspected and passed they were listed and then
smeared with a coating of oil and stored in layers between oil soaked rags
until required in the test programs.
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Small Plane Bending Specimens
The electro-magnetic plane bending rigs were designed about a 40 lb
f thrust vibrator.
A specimen with a test section of not less than 0.250 inches was
desirable and also at the time that the design was conceived a specimen
that could also run as a plane specimen was required. The solution
decided upon was a lightly tapered cantilever specimen with a heavy
reinforcing radius leading up to the clamping shank of the specimen. On
static load considerations this moved the maximum stress out from the root
by approximately 1.5 inches on a cantilever arm of 6 inches. Maximum
stress was again approximately 40% in excess of root stress neglecting
reinforcing and clamping stress concentrations. Approximate calculations
were performed to investigate any redistribution of stresses due to inertia
loading at a frequency of 40 cis but the effect was minimal. A check on
the calculated stress distribution was made using strain gauged specimens
and agreement to within 5% of the calculated and measured distribution was
obtained. No specimens have so far been run in the plain condition in a
test program, all the results reported being for notched specimens.
The notch on the specimens was positioned in the region of maximum
stress on a plane specimen and placed 1.5 inches away from the root of
the cantilever. Although a greater test section could have been obtained
by moving the notch closer to root, sufficient room was left to mount a
strain gauge between the notch and the root of the cantilever. To
minimize tooling costs the same notch radius as for the rotating bending
specimens was used, the tools being refonned and sharpened before use.
Petersen was used for design of the notch which was made semi-circular
to give a maximum KT value of 1.67, this is a figure neglecting the taper
on the specimen and the variation in bending movement across the section.
A drawing of the specimen and the notch detail are shown in Fig.~.9.
The use of the 0.044 inch radius and a semi-circular notch gave a throat
diameter of 0.250 inches at the notch.
The specimens were machined from a batch of steel to B.S. 15
specification purchased from the local stockist. The steel was stress
relieved in bar form before being machined. Due to pressure on the
University workshops the specimens were manufactured out except for the
machining of the notch. A mistake was made in the drawing released to
the manufacturers, the drawing was done on centre lines but the concent-
ricity between the two ends of t he specimen was not given a specific
tolerance, therefore the manufacturers assumed the normal open limit of
0.010 inches. This of course gives a slight twist in the specimens if
the concentricity deviates from zero. Random checks showed that most
specimens were out by between 0.006 inches and 0.009 inches on concent-
ricity. Check calculations were performed to investigate this lack of
concentricity and it was found that the variation in stress levels was
less than 1% which was considered as tolerable.
The lack of concentricity proved to be a considerable problem in the
machining of the notch and the standard specified on the drawing could not
be achieved. The specimens were inspected on each of the specified
dimensions but on the notch considerable latitude was allowed on the
actual notch depth although the notch throat diameter was measured in
each case so that loading corrections could be applied to individual
specimens. Rigid control of the radius at the root of the notch was
maintained as with the rotating bending specimens, and the variations in
notch depth of up to 0.004 inches do not cause significant variations in
the value of the stress concentration factor.
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The same polishing and inspection onerations were nerformed on each
snecimp-n as had been performed on the rotating bendin~ specimens.
The specimens were again stored smeared with a coating of oil while
awaiting testing.
Axial Specimens for the Amsler Pulsator
Mild steel is renorted in the literature notably by Frost (1962) as
being insensitive to mean load. Therefore when designing a snecimen no great
reduction in the total stress range is possible, but if the mean load is
pitched too high then gross yielding takes place, and if the mean load is
too low then the required alternating stress ma:T take the machine load
below the recommended limit of the manufacturers. This precludes the
testing of small notched specimens where the required machine loading is
very low. As tools had already been purchased for radius O.C4k. inches
ahd 0.100 inches an attempt was made to base the notch desirn on grooves
with either of the above radii. The final snecimen design is shown in
Fig. 3.10. The specimen diameter was 1.300 inches where it was gripned
in the jaws and this was reduced to 1.200 inches over the 4 inch centre
section with a tolerance of ± 0.0005 inches. The notch was positioned
at the centre of the above section and was a 0.100 inch radius circum-
ferential groove with a depth of 0.100 inches. This gave a throat
diameter on the notch of 1.000 inches, and a ~ value of 2.17.
The specimens were machined from 1! inch diameter mild steel bar to
B. s. 15 which had been stress relieved. The usual precautions were taken
in machining the notch.
The notches received the same polishing treatment as all previous
specimens and whlnthis was completed each specimen was inspected. The
machining of the notches was not to very high standard and the ± 0.001
inches tolerance on root diameter was not held. Therefore an individual
load correction was apnlied to each specimen when testing commenced.
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All specimens were again smeared in oil whilst awaiting testing.
Large Plane Bending Snecimens
Some testing on the axial specimens had been completed when the
specimens were de s.izned, Therefore the range and mean of surface stress
to be provided was a great deal clearer.
The obje cb was to obtain close to the largest size of test section
in the Amsler, therefore the span was of great importance. The limiting
factor on span proved not to be the size of the Amsler but the maximum
length that could be machine d in the Universi tv workshop. Diameter was
no problem but no greater length than 42 inches would be accepted on
lathes for machining, with allowances for the end loading plate width and
a small overlap this effectively reduces the span to 36 inches. The
location of the notch was next considered, it is essential that it he
disnlaced from the loading point.
Trial calculations were performed with the notch of KT = 2.0 on
net cross sectional area located 6 inches away from the point of load
application, these showed that the maximum net test section size was
approximately 4.3 inches and the selection finally made was for a 0.258
inch radius groove with a depth of 0.323 inches, giving a total specimen
diameter of 4.946 inches. During the initial machining stages it was
found that the 5 inch diameter bar would not clean up at this dimension
and the outer diameter was therefore reduced to 4.B23 inches. The notch
dimensions were maintained and the final KT value of the notch from
Petersen was 2.21 on net cross sectional area. A drawing of the specimen
showing final dimensions is shown in Fig. 3.11.
The batch consisted of 12 specimens and two form tools of 0.258
inch radius were purchased for the machinina of the 24 grooves. Due to
the much greater depth of the groove one tool was used for roughing out
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and the other tool for finishing operations. The tools themselves were
checked for profile on the Nikon but with such large specimens it was
impossible to mount them in the Nikon for checking. Replicas of the
grooves were considered, but as no trouble had been experienced with
profile on all previous specimens these were accepted with no formal
profile check. Throat diameter and overall diameters were checked, and
the machining had been excellent, 10 out of 12 specimens being to nominal
dimensions on throat diameter.
During final machining processes on the notch the specimen was
marked in order to facilitate an accurate longitudinal setting in the
Amsler.
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CHAPrER 4
'!he first test program was run on the rot ating bending machines
that were described in Chapter 3, as were also the type I specimens
used soley in the rotating bending machines.
The material on the limited chemical analysis performed showeda
meanvalue on three samples of 0.15% carbon and 0.35%manganese.
Tensile specimens were I1Bnufactured for a Hounsfield Tensometer and the
mean of the tests performed gave the following values for first yield
and ultimate.
1st Yield 38,100 lb/sq.in.
Ultimate 50,500 lb/sq.in.
17 tons/sq.in.
22.5 tons/sq.in.
The object of the test program was to try to determine quali tati vely
and quantitatively any time or positional effects of blocks of low load
cycles in a stress histor,v. As previously discussed in Chapter 2 the
effect of the total presence or total absence of low load cycles has
been investigated by several workers, but no effort has been made on a.
statistical basis to evaluate the effects of lOW'loads below the original
fatigue limit at varying stages in the life of a specimen.
A statistical program was required using the block loading facilities
of the rotating bending machines. The tests should be as simple as
possible with the position of the low load cycles varied in a systematic
fashion and two main possibilities were feasible on an experimental basis:-
(a) To insert blocks of low load cycles for various given periods
before running out to failure at same constant higher stress amplitude.
(b) To start the test at the higher stress amplitude for varying
lengths and then to introduce blocks of low stress levels until failure.
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A simple two level block program was used with the testing split
into two main sections, hereafter called Section X and Section Y, with
different types of load envelope for each section. The load envelope
for Section X is shownin Fig. 4.1 and consists of a program.of high and
low load, the low loads being present fran the start of the test and
being excluded after a certain predetermined number of load programs, M.
The test then continues to failure at the high load level. The load
envelope for Section Y is shown in Fig. 4.2. The low load levels are
excluded for a predetermined number of cycles NRafter which the same two
level load program as used in Section Xwas introduced and continued until
failure.
'!he high load level (J h was the same for all tests in both Sections
X and Y and three different values of the low-er stress level (J I were
investigated. Four different values of Mand NRwere used in Sections
X and Y respectively so that each section consisted of a 4 x 3 block
giving 12 test conditions. Four specimens were tested at each condition
giving a total of 4S specimens per section. The values assigned to er I
were all below the original constant amplitude fatigue limit.
The design. and construction of the rotating bending machines and
also the specimen, imposed certain restrietions on the type of block
loading program which could be obtained. The counting system was eueh
that programs of length 2,000, 20,000, 200,000 could be obtained before
repetition. A program length of 2,000 cycles was too short for the
slow speed of the traversing motors and programs of 200,000 cycles and
greater presented somedifficult problems in the camoperation. The
minimum traversing time was approximately 1 minute, thus on a machine
doing 1,500 r.p.m. the length of cam.availAble for the operation of
closing and re-opening the contacts was less than 3 degrees. The slack
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in the dri.va mechanismcould easily account for this amount of movement
and it was felt that reliable operation would not be secured, so a program
length of 20,000 cycles was used. 'Ibe block lengths selected were S,OOO
cycles at high load and 12,000 cycles at low load, and obviously these
figures differ slightly by the length of traversing time for individual
machines.
'Ibe range of stress available on the rotating bending machines is
limited by the weight of the jockey and the length of traverse along the
jockey beam allied to the particular specimen design. A total possible
range of 4.60 tons/sq.in. nominal stress on net cross-sectional area was
available for the '!YPeI specimens.
In order to select the relevant test stress levels a preliminary
S-N curve was run at constant amplitude. The stress level giving a mean
life of approximately 1 million cycles was selected as the high stress
level, am then 5 specimens were run on each machine both to obtain a
reliable mean life at this level, and a statistical calibration of the
machines. The results of these tests are shown in Table 4-1 along with
the abbreviated statistical calculations which showthat there is no
significant difference in the mean lives produced by the three machines.
The S-N curve was then completed and is shownplotted in fig. 4.3. The
three values of crl to be investigated were selected as 7.S4, 7.19, 6.53
tons/sq.in. nominal, respectively. The values selected for )of in Section
Xwere Z7, 54, S1 and 10$ programs and for NRin Section Ywere 100,000,
300,000, 500,000 and 700,000 cycles.
'!he tests were distributed between the three machines in a regular
pattem, but the selection of specimens for a particular test was by a
randall draw. The specimens, which had all been stored smeared with oil,
were cleaned wi til carbon tetrachloride imnediately before a test commenced;
Setting of the specimen in the collett accurately was a problem and so
a small setting tool was madewhich fitted on the specimen surface,
locating in the groove at one end and seating against the oollett face
when the correct distance was set.
Themchines had originally been designed with an oil drip feed
which lubricated both the counter drive and the min bearings of the
spindle. Under test conditions oil seeped out past the bearings and
collett along the specimen producing a thin coating of oil over much of
the specimen including the notch. Packing the be arings and the casing
around the counter drive with grease and eliminating the oil feed cured
this problem and also the machines ran cooler.
Section X of the test programwas run first and the results are
presented in Table 4-2. The value of the Miner summationwhile the
jockey weight was traversing to the newposition was calculated using
the method given by Marsh(~b4)for evaluation of Miner sunmation with a
sawtooth modulation of applied load.
The data was tested for fit to the normal distribution and it was
found that the best fit was obtained with the log-nonnal distribution.
The plot to test the fit is sho'Wnin Fig. 4.4. The results were analysed
using standard statistical techniques, the deviation in variances was
checked us:ing the "F" test and found to be significant so that several
test conditions were censored. The remainder of the results were examined
for significant differences in meanvalues using a series of one factor
analyses. No statistically significant variations in meanvalues was
detected and thus it is rutile to attempt any further analysis of this
section of the program.
A time lapse of several weeks occurred between running Section X
and Section Y of the program due to holidays and moving the testing
equipment. Whentesting was re-connnencedconsiderably longer lives were
being obtained and so further constant amplitude tests were conducted at
the 0- h stress level of 9.80 tons/sq.in. Themean life at this level was
found to have increased fran 1,052,000 cycles to 1,755,000 cycles. Some
of this was undoubtedly due to the change in humidity between when Section
Xwas run during the winter and its level during the early summerWlen
Section Y was run. Illi.' and Corten(t~bO)have reported a 2(1J,rise in life
due to the decrease in humidity during the summer. Another possible
explanation is a difference in residual stresses due to machining between
the two batches of specimens. They were machined as separate batches and
a different operative and a slightly different technique were used on the
second batch. Subsequently specimens were pushed through the shop for
machining in batches of 200 - 250 specimens. As corrections to the Miner
summation for the traversing line are generally small the S-N curve was
assumed to have the same slope with a knee at the same cycles limit Le.
at a slightly higher stress level. It is expected that errors induced
by this asrumption are less than 1%.
The results of the program together with the Miner swnmationvalues
are shown in Table 4-3. The results were again tested for fit to the
nonnal distribution, the log conversion giving the best fit to data.
The same style of statistical analysis was performed on these test results,
Le. comparison of variances using the "F" test and one factor analysis to
determine significant differences in means. Although the test data was
more consistent in this section the quantitative analysis was almost
equally disappointing ~th insufficient statistically viable data to
establish any definite trends. The only notable feature was that the
lower stress levels appeared to be more damaging than those immediately
below the fatigue limit.
Howeverthis section of the program provided a large number of
specimen fractured surfaces with bloCk program markings on them.
Measurement of the markings was performed on the Nikon projector. The
fractured surface could be projected onto a screen containing a graticule
at magnifications of 10:1, 20:1 or 50:1. The illuminating power at 50:1
magnification was insufficient to allow program markings to be distinguished
and although they could be seen at 20:1 the very much sharper image at the
lowest magnification of 10:1 was used for obtaining measurements. The
specimen is mounted on a table which is manipulated by two micrometers
each reading to 0.0001", Readings were only taken on radial lines Which
were perpendicular to the program markings i.e. on sections wh ere the
program marldngs are parallel to the specimen surface. 'Ihis section was
lined up on the vertical graticule of the screen and thus the specimen
could be traversed relative to the horizontal graticule along the section
of interest using a single micrometer on the table. Photographs of
typical fracture surfaces are shownin Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6. As the
exact borders of the propagation at the low stress level is indistinct it
was decided to chart the progress for each block of C,Vclesconsisting of
12,000 cycles at (JI and S,OOOcycles at erh. Measurementswere perfonned
on all specimens which exhibited more than five set. of markings. In
general the first 0.090 inches to 0.120 inches of the specimen do not
exhibit any program markings as they are either too small to be disting-
uishable or have been eradicated by the fractured surfaces rubbing together.
In exceptional cases markings were observed at a crack depth of 0.036 inchef
and over twenty sets of block markin~ ·w~r~ vis ible..
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Semi-logarithmic plots of log10 L versus the numberof cycles
proved to be non-linear but plots were also made following Frost's (Ic\SS)
suggestion of log ~ Lt la versus cycles where L is the length of the
crack including the depth of the notch and lo is the original crack
depth i.e. in notched specimens the depth of the notch: The plots were
in general linear and typical examples are shownin Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.S.
Whenplotting such a parameter as log e, 4Lo most of tlle scatter in the
actual rate of propagation is passed over and therefore another semi-
logarithmic plot was examinedin which the log of the increment in crack
length during one block was plot ted against the crack length excluding
the depth of the notch. A few of these plots are shawnin Figs. 4.9
and Fig. 4.10. An interesting feature of these plots is the way in
'Whichthe curve smooths out at crack lengths in the order of 0.11 to 0.13
inches. Thus tlle actual crack growth rate per block appears to be very
irregular below this crack length although the no~ crack propagation
plots indicate a very steady and predictable overall rate of growth.
'!he slopes of the log -e._ L(t...o versus cycles plots for the specimens
examined appeared to bear no general relationship either to the life of
the specimen or the particular stress conditions involved and so the
available data was extrapolated back to a crack depth of 0.005 inches.
In somecases a change in slope of the log Q.. Lilo versus C1cles plot was
observed close to the limit at lbich markings were visible. An example
is shownin Fig. 4.11 where the plot fur Spec. No. 1.2.13. is shown. It
is possible that this increase in tlle crack propagation rate is merely that
the very finely spaced programmarkings have not been observed correctly
but this possibility is largely eliminated. by Spec. No. 1.2.13. which exhibits
the samebreak in crack propagation rate. Estimates based on the final
rate of propagation lead to an estimate of high cycles sustained with a
crack '7 0.005 inches long as .456,000 cycles. The actual number
sustained during total life was 501,600 cycles and this leads to a
figure of .45,600 cycles of high stress for initiation and deve10pnent
of a crack 0.005 inches long. Allowing a nominal initiation period
of say 20,000 cycles the final crack propagation rate is only 2i times
faster for a crack of O.oeo inches as comparedto a crack of under 0.005
inches. It is likely therefore that the final rate observed. in this
case is a slow crack propagation phase as the crack grows quickly in
other sections of the specimen re-orienting the crack front. The
portion of the life spent from growing a crack from 0.005 inches to
failure was calculated for each of the specimens examined from.the
log ~ l{Lt)data plotted on a log scale versus cycles to eliminate the
knees in sane of the curves based on the assumption that the same crack
propagation behaviour existed during this period. Table .4-.4 shows all
the data produced from the test program tabulated in terms of life up
to a crack of 0.005 inches length, life after this length to failure,
total life and also the percentage of the life spent with a crack present
greater than 0.005 inches in depth. The total variation in fonnation of
cracks up to 0.005 inches is 5,800,000 cycles whereas beyond this stage
the variation is only 2,040,000 cycles. Fig• .4.12 shows the percentage
of life with a crack greater than 0.005 inches plotted against the life
to failure. A large amount of scatter is present probably due to
extrapolating results but there appears to be a definite trend for the
proportion of the life with a crack ") 0.005 inches to decrease with
increasing life.
'Ibe crack propagation behaviour observed was shownto extend back
to crack depths of 0.036 inches and the results have bet!l1extrapolated
back to crack depths of 0.005 inches. 'lhese results have indicated a
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a decreasing importance of the crack propagation phase ~th increasing
life and also that most of the scatter takes place, certainly within the
period when the crack is less than 0.035 inches, and probably whenthe
crack is of muchsnaller depth. Although the programs have provided
no statistically viable quantitative infonnation they have shownin
agreement with other workers that the propagation of larger cracks is a
predictable stage in the life but also that the major region of interest
for long lives is whenthe cracks are muchsmaller. Obviously information
is required on the damagedor cracked state of the specimenwhenthe
cracks are less than 0.040 inches lI'ld it seems likely that cracks of 0.010
inches and less will be of critical interest.
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MACHINE 1 MACHINE 2 MACHINE 3
N Log10N N Log10N N Log10N
1,7S7,200 6.25217 936,600 5.96970 2,626,800 6.41943
1,404,400 6.14749 1,307,500 6.11645 S40,600 5.92459
1,034,000 6.01452 71S,200 5.B5625 1,805,600 6.25662
1,093,SOO 6.03S94 6S9,400 5.B3B47 SS5,100 5.94699
947,100 5.97640 1,204,200 6.08070 994,600 5.99765
TABLE 4-1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR STATISTICAL CALIBRATION OF
MACHINES.
ABBREVIATED CALCULATIONS FOR STATISTICAL CALIBRATION OF MACHINES
MACHINE 1
S2 = 0.0126S24.
MACHINE 2
S2 = 0.0161800
MACHINE 3
S2 = 0.0477030
F TEST FOR SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE INVARIANCES
LARGEST VARIANCE
SMALLEST VARIANCE = 0.04770300.0126B24 = 3.76
DEGRESS OF FREEDOM 4 x 4
10% Significance F = 4.11
5% Significance F = 6.39
1% Significance F = 15.9S
Therefore we may accept the Null hypothesis that the means are equal.
VARIANCE OF MACHINE MEANS ABOUT GRAND MEAN
S2 = 0.0053549
BETWEEN MACHINE VARIANCE
S2 = 0.0267745
F. TEST FOR DIFFERENCE IN MEANS
F = 0.02677450.0255215 = 1.05
DEGREES OF FREEDOM 2 x 12
BE~NEEN MACHINES = 3 - 1 = 2
WITHIN MACHINES = (5 - 1) x 3 = 12
10% Significance F = 2.31
5% Significance F = 3.39
1% Significance F = 6.93
Therefore we may accept the Null hypothesis that the means are equal.
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FIG. 4. S.
PHOTOGRAPH OF FRACTURED SURFACE AS PROJECTED BY
THE NII<ON.
PHOTOGRAPH OF FRACTURED SURFACE AS PROJECTE D BY
THE NIKON.
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I Specimen .Life up to - Life between' Total % Life
No. Crack of 0.005" Crack Life between
0.005" and Failure .0.005" &
Failure
_
-. _-- .-
1.2.8 1,4Ul,000 859,000 2,260,000 38~:,
1.4.2. 1,251,000 1,089,000 2,340,000 47~~
1.1.9 1,650,000 1,270,000 2,920,000 44~C
1.2.5 2,064,000 1,176,000 3,240,000 365~
1.2.4 340,000 1,580,000 1,920,ouO 82/,
1.2.3 : 1,220,000 1,720,000 2,940,uOu 59~G
1.4.22 5,020,000 2,160,uOO 7,180,voo 30~~
1.4.6 1,120,uOO 1,880,000 3,000,000 63~0
1.4.11 2,392,000 868,uoo 3,26u,OOu 27,;
1.4.16 2,725,000 1,875,UOO 4,6uO,uoO 41>~
1.4.21 3,380,uOO 1,240,000 4,62u,UOu 27~0
1.1.17 1,280,000 1,600,uOO 2,880 ,000 56".
1.2.11 2,250,000 710,000 2,960,00u 24)~
1.4.29 1,3UO,UOO 2,000,000 3,3uc,000 61i,
1.2.28 3,151,000 917,000 4,068,uvu 2''1'·'Cl'
1.2.14 2,970,Ouu 2,750,000 5,720,UUO 51~o
1.1.5 480,000 1,680,000 2,160,000 '/8~'~
1.2.9 4,330,000 1,090,000 5,42u,UOO 20~~
1.1.19 1,790,000 2,190,UOO 3,980,000 55~~
1.1.11 1,380,000 1,880,uoo 3,260,000 58~~
1.2.24 190,000 1,910,000 2,100,000 91~~
1.2.15 910,000 1,250,000 2,160,000 587~
1.2.7 830,000 1,390,000 2,220,000 63,-
1.1.21 2,480,000 1,100,000 3,48u,000 32~,
1.2.16 3,810,000 1,890,000 5,700,000 337~'
1.1.23 1,385,000 1,815,000 3,200,000 57iG
1.1.24 1,080,OuO 2,420,000 3,500,000 695:,
1.4.15 2,400,000 1,840,000 4,240,UOO 43;0
1.2.20 2,470,000 1,410,000 3,880,000 36%
1.1.18 5,990,000 2,070,00u 8,060,000 26~,
1.1.10 4,940,000 1,820,000 6,700,000 27~:
1.1.8 1,690,000 1,550,000 3,140,000 49%
1.1.2 5,290,OuO 2,510,00u 7,Suo ,000 32/~
TABLE 4-4
I
-
Specimen Life up to Life between Total C' l.,ifI"
No. Crack of 0.U05" Crack Life betwe
0.005" and Failure 0.ou5"
Fat.Lu
---- ..~.-_ .._-- ~.
1.1.20 5,920,000 1,000,000 6,920,uOO 14;£
1.4.20 2,970,000 2,330,000 5,300,000 44~-
1.2.2 880,000 1,420,000 2,300,000 62;"
1.2.25 1,910,000 1,370,000 3,280,000 42j,
1.1.7 2,390,000 2,150,000 4,540,000 47~;
1.2.18 2,170,000 2,150,uuO 4,320,000 5U~:,
Total 5,800,000 2,040,000 6,140,000
Variation
-- ---- -
TABLE 4-4 (page 2)
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CHAPTER 5
Although the first test program was unsuccessful quantitatively,
the examination of the block program markings had indicated that the
major region of interest was probably when the cracks were under 0.020
inches long.
In order to derive the ma.xi.muminfonnation from tests it was
necessary to be able to determine the fatigued, or cracked state of the
specimen quantitatively. The obvious facilities required were reliable
detection of small cracks under 0.010 inches in length and reasonably
reliable quantitative information between 0.010 inches and 0.040 inches.
If maximumadvantage was to be taken of the testing method developed
then testing would have to take place with the specimen still in the
machine, nth the minimum possible disturbance of the test and the
operation should be capable of rapid execution.
Penetrant dyes and magnetic methods give no quantitative infonnation
on crack depth, this leaves ultrasonics and eddy current crack detection
as the main contenders.
(1) Ultrasonic Methods
'!he use of a commontransmit-receive probe to send pulses up the
longi tudinal axis of the specimen would lead to many spurioue echoes
fran the notch faoe and as the orientation of the oraok front is not
unique, separation of echoes from the notch and a small crack would prove
almost impossible.
(jq",)
Brook and Parry had performed somework at Bristol on small axial
fatigue specimens in a Vibrophore. They measured the changes in resonant
frequency of the specimen in the machine and also the ouput of the
amplifier, thus they were able to deduce the changes in dynamicmodulus
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and damping of the material in the specimen. They found that plots of
E/Eo versus cycles (E c: dynamicmodulus, Eo .. original dynamic modulus)
were in fact straight lines for a significant portion of the life and
further that the slope of the EIEo versus Nplot could be correlated to
the actual life of the specimen. A plot was produced of d(E/Eo)/dN
versus cycles to failure and this was a unique curve for all the
conditions investigated i.e. the slope of the EIEo versus Nplot gives a
value for the life to failure regardless of the stress level at which the
test is performed. '1hl.swork was performed at constant amplitude with
scme very limited block programs. The advantages are great if it were
established that the rate of change of dynamicmodulus was proportional
to life under random loading conditions also. After about 20% of the
life it would be possible to predict the life. This 00% reduction in
the total testing time would allow another four types of loading history
to be examined in the same testing time. It should be noted however,
that Brook and Parry's work is restricted to small plain specimens.
'!he propagation of ultrasonic shear waves through a material is
dependant on the dynamic modulus, therefore a change in the dynamic
modulus should be retlected ~ a change in the velocity ot transmission
of ultrasonic shear waves. It was therefore decided to attempt to
reprdduce, with ultrasonics, someot these measurements and to try and
correlate the total change in modulus at a.ny time to the fatigued state
ot the specimen. The small size of the specimen combinedwith the
relati vely small changes in dynamic modulus mean that changes in trans-
mission velocity are of the order of nano-seconds, and obviously it is
desirable to have the wave traversing the greatest poesi ble length of
1
fatigued material. The latt~r is achieved ~ passing the shear wave
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around the surface circumference of the notch, and this requires that the
specimen be inunersed and shear waves impinged on the surface at a critical
angle. 'Ibis method would be very difficult to use in si tu on varying types
of machinery and also time consuming. Ch these grounds this method was
rejected and the method adopted was to pass shear waves across the throat
diameter of the notch to be picked up by a separate receive probe positioned
diametrically opposite. This eliminates any spurious reflection
difficulties and one only has to time the first pulse received. As good
contact is required to pennit transmission of the shear waves, a high
contact pressure has to be used. TWo probes were manufactured together
with a clamping brace. An ultrasonic rig was available and this was used
for preliminary measurements on the rotating bending specimens turned down
to give a plain specimen of 0.500 inches diameter at the test section. A
similar curve qualitative4r to that of Brook and Parry was obtained with
six specimens. The results showedsome pranise but the contact pressures
were so high that residual canpressive stresses were introduced where the
probe was clamped to the surface of the test section and these influenced
the overall pattern of crack propagation. The clamping of a probe in the
root of the notch was simple in itself, but obtaining the necessary degree
of contact proved impossible in a limited investi~tion. The surface of
the notch is a ecepound of curves and attempts at machining a probe to fit
this shape well were unsuccessful. . other arrangEments were far more
complex and would require long develoJDent periods, therefore it was
decided to try the eddy current crack detection methods.
A Forster defectomer Type No.D.IS," was available together with the
standard probe and calibration block. As the standard probe was too
large to reach the bottom of the groove, Forster's were approached and
they manufactured a prototype probe which could be used at the root of
the notch of the rotating bending snecimens. One of the difficulties is
the sensitivity of the apparatus to edge effects ~lich affect the instrument
response to a crack of given length. The notch acts as a ve~r severe edge
effect and also comnlicates adjustment of the lift-off compensation. These
factors make the use of the standard calibration block imnossible for a
notched snecimen. Thus the only practical solution is to decide on a standard
method of using the defcctometer and to calibrate the outnut with crack
length by rUnning specimens until a certain reading is obtained an0 then
sectioning the specimen, polishing and observing the crack under a microscope.
This calibration is unique to the particular specimen configuration and to
the settings used on the instrument.
After some experimentation with the calibration block it was decided
not to adjust the lift-off compensation so that there was zero shift in
reading when the probe was lifted from the material in the region of edge
effects as this decreased the response to a crack considerably. This
means that probe contact with the specimen must be maintained when measure-
ments were taken. The maximum sensitivity was used together with a
compromise lift-off compensation adjustment. The zero set, which is a
potentiometer backing off the detection circuit output to the meter, was
used initially as a means of obtaining a greater total range of readings.
The intital experimental work was to rUn specimens at three different
nominal stress levels, 13.04, 11.42 and 9.79 tonsysa.in. all above the
constant amplitude fatigue limit. Each specimen was followed with the
Forster at a single arbitrary point marked on the surface, the readings being
noted and the change from the original reading at that point is denoted as
the Forster reading. Response was dependant on both probe pressure and load
on the speeimen when the reading was taken. Care was taken therefore to
ensure a uniform probe pressure was applied and readings were taken with the
specimen unloaded. The speeimens were run until certain predetermined
values of Forster reading were obtained and then the specimen was
stopped, sectioned, and polished at that point and examined
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under a Vickers M.55 microscope. Crack lengths were then measured using
the micrometer stage on the microscope.
A plot of Forster reading versus crack length is shown in Fig. 5.1.
This plot also shows some results from the block program.tests described
later in this chapter. It was found that scatter in the test results
was prohibitive above crack lengths of 0.050 inches and these are not
included in the plot.
The scatter in the portion of the curve with the cracks less than
0.010 inches is due to two main reasons:-
1) The profile of small cracks is such that their length varies
considerably with small increments in distance around the circumference
of the specimen. Thus considerable errors are possible due to the section
examined under the microscope being slightly displaced from the point, at
which measurements were actually taken. In later tests the measuring
techniques were modified to eliminate this problem, the circumference of
the specimen being scanned for ma.ximum Forster reading and then when the
specimen was sectioned a ser:l.a of small slices were taken across the
region of maximum reading in order to locate the maximumcrack length.
Using both maximumreadings reduced the scatter in the results as will be
seen later.
2) Temperature effects due to the running temperature of the machine
in which the test was performed. A section is devoted to a full discussion
of these effects later in this chapter.
The Forster readings at a single point showeda rapid initial rise,
then a period of stationary or very slow increase followed by a rapid and
steady increase. This type of response is shown in a generalised form
in Fig. 5.2 where the life has been split into three main stages, labelled
A, 1Aand B as shown, as indicated by the Forster response. 'Ibe
calibration data had shownthat cracking was present at the start of
Stage B at any single point on the surface of the specimen, thus Stage B
could certainly be regarded as a macro-crack propagation phase. The
significance of Stages A and 1Awas not so apparent. Examination of the
data available showedthat the magnitude of the initial rise was apparently
dependent on the machine in which the specimenwas run and with no
detectable trend due to the stress level at which the specimen was tested,
further discussion of this topic is deferred until later in this chapter.
It is obvious that readings at a single point do not give an overall
indication of the fatigued state of the specimen, therefore further tests
were per-formedat 11.42 tons/sq.in. in which readings were taken at four
points equally spaced around the circumference of the specdmen, The
cumulative total of the four readings was then plotted against cycles.
These plots are shawnin Fig. 5.3. Examination of these plots brings
out several interesting points.
1) If we accept the clDDlll.atite~Forster reading as an indication
of the damagedstate of the specimen, then the rate of accumulation of
damageduring Stage B is remarkably uniform for the specimens exhibiting
marked variations in total life.
2) The highest readings at one of the four points when compared
with the calibration curve showedthat a crack was certainly present when
the overall rise is apparent in the cumulative Forster reading.
3) Abreak-down of the results is shown in Table 5-1. It can be
seen that over 70% of the scatter in the results is accounted for in stages
A and 1A, further that the proportion of the life spent in Stage B decreases
as the overall life increases.
Fig. 5.4 shows a plot of Forster reading versus ~cles for a single
point at a stress level of 13.04 tons/sq.in. It can be seen that Stages
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A and 1A are very short with most of the life being spent in Stage B.
Fig. 5.5 shows a similar plot at 9.79 tons/sq.in., this is one of the
specimens sectioned in the calibration data and the life to failure is
estimated from a combination of test data. The length 0 f Stages A and
1Ahas increased both in overall length and in proportion to the time
spent in Stage B. All the preceding data is shownin Fig. 5.6 with the
life to failure plotted against the percentage of life spent in Stage B.
As the beginning of Stage B indicates the presence of a crack between
0.003 inches and 0.008 inches, the graph in Fig. 5.6 effectively represents
the proportion of life with a crack greater than 0.008 inches related to
total life.
This plot agrees quali tati vely with results of Sc.h·lj~ on ahnninium
alloys.
At this stage the Forster had satisfied most of the requirements.
Testing could be completed in situ, the method was fast with minimum
damageto the surface of the specimen, and finally valuable infonnation
was obtainable in the region of major interest lllen cracks were very small.
It was therefore decided to continue with th e Forster and make this the
main source of crack detection and depth infonnation.
The investigation of the Forster's response, its significance and
use in cumulative damagewas split into three sections at this stage.
L) Temperature effects both due to rises in machine and specimen
temperature and also changes in ambient temperature.
ii) '!he significance of stages Aand 1Awith particular regard to
the cracked state of the specimen.
section (L),
iii) An investigation of the effect of low loads below the original
This is allied to a great extent to
fatigue limit using the Forster as an indication of the damagedor cracked
state of the spe cirren when these loads were aoril.i.ed, thus enabling their
ef'f'ect. at different stages in the fatigue life of a specimen to re assessed.
As it was desirable to maintain the instrument settinf;s section (iii)
was completed first then followed by section (i). Section (ii) was
considered to be a suitable topic for a third year under-zr-aduat,e Honours
project and so the experimental work in this section was performed by
R. :tv'. Puckridge and will be described briefly. The seetd.ons are described
in the order in ~hich the work was performed.
SECTION iii INVESTIGATION OF SONE ASPECTS OF CUMULATIVE DAMAGE
Maximum ambiguity and scatter existed in stages 1 and 1A and t.be r-ef'or-e
this section of the second program was concentrated on the investigation
of the macro-crack propagation stage. A crack was started at the high
stress level 11.42 tons/sq.in. and then the snecimen was subte ct.ed to
various block loading corrlitions and the progress of the crack followed
using the Forster. The main points investigated were interaction effects
and t.re effect of block length and mixing on cumula tive damage.
Initially specimens were run at 11.42 tons/sq.in. until the be gi.nnd.ng
of Stage B had been reached, the stress level was then reduced to one of
the following values:- 9.79, g.16, 7.34 tons/sq.in. The results of
these tests are shown in table 5-2 and some typical plots for these stress
levels are shown in Figs. 5.7, 5.S, and 5.9. Two specimens were run at a
stress level of 6.52 tons/sq.in. and these remained unbroken at 2.49 x 106
and 10.99 x 106 cycles respectively. A plot of cumulative Forster
reading versus cycles is shawn in Fig. 5.10 for specimen No. 2.2.23. which
survived 10.99 x 106 cycles. Both of these unbroken specimens were
sectioned and examined for cracks, the specimen above showed a maximum
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crack length of 0.038 inches and specimen 2.4.30. which was unbroken at
2.49 x 106 showeda max:imum crack length of 0.019 inches.
This information from Table 5-2 is shownplotted as an S-N curve
for macro-crack propagation in Fig. 5.11.
Unfortunately during the previous group of tests the Forster was
meddled with during the night thus upsetting the set conditions of the
instrument. The instrument was reset as closely as possible to the
original condition and subsequently sectioned specimens gave good agreement
when the results were plotted on the original calibration curve as shownin
Fig. 5.1.
The life of a specimen has already been divided into two main stages:-
crack initiation together ~th macro-craCk propagation. As already stated
in Chapter 2, it is very unlikely that the same conditions govern these two
stages in cumulative fatigue damage. An S-N curve for macro-crack
propagation stage was nowavailable and thus it is possible to investigate
the validity of the Miner-type summa.tionduring this region. As expected
this S-N curve also showeda fatigue l1mit but this value of course reduces
with increasing crack length. Two possible S-N curves were considered
for use with a Miner summationas follows:-
L) The S-N curve with a fatigue limit as shownin Fig. 5.11.
ii) The S-N curve shownin Fig. 5.11 but with no fatigue limit
i.e. the damageline continuing as a straight line plot. The results
of both of these altematives together with the results of the test, which
are described in the following paragraphs, are shown in Table 5-3.
'!he specimens were again run at 11.42 tons/sq.in. until the begiming
of Stage B and then various types of loading were introduced.
The first two tests consisted of alternate blocks of 9.79 and 8.16
tons/sq.in. of 40,000 cycle length and then run out to failure at 8.16
and 9.79 tons/sq.in. respectively. A typical plot of cumulative Forster
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reading versus cycles is shownin Fig. 5.12. The next test started
with alternate 40,000 cycle bloCks of 9.79 and 6.52 tons!sq.in. to
approximately 700,000 cycles. 'Ibis section of the life of the specimen,
no. 2.4.26. is shawnin Fig. 5.14. Then the specimen was run at 6.52
tons!sq.in. for 1.5 million cycles. The Forster indicated that the crack
was no longer propagating and so further block programs of 9.79 and 6.52
tons!sq.in. weftintroduced. After three blocks of 9.79 tons!sq.in. the
specimen was run to failure at 6.52 tons!sq.in. If we compare the Miner
summations for alternative (t) 8-N curve and alternative (ii) it is
obvious that alternative (ii) provides the most accurate life prediction,
alternative (i) being optimistic by a factor of 20
The specimen No. 2.4.24. was run first with 10,000 cycle blocks of
9.79 and 6.52 tons!sq.in. and then the load levels were changed to 9.79
and 8.16 tons!sq.in. The plot of cumulative Forster readings versus
cycles is shownin Fig. 5.14. These observations confi~ the observations
of the first test program where the 9.79 - 6.52 loading combination, which
nmst be considered as less damaging, actually propagates the crack at a
faster rate. After the block programs, the specimen was run to failure
at 8.16 tons!sq.in. The Miner swmnations are shownin Table 5-3.
SpecimenNo. 2.2.19. was subjected to a 3 level block program, 10,000
cycles at each level of 9.79, 8.16 and 6.52 tons!sq.in. respectively. A
low to high sequence was used, followed by a high-low sequence as shownin
Fig. 5.15. The specimen was then run to failure at 6.52 tons!sq.in.
TheMiner sunmation for altemative (i) is optimistic by a factor of 3 and
even that for alternative (ii) by 0.5. Thus the tests on specimens
2.4.26. and 2.2.19. have shown.that cycles below the fatigue limit on
macro-crack propagation stage must be considered as damagingwhen applied
in well mixed blocks or in large blocks when a much larger crack is present.
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Specimen2.4.29. was used to investigate change in block length
and also the presence of large blocks of low load at smaller crack
lengths. The initial portion of the plot of cumulative Forster reading
versus cycles is shownin Fig. 5.16. The test started with 40,000 cycle
lengths of 9.79 and 6.52 tons/sq.in., the block lengths were then changed
to 10,000 cycles with the same load levels. The effect of changing block
length is demonstrated effectively here indicating the stronger interaction
effects as the spectrum.becomesbetter mixed. Thenwith a cumulative
Forster reading of 65 as comparedwith 80 - 90 in the previous tests, the
specimen was run at 6.52 tons/sq.in. for 5.8 million cycles. The Forster
readings showedthat the crack had stabilized and so further block loading
of B.16 and 6.52 tons/sq.in. was introduced until the crack started to
grow again. The specimenwas then run for a f'urther 13.5 million cycles
at 6.52 tons/sq.in. without failure occuring. The specimen was sectioned
and the crack observed and this will be discussed later in detail.
SpecimenNo. 2.4.9. was used initially to investigate further the
difference between 10,000 cycle lengths of 9.79 and 8.16 as comparedto
9.79 and 6.52 tons/sq.in. and this section of the plot is shownin Fig.
5.17. Thenwith the cumulative Forster reading at 53 the specimen was
run for B.O million cycles at 6.52 tons/sq.in. and again the Forster
indicated no significant advance in the damagedstate. Further block
loading of 9.79 and 8.16 and 9.79 and 6.52 was introduced and the plots
for this section of the life are S10wn in Fig. 5.18. '!he specimen was
then subjected to a further 1.0million cycles at 6.52 tons/sq.in., the
stress level was reduced still further to 4.89 tons/sq. in. and this was
applied for 5.9 million cycles. The damagedstate was stable during this
period and so further block loading of 8.16 and 6.52 was introduced but
after the initial rise due to temperature change the specimen proved to
be settled into a steady state in which the rate of accumulation of damage
was much slower than normally expected for this loading. A further 10
million cycles of 4.S9 tons!sq.in. were then applied and with no increase
in Forster reading being shownduring this period the specimen was sectioned
and crack length measured. Crack lengths of up to 0.085" were observed.
Again there is a large difference between the Miner surmnationsobtained
fram alternative (i) and alternative (ii).
SUMMARY OF INFORMATION GAINED ON STAGE B
The slopes of the Forster versus cycles plot are shownin Table
5-4 but it should be rememberedthat these are not corrected for
temperature effects, however the qualitative information contained in
these reults is valid. It can be seen that with one stress level well
below the original fatigue limit i.e. the 9.79 - 6.52 tons!sq.in. the
rate of crack growth accelerates with decreasing block size. The 9.79 -
S.16 tons!sq.in. case where the low stress level is onlY just below the
original constant amplitude fatigue ll.mit shCMsa reversal of this trend,
in agreement with the results of program 1.
Examination of the results of taking Miner summationson two alter-
native S-N curves for macro-crack propagation shows that if somecare is
taken to select the correct crack length at ~ch to insert large blocks
of stress of amplitude 0.8 (f"f almost any result can be produced. Certain
patterns of behaviour do Emergehowever and these can be sunmtarisedas
follows:-
1) Large blocks of stress cycles at 0.80- f must be considered
damaging if they occur sufficiently late in the life of a specimen.
2) Large blocks of stress cycles 0.8er f' if considered as damaging
during the early stages of macro-crack propagation will lead to unduly
pessimistic predictions of the life available.
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3) 'Ibe rate of crack growth or damageis dependant on the mixing
of the stress spectrum, with the rate of damage in general increasing as
the spectrum becomes better mixed.
Thus ideally any cunru.lative damage rule should contain the following
features:-
a) A sumnation on an S-N curve for which the fatigue limit
steadily falls as damage is accunru.lated.
b) Amodification to the S-N curve or to the sunnnation procedure
which allows different degrees of mixing of the stress spectrum to be
considered.
The last specimens of the batch were used to gain somepreliminary
information on Stage A and 1A. Specimen 2.4.8. was subjected to 40,000
cycle blocks of 11.42 and 8.16 tons/sq.in., the plot being shown in Fig.
5.19. Specimen 2.2.12. was subjected to the same stress amplitudes but
in block lengths of 10,000 cycles as shown in Fig. 5.20.
Similarly Fig. 5.21 show the results from two specimens subjected
to alternate 40,000 cycle blocks of 11.42 and 6.52 tons/sq.in., and Fig.
5.22 shows the same loading conditions but 10,000 cycle blocks applied to
a further specimen.
Comparison of the average number of cycles at 11.42 tons/sq.in.
required to reach Stage B with the results of the constant amplitude tests
showedno significant differences i.e. blocks of stress cycles below the
original constant amplitude fatigue limit did not appear to affect the
fatigue life during Stage A whEil applied in blocks.
Two further tests were conducted and these were intended to clear
up two points.
i) Whenthe Forster indicated the start of Stage B in block loading
tests was there a crack present of the same order of magnitude as in constant
amplitude tests?
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ii) Did very large blocks of low stress actually propagate the
existing cracks present at the start of Stage B?
SpecimenNo. 2.4.25. was run with alternate blocks of 11.42 and 6.52
tons/sq.in. Th.eplot of cumulative Forster reading versus cycles is shown
in Fig. 5.23. Whenthe Forster indicated that a point on the specimen
had reached Stage B the specimen was sectioned and examined for cracks.
Amaximumcrack length of O.OOSinches was observed confirming earlier
observations.
Spec:imenNo. 2.4.14. was run at 11.42 tons/sq.in. until th~eginning
of Stage B. The stress level was then reduced to 6.52 tons/sq.in. and the
specimen was subjected to 37 million cycles at this level before being
sectioned and examined for cracking. The Forster had indicated a small
increment in crack growth during this period. The reason for this
indication of growth was apparent when the specimen was examined. Photo-
graphs of cracking are shown in Figs. 5.24 and 5.25. Both photographs
exhibit crack growth in a direction parallel to the sectioned surface i.e.
propagation along the longitudinal. axis of the specimen. Fig. 5.25 shOW'S
the initial trans-granular movementof the crack at the high stress level,
subsequent growth of the crack is mainly restricted to grain boundaries and
very little depth penetration is achieved. The photographs also show
numerous examples of sub-surface damage confined to the grain boundaries.
It had been noted earlier that macro-cracks at stresses above the
fatigue limit developed prominent forks but examples of longitudinal
propagation had not bean evident. The specimens which had been subject
to block loading from the start of their li fe as described previously were
re-examined, specificaJ.ly to look for a.ny signs of longitudinal propagation.
The specimens subjected to blocks of a,rcles at 6.52 tons/sq.in. showed
examples of longitudinal propagation and it was also noted that the crack
started fairly straight and trans-grannular but then becamemore
irregular and exhibited longitudinal propagation. Measurementswere
taken of crack length to the first signs of longitudinal propagation and
the four sections examined at the above loading gave values between 0.009
and 0.016 inches. Specimens subjected to loading just below the fatigue
limit showedalmost no longitudinal propagation.
Section 11 INVESTIGATIONFSTAGES1Aand A
The object of the test program undertaken by Puckridge was to
ascertain the cracked state of the specimen during the long period when
Forster readings remained constant or rose steadily.
Specimens from the first two batches of material which were shown
statistically to give equivalent results had almost rurlmt. It was there-
fore necessar,y to use specimens from the third batch of material. This
batch proved to have a significantly higher carbon content and hence yield
stress and fatigue limit. This factor in itself was unimportant but with
the higher carbon content the pearlite content was ver,y muchhigher. '!he
detection of cracks in pearlite grains is very difficult using ordinary
optical microscopic observations and this hampered the progress of the
test program.
In the sectioning of specimens undertaken previously in the
calibration tests, due to the relatively long cracks slight rounding of
the notch edge during polishing could be tolerated. However,with this
investigation, high magnifications were used and therefore this rounding
could not be tolerated both due to the small depth of focus and the fact
that this first 0.001" was of critical interest. '!he specimen preparation
therefore had to be improved and the final technique used was as follows:-
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Whenthe position of the section had been decided this portion of
the specimen was sawn out after being marked up, and then the surface to
be observed was rubbed downuntil reasonably flat. The specimen was then
mounted in electrically conducting resin. This block was then taken,
mounted in a special holding attachment, and ground using cuts of 0.002"
reducing to 0.0005" as the final surface was approached. The specimen
was then mechanically polished to remove the grinding surface, great care
being taken to ensure that the whole surface remained flat. After a
satisfactory finish had been obtained from mechanical polishing the
specimen was then polished and etched in an electro-polishing machine.
This technique proved adequate for observations at up to 2000 times
magnification using a Vickers M55 microscope.
As sectioned specimens cannot be re-run it is impossible to Imow
relatively at which stage the spectmen has been sectioned. Specimens
were sectioned after various lengths of quasi-stationar,y Forster readings
at the point exhibiting the greatest Forster response. Evidence of micro-
cracking during early parts of this pause period was established. 'Ibe
possibility that cracking of depth greater than 0.003" developed very
rapidly and then growth slOW'edby forking or critical stress field
conditions was definite~ eliminated.
Therefore, although the results of these tests were not quite as
successful as hoped for, due to the difficulties of establishing the
presence of micro-cracks in a pearlite structure, they did indicate that
the stages A and 1Acould be classified together as consisting micro-
crack initiation and ~cro-crack propagation.
'Ibis work mainly perfonned by Puckridge is presented in greater
detail in Appendix I.
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INVESTIGATIONFTEMPERATUREEFFECTS
'Ihe sharp initial rise in Forster reading was possibly explained
by the following factors:-
1) Attaimnent of the machine working temperature and the consequent
rise in temperature of the specimen.
2) Specimen temperature rise due to plastic work being done at the
root of the notch.
3) Response either to work hardening or the rela.xa.tion of residual
stresses due to machining.
4) Fast initial micro-cracking.
5) Fluctuations in the out-put of the Forster measuring circuit
with temperature.
As, has been stated previously, the cumulative damageinvestigations
in this program were executed prior to looking at temperature effects in
order to preserve the particular settings on the Forster. It was observed
during the long running tests in the cumulative damage section that, if a
specimen was left rurming ovemight at a low stress level then the readings
taken in the early part of the following day showeda significant decrease
in Forater reading, but that during the day the readings rose again to their
former level. '!his pattern followed the overall fluctuation of temperature
within the laboratory, so that variation in reading w.l. th ambient temperature
seemed to be significant when no correction for the basic output of the
measuring circuit was considered.
The calibration tests performed using the Forster were described
earlier in this chapter. IAlring the course of these tests some 6 specimens
were left in the machine after the desired Forster reading had been obtained
and further Forster readings were taken after approximately one hour when
the machines had cooled downclose to the ambient temperature. Decreases
in Forster response of the same order of magnitude as the initial rapid
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rise were observed. It was also noted during the calibration tests that
the magnitude of the initial rise in Forster response was dependant main~v
on the machine in which the specimen was run rather than the stress level.
Thus the main sources of fluctuation in readings appeared to be due to
variation in the ambient temperature of the laboratory and the te~erature
rise due to the particular machine running tEmperature.
The output of the measuring circuit to the gauge on the Forster is
available at a socket on the rear of the instrument. To improve accuracy
during the investigation of temperature effects this output facility was
used connected to a Weyfringe dig1.tal voltmeter with 100 micro-volts
sensitivity.
The tests were conducted in a constant temperature roomusing the
calibration block as supplied by Forster's. The calibration block was
used in preference to actual specimens because of the great difficulty in
obtaining repeatable results when in the region of severe edge effects in
notched specimens, where a small variation in probe position can cause
large variations in the instrument response. The calibration block is
n
simply a piece of steel measuring O·~ thick and across the width of the
block three thin slots simulating cracks of 0.1,0.5 and 1.0 m.m. depth
have been inserted. It is desirable to eliminate edge effects and
variations in crack depth across the width of the calibration block.
Therefore a line was marked on the block as close to the centre line as
possible and all readings were taken along this line noting maximumresponse
as the probe passed over each crack. Cbepoint was also marked on the
calibration block away from the slots to be used as a reference for response
to uncracked material at any temperature.
Several conditions of ambient temperature were investigated and for
each test the digital voltmeter and the Forster were lett switched on in
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the constant temperature room along with the calibration block for 24 hours
prior to readings being taken to allow conditions to stabilize. The test
performed at each temperature eondi tion was as follows:-
The output of the circuit with no probe contact was noted together
'with the output given by the uncracked reference point on the calibration
block. Then five runs were made along the line marked on the calibration
block, crossing each of the three cracks 'with the probe in contact with
the surface of the calibration block. Maximumresponse to the cracks
during the traverse was noted and care was taken to try and ensure uniform
probe contact pressures and probe angle.
o 0The ambient temperatures investigated were in the range 46 F - 77 F
and readings were taken at 6 values in this range. These results are
presented in Table 5-5 where the mean values are gi.ven, The response on
the uncraeked portion of the off bloek readings follow the same pattem
and these are omitted. The deviation from the basie eircuit output is
shown in the second part of the table. It can be seen that apart from
the ease at 56°F the results are within a ~ band. This suggest; that the
result at 56°F was subjeet to some gross experimental error. As the
readings were not repeated thi s eannot be verified. These results show
that ambient temperature effeets on the instrmnentation and speeimen can
be corrected for by noting the basic eircuit output and making the appropriate
adjustments.
It has already been stated that most of the sharp initial rise
appeared to be due to maehine running temperature and this was verified
qualitatively and to a small extent quantitatively by tests in whieh the
temperature of the calibration bloek was raised above the constant
temperature of the room and the measurements described previously were
perfomed. The same pattem of results emerged but an accurate and
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exhausti va series of tests were not completed for the following reasons.
'!he work of Puckridge discussed earlier in this chapter showed that the
sharp initial rise could not be connected with the rapid formation of
cracks between 0.002 - 0.005 inches in depth. All the experimental
evidence indicated that this was mainly a temperature effect, the major
contribution of which originated from the machine running temperature.
'!herefore this phase did not appear to be significant in the developnent
of fatigue damage. This led to reducing the three stages in the life of
a specimen as discussed previously to two stages as follows:-
Stage A
Stage B
Crack initiation and micro-crack propagation.
Macro-crack propagation.
If further division of Stage A was required it would involve a long
program based on the specimens used with results required for each machine.
Lengtqy microscopic examination of specimens would necessitate several
months of work on this aspect. As the effects observed during this stage
apparently were not significant in cumulative damage observations it was
decided to 'WOrkon the basis of the division of fatigue life into the two
stages as described above.
Having established this pattern of behaviour, the limited cumulative
damage investigations described earlier in the chapter pointed to a different
pattem of behaviour in Stage A and Stage B. Obviously the next step was to
assess in a statistical test program the sensitivity of the specimen, during
stages A and B respectively, to stresses below the constant amplitude fatigue
limit.
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.A. & 1.1. Stage B Idie in B
2.4.13 261,000 110,000 151,000 58%
2.2.26 317,100 139,000 178,100 56.3%
2.2.15 333,100 170,000 163,100 49%
2.4.17 425,700 230,000 195,700 46%
Scatter Scatter
120,000 44,700
Stress Level 11.42 T.ns/Sq.In.
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Speciaen Stress Cycles in Cycles in Id.feto Leg10
No. Condition Stage A Stage B Failure
2.4.17 11.42 230,000 185,700 425,700 5.2916
const&nt
2.2.15 11.42 150,000 183,100 333,100 5.2627
constant
2.2.26 11.42 140,000 177,000 317,000 5.2480
c.nst&nt
2.4.13 11.42 100,000 161,000 261,000 5.2068
constant
2.4.6 11.42 150,000 486,200 636,200 5.6868
constant
9.79
2.2.16 11.42 195,000 615,300 810,300 5.7891
constant
9.79
2.2.22 11.42 207,800 435,300 643,100 5.6388
constant
9.79
2.2.9 11.42 121,300 538,800 660,100 5.7314
constant
9.79
2.4.22 11.42 500,100 696,900 1,197,000 5.8432
constant
9.79
2.2.17 11.42 190,900 1,586,800 1,777,700 6.2007
constant
8~16
2.2.18 11.42 186,400 1,330,000 1,516,400 6.1239
constant
8.16
2.4.28 11.42 .163,400 1,202,800 1,366,200 6.0802
constant
8.16
2.2.7 11.42 205,200 1,192,800 1,398,000 6.0766
constant
8.16
TABLE 5-2
Speciaen Stress Cycles in Cycles in Life to Leg10
No. Conditien Stage A Stage B Failure
2.2.6 11.42 178,200 3,520,600 3,6~8,800 6.5466
constant
7.34
2.2.3 11.42 257,100 1,832,700 2,072,700 6.2632
constant
7.34
2.4.30 11.42 180,000 2,493,100 6.3967
constant Unbroken
6.52
2.2.23 11.42 171,600 10,990,000 7.0411
constant Unbroken
6.52
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Block Stress 40,000 Cycles 10,000 Cycle
Levels Bl.cks Bl.cks
9.79 0.50 0.66
6.52 0.36 0.54
0.57
0.70
0.62
)(ean 0.43 0.62
9.79 0.83 0.44
8.16 0.50 0.30
0.37
Mean 0.67 0.37
TABLE 5-4
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FIG. 5.24.
5 PECIME N 2. 4. 14.
FIG. 5.25.
MAG. X 340
MAG. X 340
Crack Len_Kjj).
Teaperature 1.0 0.5 002 Off Bleck
46° F 2926 3227 3327 3775
56° F 2938 3240 3356 3740
650 F 2823 3137 3270 3690
700 F 2782 3101 3223 3663
75° F 2759 3073 3186 3610
77° F 2705 3009 3117 3575
Deviati.n fre•• ff Bleck Reading
Teaperature 1.0 0.5 0.2
460 F 849 548 458
56° F 812 500 384
65° F 867 553 420
70° F 882 562 440
75° F 851 537 424
77° F 870 566 458
For~ter Output Vo1t~ x 104
TABLE 5-5
CHAPTER 6
The second test program showed that using the Forster defectameter,
the life of a specimen could be reliably divided into two main stages.
Stage A. Micro-crack initiation and micro-crack propagation.
Stage B. Macro-crack propagation.
The third test program was aimed at separating the effect of loads
below the original constant amplitude fatigue limit during Stage A and
Stage B. Program 1 had shown that, statistically, Simple block programs
were ineffectual and the limited cumulative damage investigations completed
in Program 2 had shown clearly that interaction effects were perhaps the
most important factor when considering cumulative damage, and therefore the
most complex loading program possible on the rotating bending machines was
used in Program 3.
The loading envelope used was a triangular modulation as shown in
Fig. 6.1. This was obtained by using the end two micro-an tches on the
dUJDIDYbeam with the cam driven contacts permanently closed so that the
jockey weight traversed continuously between the two micro-switch positions.
Another cut-out was attached to the loading beam to break the supply to the
traversing motor when the specimen failed.
The batch of material used for Program 3 had a significantly higher
carbon content than that used for Programs 1 and 2.
The mean carbon and manganese contents for 3 samples were:-
Carbon Content = 0.33%
Manganese Content = 0.72%
Mean tensile strength properties from tests using a Hounsfield
tensometer were:-
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1st yield 45,300 Ib!sq.in.
76,500 Ib!sq.in.
20.2 tons!sq.in.
34.1 tons!sq.in.Ultimate
Constant amplitude tests were run to determine the S-N curve which
is shown in Fig. 6.2. and also to allow selections to be made of the
required stress levels. It was desirable that the test program should
have a sound statistical basis and thus provide quantitative as well as
qualitative information. This meant that several tests had to be
performed at each condition, thus in a large program many hours would be
spent taking crack detection readings. In order to avoid considerable
wastage of time and specimens it was decided to arrange the stress levels
to achieve a total life in the region of 106 cycles, thus allowing all the
crack detection information on anyone test to be gathered in under 10 hours.
'Ihe modulated load envelope is shown in Fig. 6.1. The value of
a- h was kept constant in all tests but four different values of 0'"'1' all
below the constant amplitude fatigue limit, were investigated. '!hus
the pattern of loading above the original fatigue limit remained constant,
enabling the effect of lower stress levels and an increasing number of
stresses below erf to be investigated. As previously discussed the
range of stress available on the rotating bending machines was limited and
the following conditions within the above limitations were investigated.
CTh 0'"1
9.79 tons!sq.in.
S.9S tons!sq.in.
S.16 tons!sq.in.
7.75 tons!sq.in.
12.24 tons!sq.in.
12.24 tons!sq.in.
12.24 tons!sq.in.
12.24 tons!sq.in.
After these tests had been performed the trend of the results was
extremely interesting and a very simple modification was performed on
the machines to enable a greater range of stress to be obtained. An
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additional five pound weight was attached to the jockey which allowed
three smaller values of 0-1 to be investigated. The traversing motor
on machine 2 ceased to function almost immediately under the increased
load and the spare motor when fitted followed suit. However, the
traversing on machines 1 and 3 continued to be satisfactory and so the
extension of the program was run on these two machines alone. Soon
after starting to run the tests in the extension it became obvious that
the results being produced by machines 1 and 3 were significantly
different from each other. There were at this stage two possible causes.
1) Another research student was now using the other rotating
bending machine located on the same table as machine 3. This could
possibly have affected the results from machine 3.
2) It was noted that when machine 1 was shut-down, in order to
take crack detection readings, the loading beam oscillated badly on the
knife-edge thus probably producing overloads.
Cause (1) was quickly eliminated by re-arrangement of the laboratory
and moving the fourth machine to a new location. It had been noted that
the major difference in the results was the length of Stage A, Stage B
being about the same for both machines. As three specimens had been
run at the first extension condition in machine 1, a further three tests
were run at the same condition and no crack detection measurements were
taken i.e. the machine was not shut-down during the test.
These latter results showed a considerable decrease in average
total life and came into line with the results from machine 3. This was
confirmed in subsequent tests by providing support to the beam during
shut-down. As the machines were required for use on an M.Sc. course the
tests were not repeated with crack detection work, but as reliable
information Was already available on the length of Stage B from both
machines, the mean life for Stage B was used to generate estimated data
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from the tests with no crack detection measurements.
The increase in weight of the jockey meant that the rate of
change of load had increased. In order to ascertain whether the
results produced by the modified machines were significantly different,
five specimens were run at the condition 0- h c:: 12.24 tons/sq.in.,
(J 1 == S.16 tons/sq.in. No crack detection measurements were taken
and only the total lives to failure were compared but the statistical
analysis indicated that there was no significant variation in the mean
life produced by the modified and unmodified machines. It seems
reasonable therefore to assume that no difference will occur in the
relative lengths of Stage A and Stage B.
The mounting and preparation of specimens for tests was as
described previously in Chapter 4. All specimens were taped on either
side of the notch and four reference points marked at approximately 900
intervals around the circumference. Forster readings were taken at
each of these points at intervals of approximately 40,000 cycles but
regions either side of the highest readings were scanned to ensure
picking up the first running crack. Typical plots of the cumulative
total of the four readings versus cycles are shown in Figs. 6.3. and
6.4. 'Ibepoint "R" marked on each plot indicates the stan of maoro-
crack propagation at some point on the circumference of the speoimen.
'Iberesults of the whole program are shown in Tables 6-1 and 6-2.
A calibration curve for the Forster on this partioular material was
obtained by running specimens to certain readings then seotioning,
polishing and measuring crack length. The results and plot are shown
in Table 6-3 and Fig. 6.5. respectively.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The analysis was again based an a Miner swmmation for convenience
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and easy comparison. The evaluation of a Miner summation for a
triangular modulation of applied load given by Marsh was utilized
again in analysing these results. The Miner sumrnation to failure
M was evaluated for each specimen, and also the portion of this life
spent in Stages A and B respectively known as MA and Mg. These
values are also shown in Tables 6-1 and 6-2. The values of MF
pOpulation were checked against a nor.mal and log normal distribution,
the log normal gave the best fit and the plot is shown in Fig.6.6. The
analysis was thus based on the normal distribution with a log. conversion
to normality.
'Ibefirst stage in the analysis was to examine the variances of
~, MA and ~ at each test condition. The IIFittest was performed and
it was found that significant differences in the variance did exist.
However, the most convenient for.m in which to present the results
quantitatively is to accept the mean values of ~, MA' Ms at one test
condition as being valid, and to calculate significant differences between
these means and the mean values for other test conditions. 'Ibetest
condi tion with the highest mean value of MF was accepted as being valid
and significant variations calculated from this mean.
The student IItlltest was to be used to test the hypothesis that
}J 1 - )J. 2 = d where )J 1 and Jl2 are the population means and d the
suggested difference between the means. This test includes the
assumptions that the samples are independent and that the population
standard deviations are equal. In order to satisfy this last condition
the ItFIItest was used to canpare the variances of the other test
conditions referred to the selected test condition. Three sets of test
results from 1S failed to establish no significant difference in variance
at 5% significance. These sets of data are excluded fran the final
analysis.
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The litII test was then used on the remaining data to determine the
differences in means in a single tail test at 10% significance.
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 6-4. Fig. 6.7.
shows the vruues of Miner summation in Stages A and B plotted against
the value of the lower load level. Fig. 6.S. shows the Miner s unmation
for life to failure together with the proportions spent in Stages A and
B plotted against the value of the lower load level.
These results validate the original hypothesis that different
behaviour would be encountered in Stages A and B. It can be seen that
in Stage A as the lower load level decreases i.e. as the proportion of
the stress levels below the fatigue limit increases, the Miner life
drops sharply at first and then appears to level out.
The results indicate that stresses down to O.7crf may be considered
as damaging during the crack initiation and micro-crack propagation stage.
The plot for Miner summations versus lower load level during macro-
crack propagation is a straight line. This suggests that lower stress
levels are equally damaging as higher stress levels but this is certainly
not true when based on crack propagation data at constant amplitude.
Therefore the only plausible explanation of this phenomena is severe
interaction effects. Naumann (tq~ has suggested that the role of stress
levels below the fatigue limit is to relax the residual compressive
stresses in the plastic zone at the crack tip. It is interesting to
examine this in relation to the observed crack behaviour during macro-
crack propagation. It.hasbeen observed in Chapter 5 Section iii that
a characteristic of the presence of stresses well below the fatigue limit
is the numerous examples of longitudinal propagation. These are cracks
which have propagated into the region of high stresses and hence high
residual stress areas around a crack tip. The formation of even a small
crack in this direction must relax and redistribute the crack tip stress
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field in the immediate area of the crack tip. This would prob~bly lead
to higher concentrations of stress immediately in front of the main crack
propagation line leading to faster initial propagation when high stress
levels are re-applied. It was also noted in Chapter 5 section iii that
specimens which had been subjected to stress levels just below the
constant amplitude fatigue limit showed very limited signs of longitudinal
nronagation. It is possible that this difference in behaviour of the
crack exnlains the two contrasting pronagation rates obtained when these
stress levels are mixed with others well above the fatigue limit, and the
faster crack pronagation rates obtained when very low stress levels are well
mixed 1~th stresses above the fatigue limit can be compared to the slower
crack propagat,ion rates when stress levels just below the fatigue limit in
the same circumstances exhibit much weaker tendencies to produce longitudinal
pronagation.
CUMULATIVE DAJvIAGEASPECTS
The analysis of the results has already been described and if we
refer back to the Miner summations given in Table 6-2 it can be seen that
the magnitude of error in using this summation is as much as a factor of
5 in some cases. Even higher margins of error have been quoted in the
Li.ter-atur-efor example Kawamoto (1"615) et al and Marsh (1964) give factors
of 10 in certain cases. To deal wit.h such large errors a gross correction
to Miners Law is required. The plot of Miner summation in Stage B
against lower load level shown in Fig. 6-7 is a straight line. As the
pattern of apnlied loads above the fatigue limit is the same in all cases,
if we assume a surrrrnationon a linear basis this rreans that the lower stress
levels must be equally as damaging as those slightly higher. As already
stated this is certainly not true in terms of crack propagation rates at
constant amplitude. If therefore a rule is proposed with crack length
and propagation as the defined measures of damage then non linear
accumulation and interaction effects must be considered and dealt with
in the rule. It thus becomes convenient not to define a concept of
damage in strict terms but if say the summation of cycle ratios can be
kept to unity for a wide variety of conditions then however unsatisfactory
this may be in a scientific sense it realizes the solution to the desd gn
problem:
This test program has demonstrated effectively the existence of two
stages and that the cumulative damage behaviour in these respective stages
is different. Returning to the plot of Miner Summation in Stage B against
lower load level, if this stage is considered as a separate section of
a cumulative damage rule and we wish to achieve a cycle ratio}'t"summation
to unity in this section, the implications of the straight line plot makes
it obvious that the S-N curve for Stage B must be a line parallel to the
stress axis with a cut-off not as yet determined. Similarly if the
coaxing exhibited in Stage A is ignored and the plot of Miner Summation
in Stage A against lower load level approximated to a straight line
the S-N curve again becomes a line parallel to the stress axis but with a
cut-off or fatigue or damage limit at O.7crf. This technique applied to
the test results gives the best fit to data as shown in Table 6-5. The
ordinate of the S-N curves are determined simply from the highest stress
level experienced in the spectrum as a triangular modulation is a severe
applied stress spectrum.
OTHER ASPNJTS RAISED BY '!HE TEST RESULTS
The test results validated the original argument that response to
low loads would differ in each stage of the life. If the response to
the low loads observed in these tests is the same for other conditions,
then the next important question is what determines the relative length
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of Stage A and Stage B. Stage A is concerned with cracks of verv short
length and their formation. As large blocks of stress levels below the
fatigue limit do not appear to be damaging during this stage (ref. Chapter
5), then this suggests that Stage A is dominated by the stress field due
to the notch rather than that due to the craCk. Once a crack is formed
then theoretically the stress concentration is infinite and the crack
should propagate, however the existence of non-propagating cracks in
sharply notched specimens is now well documented in the literature
especially by Frost. The work of Frost and Phillipps (ItlS') is particularly
interesting with respect to crack propagation dominated by the stress field
due to the notch. 'Theysubj ected sharply notched mild steel rotatinp;
bending specimens to various stresses below the fatigue limit. The depth
of non-propagating crack developed was dependant on the applied nominal
stress. Frost and Phillipps used Neubers solution for a deep hyperbolic
notch to establish the stresses in the specimen and they found that the
crack propagated to the depth at which the material was subjected to
stresses at or above the plain fatigue limit of the material. This type
of observed behaviour presents very strong evidence in support of the
argument that not only initiation of a small defect but also the continued
propagation of this defect to a certain depth is dependant on the stress
field due to the notch.
The non-propagating crack may be considered as a function of the
gross elastic stress field associated with that particular specimen
configuration and in particular as a function of the gross stress gradient.
The stress concentration of a very sharp notch dies away very rapidly
fran the root of the notch, therefore a snall crack is propagating into
a rapidly deteriorating gross elastic stress field. If the applied
stress and stress concentration are of the correct values then the stress
field due to the notch fails to propagate the crack until it is sufficiently
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long itself to provide the gross elastic stress field required for
continued propagation. This type of behaviour explains why notched
fatigue specimens do not exhibit the full strength reduction indicated
by their stress concentrations. Although capable of initiating damage
the progress through what we may term micro-crack propagation, is a
function of the stress gradient, thus as the micro-crack propagates into
a rapidly deteriorating gross stress field the propagation rate drops
until macro-crack propagation is attained i.e. when the stress field due
to the crack itself is dominant. The sharper the notch then the higher
is the stress gradient and the rate of micro-crack propagation falls
rapidly. This prolongs the micro-crack propagation phase and leads to
an increase in life which is probably related to the gross stress gradient.
The work of Irwin, Paris(tW) et al on cracked high strength aluminium
alloy plate specimens has shown that parameters connected with the gross
elastic stress field surrounding the crack are of relevance in describing
crack propagation rates. Paris and Erdogan ('I\b~have further correlated
a wide variety of crack propagation data using Irwin's concept of the
stress intensity factor K to formulate a crack propagation law of the
geneJ!al form ~~::. G \ K\ The majority of work in this field
has been performed on high strength aluminium alloys which exhibit strong
work-hardening characteristics. '!heefficac.¥,of such methods in low
strength materials with a high degree of plastic deformation and poor
work hardening characteristics has yet to be established. However in
the field of fracture mechanics low strength materials are dealt with by
introducing empirical corrections for plasticity effec~within the broad
concept of stress intensity factors. ·Thus although the methods of Paris
et al may not be directly applicable to crack propagation in such a
material as mild steel it can be argued that, since the intensity and
distribution of the elastic stress field determines the size and shape
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of the plastic zone, the properties of the elastic stress field can still
be considered as dominant features of the behaviour and propagation of
macro-cracks.
Thus the fatigue life of a specimen may divide into two distinct
phases, one dominated by the stress fields due to the notch and the other
dominated by the stress fields associated with the crack itself. These
are in fact the Stage A and Stage B established by the pattern of Forster
response and crack length measurements.
It has been argued that some well defined law connected with the
elastic stress fields governs the macro-crack propagation phase. Similarly
the stress fields due to the notch govern initiation and micro-crack
propagation and it is likely that eventually a well ordered law based on
properties of the notch stress field to cover this behaviour will emerge.
Therefore the two phases are dependant on properties which are in turn
dependant on the geometry, overall size and cracked state of a specimen.
Thus it is expected that there is same relationship between the two stages
and the total life to failure for a partieular specimen configuration.
Fig. 6.9. shows a plot of life in Stage A versus total life to
failure for a number of constant amplitude tests on which crack detection
measurements were taken. If the previous arguments are correct and the
main factors determining the form of this relation are overall size,
geometry and cracked state of the specimen then a change in the material
properties of the specimen should not affect this relationship for a
particular specimen configuration provided that they are subjected to the
same preparation and style of test. Fig. 6.10 shows a further plot of
life in Stage A v; Total life to failure, the solid line is that from
Fig. 6.9 and the points on the graph are constant amplitude test results
from the second test program where the material had a much lower carbon
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content and approximately a 2(J/ovariation in the fatigue llmit. The
close agreement between the two sets of results validates the original
arguments. A further test is possible and this is that if the division
of the life into these two stages is correct and the behaviour in
cwnulati ve damage is different in Stage A and Stage B then similar
specimens subjected to the same style of cumulative damage test should
also exhibit a relationship between life in Stage A and Total life modified
by t he particular cumulative damage behaviour. Fig. 6.11. shows the
results of the triangular modulation tests on a life in Stage A v. Total
life plot and the line from the plot of constant amplitude results is also
shown. The effect of other important factors such as residual machining
stresses is discussed in some detail later in this chapter.
The most important feature of this plot is the independance of the
necessity to specify the stress level of a particular test. Therefore
having established this relationship for a particular specimen configuration
it ~y be possible to predict S-N curves for specimens with wide variations
in material properties using the strength properties to establish stress
level conditions.
The importance of relating the properties of the plot of life in
Stage A v. Total life to failure to the S-N curve is a function of the
cumulative damage rule proposed earlier in this chapter. The main feature
of this rule was the division into life in Stage A and Stage B at the top
damaging stress level. Obviously if the properties of the plot could be
tied to a specimen configuration i.e. notch severity overall size etc. then
the only testing required would be a single S-N curve at constant amplitude
with no ancillary crack-detection measurements for a given material. Once
this S-N curve was obtained a whole family of S-N curies and life in Stage
A v. Total life plots could be derived for different specimen configurations
in the same material. A certain amount of progress in extending this type
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of behaviour can be made by again considering the case of the sharply
notched spec:i:m.enwhich produces non-propagating cracks below the fatigue
limit. It is widely accepted that the sharply notched develops a small
crack rapidly even at stress levels close to the fatigue limit. It has
been argued that the factor which decides whether this defect propagates
until failure occurs is the stress field due to the notch. Once the
crack attains a certain length the stress field due to the e rack becomes
dominant and failure of the specimen is assured. 'Ibeinitiation and
development of this defect to a critical size has been termed initiation
and micro-crack propagation and correlates to the Stage A observed in the
experimental program. A sharply notched specimen at a stress level just
above the fatigue limit will develop the defect rapidly, most·Of the life
will then be spent in propagating this defect to the critical size but
just below the fatigue limit the defect will fail to develop to the
critical size i.e. the increase in life has been due to an increase in
the length of Stage A and the slope of the life in Stage A v. Total life
to failure plot will approach 45 degrees. Similar arguments could be
presented for mildly notched specimens but the difference in this case
is that the original defect fails to develop. It is therefore postulated
that the slope of the plot will approach 45 degrees for a sharply notched
specimen and that the effect of actual defect initiation in mildly notched
and plain fatigue specimens will be accounted for in the intercept value
on the total life axis.
EFFECT OF RESIDUAL MACHINIli} STRESSES
The specimens used in all these tests were stress relieved before
machining but received no heat treatment between or after all machining
operations. 'Ibismeans that there are a~ost certainly same residual
compressive machining stresses around the root of the notch, even though
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during machining the feed rate was kept slow and lubrication used on
the cutting of the notch. It was possible therefore that the existence
of Stage A was due wholly to residual machining stresses and was in no
way related to the overall specimen geometry. During the first years of
the department facilities did not exist within the department to enable
stress relieving in vacuum to be completed. Subsequently a facility
was available for very limited use and as only 1 specimen could be heat
treated at a time the quantity of specimens which can be treated is very
limited. Due to leaks in the vacuum system only 3 satisfactory treatments
were achieved before the reporting of this work. ;'lhesespecimens were
used for a very limited investigation at a single constant stress amplitude.
It is intended when further satisfactorily treated specimens are obtained
both to extend the constant amplitude results over a greater range of
total life and to perform a limited investigation of the results under the
triangular modulation of the applied stress range.
The three specimens were tested at a stress level of 11.42 tons/sq.in.
nominal. A plot of cumulative Forster reading v. cycles for the longest
running specimen is shown in Fig. 6.12. Table 6-6 shows the results
tabulated as life in Stage A and B and total life. It c an be seen from
this table that as before the majority of the scatter occurs in Stage A.
The untreated specimens fran the S-N curve give a mean life of 1,148,000
cycles as compared to 535,000 cycles from the stress relieved specimens.
This is composed of a 62% reduction in the length of Stage A and a 38%
reduction in Stage B. '!hereason for the reduction in the length of Stage
B is as follows:- the start of Stage B is defined as When one point on
the specimen attains macro-crack propagation. The c rack thus still has to
propagate around the circumference of the groove and the greater ease with
which this is done in the stress relieved condition should lead to a
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reduction in the length of Stage B.
'Iheresults of the stress relieved specimens are shown in a Stage
A v. life to failure plot in Fig. 6.13. where the solid line shown is
the result for the untreated specimens. The fact that they lie so close
to the line for untreated specimens is due to t he r eduction in the length
of Stage B as previously discussed, this being a peculiarity of the
specimen configuration and the definition of Stage B. It is to be
expected that 'With a different specimen configuration, for example an,
edge notched plate specimen, the plot of life in Stage A v. cycles to
failure would be rotated due to the effect of residual stresses. Stage
A being affected but ~th no significant effect observable in Stage B.
The effect of loads below the constant amplitude fatigue limit in
cumulative damage tests on treated specimens remains as yet unresolved.
If the damaging effect of low loads is principally due to relaxing residual
stress, then it is to be expected that the sensitivity to low loads during
Stage A in treated specimens will be lower than in the case of untreated
specimens.
DISCUSSION OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE UNIQUE STAGE A V. TOTAL LIFE PLOT
As a matter of convenience the plot of life in Stage A versus total
life to failure will simply be referred t 0 as the plot in the following
discussion.
It has been argued that the reason for the relationship exhibited in
the plot is the dependance of initiation micro-crack propagation and macro-
crack propagation on the stress fields due to the notch and the cracked state
of the specimen. If the sarne style of behaviour is evident in other
specimen configurations and a relation between parameters of the plot and
specimen geometry are established then extensions to cover such phenomena
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as size effects are possible.
Crack growth, during the macro-crack propagation stage is dependant
on crack length, accelerating rapidly with increasing crack length.
Therefore for the purpose of this discussion the length of the macro-crack
propagation phase at a given stress level in different sized specimens m~v
be treated as a quasi-stationary quantit,r.
It has been a rgued that the sharply· notched specimen which is
capable of producing non-propagating cracks is one limiting case where
the slope of the plot is close to 450 and most of the life is spent in
Stage A. 'Iheother limiting case is the plain specimen where Stage B
behaviour should be expected to predominate giving a minimal slope to the
plot with probably a large intercept on the life in Stage A axis which
represents purely an initiation phase. Thus for specimens of the same
test section at constant amplitude it is expected that the slope of the
• 0plot should vary between 0 and 45 depending on the severity of the stress
concentration.
It has been shown both in this and the previous chapter that the
major part of the scatter in tests results occurs in the length of Stage A.
The work of Puckridge suggests that this is further confined to the actual
initiation of a micro-crack (a discontinuity less than 1 grain in length)
rather than micro-crack propagation. This explains the apparent anomaly
in results where a sharply notched specimen is claimed to be dominated by
Stage A behaviour but exhibits a much smaller seatter in test results.
The time taken to form a micro-crack of the order of 1 grain depth is very
small in t.erms of the overall life and therefore variation in scatter is
small but life in Stage A is prolonged by slow micro-crack propagation due
to high stress gradients. As the stress concentration becomes less
severe the balance between initiation and micro-crack propagation during
Stage A alters with initiation becoming relatively longer leading to
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increased scatter in test results.
There are two main considerations when extending specimen performance
both to different sizes and cumulative damage work and they are as follows:-
1) Geometrically identical specimens will be subject to the same
elastic stress fields, and theoretical stress concentration factors. Do
differences in overall size affect significantly the parameters connected
with the plot?
2) Although subject to the same pattern of stress field, is there
a difference in the behavioural pattern of different sized specimens i.e.
does the difference in the gross size of the stress fields and the gross
stress gradient alter the sensitivity to low loads during Stage A or Stage
B?
Alternati ve (1)
If macro-crack propagation is considered as a quasi-stationary
property then when looldng at the effects of overall size we are looking
for significant variations in the length of Stage A. It seems logical
to postulate that the two main factors influencing the length of Stage A
are the value of the octahedral shear stress and the stress gradient. For
similar loading conditions the elastic surface stress condttions should be
identical. 'Ihegross stress gradient would be lower in the large specimen
and therefore a decrease in the length of Stage A would be expected but the
situation is complicated by the effect of the micro-crack in modifying the
stress field due to the notch. In the large specimen the small crack of
the same overall length will be a more severe.stress concentration which
could well cancel out the detrimental effects of the reduced gross stress
gradient due to the notch.
An important point arises when the method of loading occurs. Short
cantilever bending specimens with high end loads may have significant shear
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stresses due soIeIy to the mode of loading when deeply notched specimens
are used.
The actual length of crack required to produce the macro-crack
propagation phase may also vary with specimen size. If this is the case
then an investigation into the stress fields associated with small cracks
in notched specimens is required to establish the critical stress conditions
required to produce macro-crack propagation.
Alternative (2)
The many and complex factors possibly affecting the ratio between
life in Stage A and Total life have been discussed briefly in the preceding
sections. Although the slope of the plot may well remain almost unchanged
when specimen sizes are scaled up a very likely occurrence is that the
behavioural patterns in Stages A and B change. The less sevantgross stress
gradients associated with the larger specimen probably mean that much lower
stress levels can contribute to the rate of accumulation of damage.
In the triangular modulation tests stress levels down to 0.57 of the
fatigue limit stress were investigated and found to contribute to the rate
of accumulation of damage. The cumulative damage test on specimen 2.4..9.
described in Chapter 5 showed that large blocks of stress at approximately
this level (0.55 - 0.60 er f) not only stabilized crack growth at this level
but reduced the damage rate at higher stress levels. Thi s could be
interpreted as approaching the limit for this specimen configuration when
stress levels lower than this cease to be damaging but when applied in
very large blocks may stabilize the crack propagation rates. It is
probable that this limit is lower for larger but geometrically similar
specimens.
There is also the case that both of the alternatives above combine,
together ~th any correction for size in relating the plot via material
properties to the S-N curve, to account for size effects in both constant
6.1S
amplitude and cumulative damage test results.
The next stage of the testing program was clear the main points
requiring investigation were:-
1) If the arguments presented to explain the existence of a unique
life in Stage A v. life to failure plot are correct then this pattern of
behaviour should exist in other specimen configurations.
2) 1'lhichof the alternatives discussed above may be the most
significant contribution to size effects?
The Amsler pulsator was now available and so it was decided to
conduct constant amplitude tests on axial and large plane bending specimens
similar in geometric properties to the rotating bending specimens.
Constant amplitude tests were also performed on the plane bending specimens
in the electr~gnetic rigs. These tests would establish whether a unique
plot existed for a wide range of specimen sizes and to a limited extent
specimen configuration,and also whether the slope of the plot varied for
geometrically similar specimens but different overall sizes.
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TABLE 6-2
FORSTER CRACKDPTH
RESPONSE INCHES
190-0 0'006
225·0 0·009
265'0 0·0 I I
275,0 0·01 I
3200 0·024
345'0 0·026
41&0 0,033
4900 0'047
TABLE 6-3 FORSTER RESPONSE AND CRACK
DEPTH MEASUREMENTS.
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LOAD MINER
MINER MINER
IN IN TO
CONDITION STAGE STAGE FAILURE
A B
12·24 - 9 ·79 0'23 0'19 0'42
12·24 - 8'98 0·25 017 0'42
12·24 - 8'16 0·23 0'15 0·38
12·24 - 7·75 0.13 0 0.16 Cl) 0·29
12·24 - 7·34 0·17 • 0'13 • 0·30
12·24 - 6·53 0.11 0 0·13 (j 0.24 G
1224 - 5·71 0·15 0·10 0·25
• COM BINATION OF TEST DATA
Cl) RESULTS NOT STATISTICALLY VIABLE
TABLE 6- 4
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eMA-MINER SUMMATION IN STAGE A .
• MB-MINER SUMMATION IN STAGE B.
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PLOT OF MINER SUMMATION V LOWER
STRESS LEVEL SHOWING BOTH LIFE TO
FAILURE AND SECTIONS IN STAGEA AND
STAGE B.
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PREDICTED PREDICTEC PREDICTEJ: ACTUAL RATIO
LOADING LIFE LI FE LI FE LIFE OF
CONDITION IN IN TO TO PREDICTED
STAGE A STAGE B FAILURE FAILURE ACTUAL
12·24-9-79 333,000 343,000 676,000 565,700 1·19
12-24- 8-98 333,000 343,000 676,000 820)400 Q'83
12·24-8·16 333,000 343,000 676,000 805)400 0·84
•12-24-7'75 333,000 343,000 676,000 667.400 1-01
12·24-7-34 333,000 343,000 676,000 752.400 0·90
12·24-6,53 358,000 343,000 701.000 662,000 1·07
12-24-5-71 409,000 343,000 752,000 786,200 0·96
TABLE 6-5 PREDICTED AND ACTUAL LIVES FOR
TRIANGULAR MODULATION TESTS.
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CHAPTER 7
This chapter presents principally the results obtained on the
Amsler Pulsator and deals with certain points raised by these results
in correlation with the work presented in Chapter 6 and extends and
compares the cumulative damage rate with other results in the literature.
Also presented are the results of constant amplitude tests on the electro-
magnetic rigs.
•
The importance of a plot of life in Stage A versus cycles to
failure for a particular section configuration and loading conditions
has been established in the previous chapter. '!he objective of this set
of experiments was to see whether this type of behaviour existed over a
much greater range of spec:iJnenconfigurations and loading arrangements.
The Amsler Pulsator is equipped to perfonn both axial and bending tests
but, as the ram is single acting, tests have to be conducted with a
pulsating load about a tensile mean load. This fact is of no particular
importance in mild steel as both Frost (.\..2.) and lee(itbe) have reported
that mean load has no effect on crack propagation rates in this material.
The design of both the axial and berrling specimens was dealt with
in Chapter 3. Dueto the inertia of the moving parts on the Amsler
correction nmst be made to the applied loads to allow for the specimen
stiffness and mass. It is important that the stiffness of the specimen
be measured in the machine so that give in the loading devices is
accounted for properly.
'Ibe manufacturers recamnend that brown paper smeared with graphite
is inserted betweEllworking surfaces to reduce wear due to fretting. In
the case of the axial tests where this paper lies between the actual jaws
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and the main body of the machine in the slides, great care nmst be taken
to ensure that there is no relative movementbetween the jaws and the
locating slides.
An axial specimen was run for several thousand cycles until the
specimen was well bedded into the jaws. '!he stiffness was then measured
and the loading correction factor calculated. Dueto the high stiffness
of the specimen and its short overall length the corrections proved
negligible at the highest machine speed of 750 c.p.m.
There were no specific problems with bending attachments and after
bedding in the specimen stiffness was measured and the load correction
when calculated was 0.55% for a speed of 375 c.p.m. The higher speed
could not be used as a certain amount of chatter set in on one of the
valves with high quantity high speed delivery of oil.
The large bending specimens were , cylindrical and no flats were
machined at the loading points. 'Ibis proved to be quite adequate as far
as conditions under load were concerned but there was the possibility of
the specimen rolling out of the machine if the machine cameoff load due
to specimen failure or some other cause. If the trips are set close to
the needles on the gauges the possibility of complete specimen fracture
before the machine cuts out is extremely remote. Therefore two straps
were placed at either end of the bending beam to catch and locate the
specimen in the event of specimen or machine failure.
BENDING TEST RESULTS
'!he bending specimens were marked during machining to enable them
to be set to the required accuracy in the longitudinal direction in the
Amsler. The large size of the specimen meant that additional care had
to be taken to ensure that Forster readings were taken in the most
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fatigue prone region, this was due to the large size of the groove, it having
to be scanned longitudinally as well as circumferentially with the Forster.
A line was marked on the specimen surface ~rallel to the longitudinal axis.
Then both sides of each notch were taped and two reference points marked on
either side of the centre-line at approximately t inch intervals. Forster
readings were taken for each groove at these five points and the regions
inbetween were scanned at intervals. The centres of the end load reaction
plates on the Amsler were also marked. Thus whenthe specimenwas loaded
all the centre lines were aligned, this together with the control of
longitudinal location ensured both that the specimenwas set accurately in
the Amsler and that the Forster readings were being taken in the correct
place with minimumcoverage required to be sure of picking up first crackin~.
Themain objective of this test program, as alreaclv stated, was to
see if the same style of behaviour existed in large scale specimens. The
same policy of steel direct from a conmercial stockist was maintained and
this meant that different bars had to be purchased to manufacture a total
of 10 specimens due to their length. Howeverit had already been established
that variations in the material properties did not affect the plot of life
Stage A v life to Failure and therefore this caused no great concern. 'I'he
calibration for the Forster was of course not applicable to the large
bending specimens. The usual procedure of running specimens and the
sectiOning and observing crack length was not viable for the following
reasons:-
1) The relatively low speed of the machine necessitated rather
a long testing period.
2) The cost of each specimen for steel alone was close to £10. If
realistic machining and handling costs are allowed for small batch
production, the cost of each specimen is approaching a total of £20. Any
sectioning mistake is therefore costly.
It was decided to waive the usual calibration curve on the above
grounds. The Forster response is sensitive to the load actually on
the specimen at the time of testing. The rotating bending specimens
had been examined with no load but this was not practicable with the
large bending specimens. The only methods available for taking all
load off the specimen quickly would have necessitated re-setting the
specimen in the machine each time that a reading was taken. As this
operation could take up to twenty minutes it was convenient to keep
the machine running on a anall mean load with no altemating load. A
constant machine load of 1 ton was therefore used for all measurements
taken with the Forster on the large plane bending specimens. The
tests were run with a mean surface stress at the root of the notch of
20 tons/sq.in. The first constant amplitude tests showedthe same
pattern of Forster response as on the rotating bending spec:fmens. In
order to get some idea of the crack lengths involved a specimEnwas run
wi th block programmingapplied manually. The pattern of Forster
readings was then oomparedldth the program mazkings on the specimen,
thus some information was gained on propagation at low stress levels
as well as gaining an approximate idea of the crack length calibration
of the Forster.
Aphotograph of the program markings concerned are shown in Fig.
7.1. and the plot of Cumulative Forster Readings v. Cycles for the
fractured end of the specimen is shownin Fig. 7.2. Comparison of the
markings with the Forster readings on this and. one other specimen
subjected to block programming showed that the crack length when the
Forster indicated steady and continuous growth was less than 0'02.0 inches.
A typical plot of Cumulative Forster Reading v. Cycles for a constant
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amplitude test is shown in Fig. 7.3. The results of the constant
amplitude tests are showntabulated in terms of life in Stage A, Stage
B and Total life in Table 7-1. This data is shownas a plot of life
in Stage Av, Life to Failure in Fig. 7.4. and as can be seen the same
unique curve is obtained even though·the fatigue strength of the two
batches of material was different.
The limitation of the Forster with depth was particular~y obvious
in these tests but it should be rememberedthat even at short lives
with large specimens more than 50% of the life is covered by the Forster
and in the case of long rwming specimens this rises to greater than 9Q1,.
In some cases the other groove on the specimenwas sectioned and the
craCks observed. This provided sameclassic examples of the difficulty
of observing cracks through pearlite grains and also the action of pear-
lite grains as crack stoppers and dispersers.
The photograph in Fig. 7.5. showsthe difficulty of tracing the
crack path in a pearlite grain, if the c rack were not clearly visible
on either side of the grain its detection using standard observations is
virtually impossible, interference or stereoscopic techniques would be
required. Fig. 7.6. gives a classic example of the dispersive effect
of the pearlite grain on crack developmEllt. On approaching the pearlite
grain the crack front splits and attElllpts to movein both directions
around the grain and also through it.
AXIAL TESTS.
The axial test specimens have beEll described previously in chapter
3. Themean stress on the surface of the groove was the sarne value as
for the large plane bending specimens, i.e. 20 tons/sq.in.
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The specimens, which had been stored heavily smeared in oil, were
cleaned with carbon tetrachloride before testing. The surface on either
side of the groove was taped and then S reference points were marked on
the tape equally spaced around the circum:ference of the specimen. Forster
readings were taken at these eight points and the intervening spaces were
scanned at intervals.
The problem of load during reading with the Forster also occurred
with the axial tests. Occasionally, when load was reduced to zero, the
bottom set of grips drop away from the specimen, the ram pulses upwards
and the machine cuts-out, the ram.then drops right to the bottom micro-
switch. This means that the whole setting up process has to be repeated.
'!he problem was accentuated by the difficulties encountered as a result
of the special fretting protection measures. Relative movenent between
the grips and the locating slides has already been mentioned, but the
Amsler was particularly prone to developing this fault at loads under 2
tons. Once th:iB developed the only way to overcome it was to shut down
the machine, mock the grips off the specimen and remove them, then clean
the slides and replace the carbon smeared papers. In order to avoid
operator fatigue and obtain consistent testing a mean load of 2 tons was
maintained during reading with the Forster.
Testing was confined to constant ampli blde tests ld. th a few simple
block programming tests which were applied manually. In the program
tests, the neatl load was kept constant and the ampUrude of the fluctuating
load was varied. The technique of using a block program test to give
approxilnate crack length calibration curves for the Forster was used again
in this test program.
The same pattern of Forster response emerged again in these axial
tests. A typical plot of Cumulative Forster Reading versus Cycles is
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shown in fig. 7.7. Theresults of the constant amplitude tests
categorizing the length of Stage A and Stage Bare shown in Table 7-2.
These results are shown plotted as life in Stage A v. Total Life to
Failure in Fig. 7.8.
PLANE BENDlliG TESTS ON SMALL SPECJMENS.
These tests were conducted on the specimens described in Chapter 3.
in the electro-magnetic rigs. The small size of the specimens and the
nature of the test limits the possibility of cracking starting to two
small areas at the top and bottom of the groove. 'lhese areas were
scanned with the Forster and the maximumresponse noted during testing.
The results of constant amplitude test results are shownin Table 7-3
spli t into ill e in Stage Aand Stage B and a typic al. plot of Forster
Reading v , Cycles is shownin Fig. 7.9, exhibiting the same style of
behaviour. The plot of life in Stage A v, Total Life to Failure is shown
in Fig. 7.10. and again a straight line plot has been obtained. As yet
a calibration curve for the Forster has not been obtained on this specimen
configuration, but an intensive cumulative damageprogram is planned on
the electr~gnetic rigs and an accurate calibration curve will be
obtained by the sectioning methods described previously.
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
The same pattern of Forster response has been noted for all of the
four specimen configurations investigated and the same style of tmique
curve for the plot of life in Stage Ay. Total Life has beS'l exhibited
by each specimen. 'lhese results validate the argument that the
relationship betweEl'lthe life in Stage A and Total Life is basically a
relation between the stress fields due to the geometry of the specimen
and those due to the cracked state of the specimS'l. 'lhe basic pattern
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of behaviour has therefore been established in a wide variety of
specimen geometries, ranging from 0.250 inches to 4.300 inches
test sections and KT values from 1.67to 2.21.
The most interesting featur e of the result sis the value of the
slope of the plot for the three specimens whose KT values are close to
2.1. These values, together with KT values, test section size and
tyPe of loading are shown below.
Specimen Rotating Bending Large Plane AxialBending
Test section 0.531 4.300 1.000size (ins)
KT 2.00 2.21 2.17
Slope of plot 30.70 35.20 lh.7°
The slopes are very constant for such a wide range of test section
sizes and loading methods. It therefore seems likely that the slope of
the plot is indenendant of overall specimen size and only denendant on
the specimen geometry and loading conditions as expressed through the
KT value of the notch. There is probably therefore a relationship
between the KT value and the slope of the plot. Four points have already
been established experimentally and a further limiting case can be
established by argument.
It has already been argued that one of the limiting cases is the
sharply notched specimen which produces non-propagating cracks but before
utilizing this an expansion of the argument is necessary. The normal
view of the behaviour of the sharply notched specimen is that it initiates
a crack in the first few thousand cycles and therefore the rest of the
life is spent in macro-crack propagation. This is a perfectly reasonable
assumption but the observation of the behaviour of cracks in notched
specimens together with tbe results already existing in the literatl~e
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leads to the definitions given earlier of Stage A and Stage B. The
macro-crack propagation phase, or Stage B as termed, is bounded by more
rigid confines, it is deemedto start lben the crack growth becomes a
steady and continuous process and the specimen cannot be regarded as in
the macro-crack propagation phase unless the applied nonrinal, stress is
capable of propagat~that crack to failure i.e. the stress field associated
wi th the cracked state of the specdnen is sufficient to ensure propagation.
The sharply notched specimen which is being stressed below the constant
amplitude fatigue limit contains a small crack lilich will not propagate
to failure unless the stress level is raised and, in the normal view this
would be deemedto be in a macro-crack propagation phase whereas here it
has been defined as still in a micro-crack propagation phase, or in Stage
A. Thus if we consider the sharply notched specimen close to the fatigue
limi t the nacro-crack propagation phase Stage B is a quasi-stationary
quantity and although damagewill be initiated in a very short period the
large variation in life occurs in propagating this initial damagethrough
to the macro-crack propagation phase. Therefore variations in the life
of sharply notched specimens due to change in stress level may be regarded
as taking place for the major part in Stage A i.e. the slope of the life
in Stage A v, Total Life plot for constant amplitude test results is
approaching 450•
If we accept the specimen that produces a non-propagating crack as
being linked to a slope of 450 on the life in Stage Av. Total Life plot
then the worleof Frost (I~bl)provides the necessary data. He has established
a cri tical KTvalue of 3.S to produce non-propagating cracks for a single
notch depth. This limiting case together with the experimental points
already established give 5 results covering the range of interest. Fig.
7.11. shows a log log plot of 1/~ against sec e. Although the log log
plot reduces scatter the fit of the straight line to the results is quite
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goodwith a slope of 4 for the plot. It is worthwhile to note and
discuss a certain aspect of this plot before developing the relationship
further. '!he straight line in Fig. 7.11. passes very close to the
origin and this is the point K.r = 1 and a slope for the life in Stage A
v, Izlf'e to Failure plot of 0 degrees. At :first this seems to be ridic-
ulous in normaL terms for what this suggests is that the plain specimen
is dominated by Stage B behaviour i.e. macro-crack propagation. A plain
specimen certainly does not spend most of its life in a cracked 8tate but
the value of 0 degrees for the slope of the life in Stage Av. Total Life
plot can be explained rationally by examining again the definition of
Stage A and its implications.
Stage A includes both initiation and micro-crack propagation and,
in the case of plain specimens, initiation of damageoccupies a longer
period than for notched specimens. Howeverthe absence of the stress
gradients associated with a notch means that the micro-crack propagation
phase is virtually non-existant i.e. the specimen passes straight fran
ini tiation of damageto the macro-crack propagation. The range of surface
stress required to produce the samevariation in life is muchsmaller in
the case of plain specimens for exampleusing the results of Marsh(IUA-):-
Surface Stress Life x 106 Stress Lifetons/sq. in. Range Range
16.0 0.340
Plain 2.25 1.99914.0 2.339
136 0.288
Notched 47.50 2.14788.5 2.435
It can therefore be argued that for the plain specimenwe are rapidly
approaching the case where the initiation of damageis a quasi-stationary
quantity and as the micro-crack propagation phase dominated by a specimen
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geometry is absent the maj or variation in life is in the macro-crack
propagation phase. If these arguments are correct then the life in
Stage A v; Total Life plot for plain specimens in constant amplitude
tests should be parallel to the Total Life axis i.e. a slope of zero
but with an intercept on the life in Stage A axis which denotes purely
an initiation phase.
At this point the first major step in expanding the cumulative damage
rule has been achieved. An empirical relationship has been obtained
which allows the split between Stage A and Stage B to be obtained for ~v
specimen geometry subject to the limitations imposed on accuracy by laOk
of knowledge of the intercept. If these methods are to be extended to
the life prediction of more complex structures than specimens then more
information is required in certain areas.
The reJationship of initiation md micro-crack propagation within
the Stage A as defined is an important factor, it requires further
investigation but this in itself would be a complete project. The
question of predicting crack growth rates for large cracks in sheet
specimens has been attacked successfully since 1960by both "phenomen-t"~ological n laws and more so by1\continuummechanics approach first
developed in the field of fracture mechanics.
This gives hope that the methods will be developed to cover a
greater range of materials and configurations in the macro-crack propa-
gation phase. The observations made in this thesis have also confirmed
that the macro-crack propagation' phase is generally a steady growth rate
period but also that in the terms of overa11 life of the notched specimen
particularly in the long life region this phase of the specimen life is
relatively short. The prediction of macro-crack growth rates is
extremely important in engineering terms in order to be ab le to decide
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on inspection periods and techniques but in terms of a simple
cumulative damagerule covering the long life period its importance
diminishes rapidly with the diminishing proportion of the life which
it represents.
Notched specimens in general exhibit less scatter than plain
specimens. It has been shownthat most of the scatter occurs in Stage
A and this reduces the field to either initiation or micro-crack propa-
gation and as it has been argued that micro-crack propagation is virtu-
ally non-existant in plain specimens, it is likely that most scatter is
accounted for in the initiation of damage. 'Ihl.s means that for notched
specimens a most critical portion of the life (micro-crack propagation)
exhibits little scatter and'therefore should be amenableto predictions
most probably on a stress analysis basis. Small cracks in the presence
of mild notch geometries which affect the stress fields in Whichthe crack
exists and propagates fall outside the present range of conditions
investigated in crack propagation \'Ork. As it aeems likely that the
micro-crack propagation phase was dominatedby cri tical stress field
conditions a knowledgeof these is desirable to give a basis for the
extrapolation of specimen results to more complexstructures. Stress
Analysis programs were developed to deal with edge notches, edge cracks
and edge notches wi. th cracks formed at the root of the notch. Although
the programs have been run, certain points which require investigation
and clarification are more easily and quickly accomplished after the
upgrading of the University computer, the critical factor being store
size, therefore general results fran the programs are not presented but
a descrtlptd on of the prograueand their fonnulation is given in Appendix
II.
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The plot of log10 'KT versus log10 sec e shown in Fig. 7.11.
emphasized several important factors as discussed in the previous
paragraphs , it also established that 1/KT 0(. (sec e )4. Fig. 7.12.
shows a plot of 1/KT versus (sec 9)4 for the results, am this plot
results in the following equation relating the value of Kr to the cosine
of the slope of the plot:-
1/~= -0.1255(sec9)4 + 0.7360 -(2).
The establishment of this type of relationship together with the
relati velv small degree of scatter exhibited at KT ,&2·, by widely varying
specimen sizes has certain important implications in the formulation and
application of cumulative damage rules. In Chapter 6 two main alter-
natives were put forward with respect to the plot of life in Stage A v.
Total Life and cumulative damage behaviour and they were briefly as
follows:-
(1) That the slope of the plot is sensitive to changes in
overall specimen size.
(2) That the slope remains unchanged but that tehavioural
patterns during Stages A and B are different.
Of course there is the possibility of a combination of these two
alternatives. The existance of the relationship given in equation 1 and
the low degree of scatter exhibited around Kr'S 2.11 means that in practical
terms we may ignore the first alternative and concentrate on the second.
The question of intercept values also arises, but the small variation
shown between Figs. 6.9., 7.4., 7.8. covering section sizes from 0.531
inches to 4.30 inches indicates that this may he neglected when considering
size effects with only a very small error. Although it is now DOssible
to concentrate on behavioural patterns as an explanation of size effects
it must be remembered that the cumulative damage rule oropos ed is based
on the S-N curve for the particular specimen under consideration and this
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factor alone will account for someeffects.
The behavioural patterns of specimenswith the sarnetest section
size but different notch severity should be essentially the sarne and a
relationship has been derived which allows the slope of the plot to be
predicted over a wide range of Kr values. The intercept value of the
plot of life in Stage Av. Total Life seems also to be a function of
notch severity according to the plots available. Except in the cases
of lives of 5 x 105 and less this could safely be neglected and this
region of short lives is dealt with morecapably by other methods, and
so it is not necessary in t.erms of accuracy to be specific about the
value of the intercept.
It is useful at this stage to summarizethe progress madein the
developmentof the cumulative damagerule, outline its areas of application
and include certain limitations in its use within these broad areas.
(1) The rule proposed deals only with stress histories giving
seveNinteraction effects and is based on consideration of the behaviour
in two main stages of the life.
(2) The pattern of behaviour in Stages A and B has been established
for a test section size of 0.531 inches with the further limitation that
stresses downto 0.6 (J" f only have been examined in Stage B. If
reference is madeto the cumulative damageinvestigations on Spec.No. 2.4. '\.
(Chapt.5) then there is strong evidence to suggest that any extended
period of application of loads below this level leads to a stabilization
of the crack front and possibly a higher level of resistance to propagation
"Whenhigher stress levels are re-a.pplied. Hardrath ('~{,4)has observed a
stabilization of crack growth upon reducing loads in a 7075-T6aluminium
alloy.
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(3) An empirical relationship betweEn the K.r value of a notch and
the slope of the life in Stage Av. Total Life plot has been obtained
which allows the rule to be extended over a complete range of K.r values.
(4) It has been established that size effects are not accounted for
by variations in the slope of the plot but by the S-N curve and a
variation in behavioural patterns not as yet established. It is expected
therefore that the rule as proposed can be applied to a small range of
section sizes about a mean of 0.53 inches.
'Ihe real test of any cumulative damagerule is the fit obtained on
other test data published in the literature. 'Ibe rest of this chapter
is devoted to the extension of the cumulative damagerule proposed and
its comparison with experimental results in the literature. To avoid
laborious calculations being repeated t.h e use of the cumulative damage
rule to predict results in two cases, that of the triangular modulation
tests described in Chapter 6 a.rxi narrow band randomtests on sharply
notched specimens, are given in full detail in Appendix III.
In order to extend the rule to cover different stress spectra it is
necessary to rationalize results already existing in the literature. A
feature of the rule is the concept of a top damagingstress level and in
triangular modulation tests this is the top level present because of the
frequency of its OCcurrence relative to the rest of the spectra. It is
not rational for example to assume that in a ~leigh distribution a
3.SwlIs peak with a probability of occurrence of less than 0.1% is the
top damagi.nglevel. Naumann(Iq,~ has shownthat infrequently occurring
high stress peaks in blocks of 10 cycles or less are in fact beneficial.
It is therefore suggested that when considering randomor very well mixed
block programmingdata the top damaging stress level should be considered
as that level which is attained or exceeded by 0.5% of the stress peaks
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or in the case of block programs the closest value to 0.5%but not less
than 0.1%. '!his factor maywell be amended.in the light of further
experimental data particularly for low r.m.s. values of the signal.
The first sets of data examined are those presented. in Chapter 6.
It is interesting to compute the predicted lives using the empirical
relationship to derive the slope of the life in Stage A v. Life to
failure plot and assuming that it passes through the origin. '!he detail
calculations and application of the cumulative damagerule are shownin
Appendix III. The results are presented in Tablem-l and as can be seen
the errors induced by the assumption that the life in Stage Av. life
to failure plot passes through the origin are negligible (refer to Table
6-5 Chapter 6). The comparison of the proposed prediction. to Miners
Law is very favourable, the ma.ximum unsafe error being 1g1, for the
proposed method as comparedto 417%from Miners Law.
The second set of test data examined is that of Fralich (196t)
who subjected notched plate cantilever bending specimens of SAE4130
normalized steel to a signal which proved to give a Gaussian response
for stress levels on the specimen in a narrow frequency band around the
resonant frequency of 123 c.p.s. i.e. a narrow band Rayleigh distribution.
"The specimens were 3/16 thick edge notched specimens with a net test
"section width of 3/g• The notch was a 60 degree included angle V
slot with a root radius of 0.005 inches to a depth of 5/16 inches. The
K.r value of this notch is given as 7.25 in an axial:Q- loaded specimen
and this puts the specimen into the sharply notched region where all the
life can be assumed to be spent in Stage Abehaviour. 'Ibe value of the
intercept maybe neglected to obtain reasonably accurate life predicitions.
This in fact means that we are only considering stresses downto 0.70- f
as damaging during the macro-crack propagation Ji1,asebut this assumption
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should not introduce sufficiently large errors to distort the overall
accuracy or lack of fit of the method. The detail caleu.1Ations are
shownin Appendix rIlfor this particular case but Fig. 7.13 shows the
actual experimental results and the predicted curve using the cumulative
damagerule proposed. Fig. 7.14. shows the curve for the experimental
results, the Pallngren-Minerprediction and the prediction of the proposed
rule. It can be seen that the proposal is considerably more accurate
and most important safer than the Palmgren-Minerprediction particularly
in the long life regions.
Marsh has published several sets of results in the literature
including a set of triangular modulation tests which cover a wider
range of conditions than those investigated in Chapter 6.
Marsh (t \1,4) used mild steel rotating bending specimens wi th a 0.4
inch net test section. The notch was a 550 included angle with root
radius as sharp as possible. Marsh quotes the KTvalues in excess of
13.6 for the notch used and all specimens were stress relieved immediate~y
prior to testing. Constant amplitude tests were conducted showing a
fatigue limit at approximately 6.1 tons/sq.in. nominal. In the triang-
ular modulation tests the highest and lowest stress levels were denoted
(J h and (J I respectively and Marsh investigated frur different values of
the stress ratio 0<.. z; ~ with several values of () h at each value of
ol... Th.eresults of these tests in tems of endurance, endurance
predicted by the method proposed and the ratio of predicted to actual
lives are shownin Table 7..5.
An examination of the ratio of predicted to actual lives seams at
first most disappointing however a closer study seems to prove the results
a little more encouraging. '!he values of the former ratio are fairly
constant for the values of 0/... II: 0.5, 0.25 and 0.0 but the values at
b(. = 0.77 diverge by approximately 30% on meanbased on the high values.
If the stress levels involved at <I... = 0.77 are examined it can be seen
that rela.tive to the fatigue limit they are in the region, where the
approximation of a straight line in the life in Stage A versus lower
load level plot it the worst fit to data ref. Fig. 6.7. The mean values
of the ratio pred/actual at the other conditions of ~ are 2.37, 2.5S
and 2.35 and although these values are remarkably constant for a wide
range of load conditions they appear unduly pessimistic. For t he ahove
conditions the predictions in terms of range are 20%better than the
hypothetical S-N curve proposed by the Corten-Dolan- Marsh hypothesis.
The major difference between the work of Marsh and that described earlier
in Chapter 6 is that Marsh's specimens were stress relieved after the
machining of the notch. The few results on stress relieved specimens
have been presented and it was shownthat they did not appear to deviate
from the life in Stage A v, Total life plot for unrelieved specimens i.e.
that there was merely an overall reduction in life and an explanation
was put forward to cover this behaviour. It has also been postulated
that the major effect of low stress levels is the relaxation of residual
stresses and as the triangular modulation tests were performed on
unrelieved specimens our cumulative damagerule will automatically have
included the factor due to residual machining stresses. It is likely
therefore that the pattern of behaviour will remain the samebut with
somefactor accounting for the effect of the residual machining stresses
on the total life. The ratio of unrelieved/relieved lives of the few
specimens available is calculated to be 2.15. If the previous arguments
are correct then this factor has been built into the cumulative damage
rule proposed and should be taken out whendealing with stress relieved
specimens as in the case of Marsh's results. The case for ot.. II: 0.77
is that most of the predicted lives should be higher if behavioural
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patterns had been simulated with no approximations but the final mean
values of the ratio of predicted life to actual life taking into account
correction for residual stresses are as follows:-
d... = 0.77 ~ = 0.5 01.. 0:: 0.25 d...==o
Ratio
Predicted
Actual.
0.79 1.10 1.20 1.09
The extrapolation of this theory can be further tested on the
results of the plain specimens tested by Marsh(lq,~. The tests were
performed on an exactly similar basis with a specimen diameter of 0.300
inch at the test section. The fatigue limit in this case was approxi-
mately 13.00 tons!sq.in. The plain specimen which maybe considered as
the other limiting case where the slope of the life in Stage A v. total
life plot is almost zero. There will of course be an intercept on the
life in Stage A axis which will be dependant on the initiation period.
If we neglect this then we ~ld again be able to predict the pattern of
behaviour with same success in the long life region. An analysis of the
results for stress ratios of "'-..= 0.9 and cJ.._= 0.77 corrected for
residual stress are presented in Table 7-6. Results from the lower
values of oJ.... are not investigated because of the following reasons.
1) The lower stress levels start to go outside the range investigated.
2) The plain specimens and higher loads mean that the time taken to
traverrefrom high to low becomesquite lengthy in some eases over 5,000
cycles. This means that long periods are spent with low loads reducing
the overall severity of interaction effects.
The values of the Miner Summationare also presented in Table 7-6
and although in a few cases the predicted lives are optimistic the vast
improvements in estimates of life, lhen most of the stress cycles are
below the fatigue limit, as canpared to those from Miners law are obvious.
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It was suggested that the cumulative damage rule proposed was
limited to well mixed spectra which would produce severe interaction
effects. A further set of data was available on rotating bending
specimens and this again concerns the work of Marshll~(8). Marsh clailns
to have simulated both a Rayleigh distribution and a wide-band Gaussian
stress distribution by seven stress level block programs in a rotating
bending machine. Quite what degree of si.nru.lation of a wide band process
is expected from a machine on~ capable of full stress reversals on each
cycle is not discussed by Marsh, however the results provide useful
well mixed block programming data.
SOOJLATION OF RATIEIGH STRESS DISTRIBtrrION (MARSH)
'Ibe program used by Marsh to simulate the Rayleigh Stress Distribution
was of the following composition:-
PeQ.f:M~ Total ntnnber Numberof Size of Blocksof cycles. Sub-blocks. (cycles).S 0-
4.20 5 1 5
3.75 45 4; 10
3.10 300 3 100
2.40 1,350 131 100
1.80 3,600 36 100
1.20 7,400 37 200
0.60 5,000 50 100
Total 17,700
Note the longest sub-block length is 200 cycles.
In canparison to the total number of cycles in the block the top
level of 4.2 xn~~ is less than 0.03%.
Therefore in these tests the stress level 3.750- will be considered
as the top damaging level for all values of er.
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The specimens used are identical to those previously described
being sharply notched mild steel rotating bending specimens.
Fig. 7.15 shows the actual test results curve with the predictions
based on the rule proposed and corrected for residual stress effects.
The Palmgren-Miner prediction as calculated by Marsh and also a
prediction based on the Corten and Dolan hypothetical S-N curve modified
by Marsh (stresses down to O.S o: f considered as damaging) are included
on the plot. The method proposed compares very favourably relatively
both to the Palmgren-Miner prediction and the Corten and Dolan-Marsh
prediction.
Marsh has no justification on the basis of the experimental results
in including a fatigue limit on the plot and the modified portion of the
6curve in the region of lives of the order of 50 x 10 can be seen to be
following very closely the predicted pattern.
It is interesting to note that the Corten and Dolan-Marsh prediction
is based on the following factors, the original S-N curve, two level block
programming tests to determine certain constants, and Marsh's previous
testing experience on specimens of this nature in suggesting stresses
down to O.S (J f as damaging.
SIMULATION OF GAUSSIAN STRESS DISTRIBUTION (MARSH)
As stated previously this test program cannot be realisticly
regarded as simulating a wide band Gaussian signal, it does however
provide a useful set of data. The program used by Marsh to simulate
the Gaussian distribution was of the following composition:-
sIt:) Total number Number of Size of Block sof cycles. Sub-Blocks (cycles)
4.20 5 1 5
3.75 45 4l 10
3.10 550 51 100
S(lY Total number Numberof Size of Blocks
of cycles. Sub-Blocks. (cycles)
2.40 3,000 15 200
1.00 9,400 47 200
1.20 23,000 46 500
0.60 64,000 64 1,000
Total 100,000
The level which is attained or exceeded closest to 0.5% is the
3.1 a: level which together with the 3.75 o: and 4.200- leve1e represents
0.6% of the total cycles applied to the specimen. The level 3.10- is
therefore taken as the top damaging level for all r.m.s. stress levels
investigated.
Fig. 7.16. shows the predicted values bath as a curve and also as
straight line S-N curves together ~th the experimental results, Palmgren-
Miner prediction and the Corten and lblan-Marsh prediction. Again the
results comparevery favourably.
MarshCIQbl) has also published results on sharply notched axial
specimens subjected to a narrow band ~leigh distribution stress history
with a tensile mean load. To try and extend the range of applicability
of the cumulative damagerule a prediction was made for these results.
The notch rom is the same as that previously described for the
rotating bending specimens of Marsh with a net test section of 0.410
inches diameter. All life can therefore be assumed to be spent in
Stage A and the top damaging level to be that exceeded by 0.5% of the
signal which is the 3.250"' level. Fig. 7.17. shows the actual test
results, the Palmgren-Miner predictions, the Corten-Dolan-Marsh prediction
and that due to the cumulative damagerule proposed here. The fit to
data is not as good as that obtained on block-loading and triangular
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modulation data but none the less the prediction is more accurate and safer
than either the Paungren-Miner or Corten-Dolan-Marsh hypothesis in the
long-life region. In the same paper Marsh has performed 25 step block
loading tests which simulate a Rayleigh distribution truncated at a peak
to r.m.s. ratio of 3.0. The 25 levels comprised a block of 200,000
cycles but each level occurred twice so that there are effectively 50
sub-blocks in the 200,000 cycles. Both ordered and random block tests
were performed with no significant variation in the results. This means
the blocks of low load below (J f will be in sections of greater than
4,000 cycles.
It has been shown in Chapter 5 that block lengths of this order of
magnitude when the stress levels are below the fatigue limit have no
effect. Therefore it is expected that the multi-level block programmin~
data will prove to be highly optimistic as a simulation of the random
process and further that the construction of the simulation procedure,
related to the knowledge of the behaviour of the specimen configuration,
will produce a result which is in very close agreement with the Palmgren-
Miner prediction deviating when the highest stress present approaches the
fatigue limit i.e. in the very long life region where there are more than
107 cycles to failure. Fig. 7.18 shows the S-N curve, the Rayleigh
distribution block tests and the Palmgren-Miner prediction. As stated
the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis provides accurate predictions until
approaching 107cycles. Fig. 7.19 shows the actual Rayleigh distribution
test results, the multi-level block simulation results and the prediction
of the cumulative damage rule proposed. It is interesting that the
prediction of the cumulative damage rule is more accurate and safer than
test results from a program designed specifically to simulate a given
stress spectra.
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The two comparisons glvan above really rlndicate the approach to
cumulative damageproposed i.e. that any stress spectrum must be considered
both in tenns of its general modeof composition and the type of behaviour
that this will produce in the particular specimen geometry.
The cumulative damagerule proposed has been appUed to a fairly
broad variety of cumulative fatigue damagedata and has been demonstrated
as an improvementon existing methods in the long Ufe region. It has
already been stated that this particular rule is probably restricted to
certain types of stress history and therefore one is faced either with a
small n~er of cumulative damagerules which each deal with a limited
range of stress histories or the overall method has to be developed to
cover a wider range. Amore sophisticated solution is perhaps possible
by consideration of the life in stage A v. Total life plot under cumulative
damageconditions. If the properties of this plot i.e. the slope and
intercept could be related to a particular stress history and the material
properties of the specimen then a more general rule would have been
formulated. The block programmingresults from the first test program
provide further information along which this theme can be developed.
The life with a crack greater than 0.005 inches in depth was
estimated for a number of specimens on the basis of extrapolating crack
propagation data. 'Ibis crack length corresponds to the changeover from
Stage A to Stage B and Fig. 7.20 shows this estimated data as a life in
Stage A v, life to failure plot. Again the same straight line plot is
obtained but the most interesting feature is the slope of plot which is
in fact 42.3 degrees. This compares to a slope of 42.0 degrees for the
triangular modulation tests. 'Ibe similarity between t he two slopes is
easily explained when considering the significance of the slope of the
7.24
plot in cumulative damageobservations. A slope close to 45 degrees is
an expression of the fact that the macro-crack propagation phase has
became a quasi-stationary quantity where all the stress levels present
are sufficiently well mixed to produce a damagerate which is equivalent
to all stress cycles being equa.l.ly damaging. Only stresses downto 0.60- f
have been examined and in the block programmingtests all stress levels
were above this value, and it has been shownin Chapter 5 Section iii that
these stress levels in blocks of 10,000 cycles do produce relatively high
damagerates. If lower stresses in relation to the fatigue limit proved
to be non-damaging and these were present in the stress history then this
'WOuldalter the slope as the length of the macro-crack propagation phase
in tems of the total numberof cycles would be extended. '!he intercept
will obviously depend on the number of non-damaging cycles during Stage A,
the life at the highest damagings tress level in the stress history and
the behavioural pattems during Stage A. Further inf'onnation is required
on the response to loads below 0.6 erf and also on a greater variety of'
stress spectra.
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FIG. 7.3 PLOT OF CUMULATIVE FORSTER BEADING
V CYCLES FOR LARGE 8ENDING SPECIMEN
LIFE IN LIFE IN TOTAL LIFE
STAGE A STAGE B TO
CYCLES CYCLES FAILURE
180,000 184,,300 364,300
300,000 205,700 505,700
450,000 215,900 665,900
680,000 417, 100 1,097, 100
800,000 356, BOO 1/156,800
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FIG. 7.7, PLOT OF CUMULATIVE FORSTER READINGS
V CYCLES FOR AXI AL SPECIMEN
VARIATION
LIFE IN LIFE IN LIFE TO
STAGE A STAGE B FAILURE
CYCLES CYCLES CYCLES
600.000 381..700 981.700
508/100 294,400 802, SOO
500,000 200,000 700,000
360,000 322,000 682,000
350.000 210,000 560,000
130.000 180,000 310,000
470,000 201,700 671,700
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Stress Batie ~/al = 0.77
1 2
<Th 0"1 Miner Ebdurance Predicted Cerrected Batie
Tens/ TOns/ SUIIIa. Cycles x predicted 1/2
Sq. In. Sq. In. 106
9.0 6.93 0.960 0.140 0.415 0.950 1.56
8.0 6.16 0.930 1.104 0.192 1.584 1.40
1.0 5.39 0.569 2.366 1.251 2.502 1.89
6.5 5.00 0.323 5.107 2.435 4.870 2.10
6.25 4.81 0.159 5.608 3.795 7.590 1.48
6.0 4.62 - 58.363U u U
1 2
<rh <Tl Miner Ebdurance Predicted Cerrected Batie
Tens/ Tens/ Suaa. Cycles x Predicted 1/2
Sq. In. Sq.In. 106
10.0 5.0 0.804- 0.110 0.288 0.516 2.46
9.0 4.5 0.165 1.1'5 0.475 0.950 2.46
8.0 4.0 0.653 1.660 0.840 1.680 1.98
1.0 3.5 0.453 4.154 1.600 3.200 2.60
6.5 3.25 0.283 8.460 3.55 7.100 2.38
6.25 3.125 0.141 10.881 6.01 12.020 1.81
TABLE 7-6
Stress Ratio ~rrlii= 0.25
1 2
<b ~l Miner Endurance Predicted Corrected Ratio
Tons/ Tons/ Suaa. Cycle. x Predicted 1/2
Sq. In. Sq. In. 106
11.0 2.75 0.780 0.589 0.231 0.462 2.55
10.0 2.50 0.744 1.057 0~374 0.748 2.83
9.0 2.25 0.761 1.578 0.678 1.356 2.33
8.0 2.00 0.633 3.240 1.274 2.548 2.54
8.0 2.00 0.633 3.200 1.274 2.548 2.51
7.0 1.75 0.448 6.027 2.410 4.820 2.50
7.0 1.75 0.448 6.215 2.410 4.820 2.58
6.5 1.625 0.259 9.845 5.330 10.660 1.85
6.5 1.625 0.259 19.069 5.330 10.660 3.58
Stress Ratio ~/~1 = 0.0
1 2
'it 0"1 Miner Ehdurance Predicted Corrected Ratio
Tons/ Tons/ Suaa. Cyoles x Predicted 1/2
Sq. In. Sq. In. 106
11.0 0.781 0.861 0.307 0.614 2.80
10.0 0.795 1.376 0.503 1.006 2.74
9.0 0.754 2.191 0.905 1.810 2.42
-8.0 0.647 3.576 1.700 3.400 2.10
7.0 0.420 6.316 3.210 6.420 1.91
7.0 0.420 6.681 3.210 6.420 2.08
6.5 0.279 16.550 7.100 14.200 2.33
6.5 0.219 11.825 1.100 14.200 1.61
6.25 0.192 38.902 12.000 24.000 3.24
6.25 - 11.938U 12.000 24.000 -
TABLE 1-6
er" CJL Endurance Miner Predicted Ratio
,
I
tons/sq. in. tons/sq. in. 6 BUmm'O' Life x 106 Act/Pred.cycles x 10
19.0 17.1 0.076 1.037 0.090 0.84
18.0 16.2 0.132 0.973 0.166 0.00
17.0 15.3 0.201 0.774 0.282 0.71
! 16.0 14.4 0.370 0.73J... 0.564 0.66
15.33 1 13.8 0.954 1.058 0.980 0.97
14.75 1 13.27 2.076 0.979 1.824 1.14 Il
14.25 I 12.83 1.827 0.220 3.82 0.48;
14.25 12.83 2.3B9 0.288 3.82 0.63
I
13.95 12.56 5.327 0.078 7.10 0.75 !
Stress ratio Q( = 0.77
C"'h CJL Endurance Minar Predicted Ratio I6 . Id:t.:et,iO'Illons/sq.in. tons/sq.in. cycles x 10 Summ. Act/Pred.
19.0 14.63 0.081 0.649 0.090 0.90
18.2 14.0 0.189 0.908 0.148 1.28
17.75 13.67 0.298 1.064 0.200 1.49
17.75 13.67 0.211 0.751 0.200 1.06
17.25 13.28 0.276 0.691 0.280 0.98
16.25 12.5 0.434 0.505 0.502 0.86
15.25 11.74 1.449 0.633 1.05 1.38
14.5 11.17 2.991 0.354 2.40 1.25
14.0 10.78 5.545 0.061 6.18 0.90
14.0 10.78 31.097U - 6.18
TABLE 7-'
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CHAPl'ER S
The objective of the work was to try and improve cumulative
fatigue damagelife predictions in the region of lives greater than
5 x 105 cycles with large proportions of the stress cycles below the
original constant amplitude fatigue limit. It has been stressed that
inadequate provision is made in cumulative damagerules previously
proposed for the damaging effect of stress levels below the original
constant amplitude fatigue limit, a nd further it must be emphasized
that past at tempts to include the effects of low loads contain no
indication of what the effect of low loads are in other specimen-
configurations. One is left to assumewhat modifications are required
to fit other data. Miners Lawof course makes no allowance for stresses
below the fatigue limit or their interaction with stress above the fatigue
limit, but the type of interaction theories proposed by Corten and Dolan
and Freudenthal are particularly interesting whenother research workers
have attempted to use them.as a life prediction teclmique.
'Ibe Corten and Dolan hypothesis involves using simple block program-
ming data to predict the slope of the 5-N curve, but the slope is used by
Marsh as another convenient parameter to obtain fit to data i.e. the value
given by the block programs is rejected if it does not fit the data very
well. Marshhas also established that allowing for stresses downto
O.S(j f as being damaging gives a better fit to his data and suggests that
stress below this should. be considered as non-damaging in mild steel
specimens. '!he hypothesis presEnted here would predict that working on
sharply notched specimens would lead to this conclusion. Eventhough
Marsh has made this allowance the severity of the interaction effects has
not been adequately allowed for as evidenced by the fit to data. The
rule proposed provides a better basis on which to tackle life predictions
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in the limited areas outlined.
'lhe rule is based on splitting the life into two main eta~es,
each state linked to a physical _condition or its develo}nent. 'lhese
two stages have been termed Stage A and Stage B and consist of initiation
and rnicro-crack propagation in the first stage and macro-crack propa~ation
in the second. It has been argued that Stage A is dominated by the
elastic stress field due to the cracked state of the specimen, and further
that as these stress fields and the fatigue behaviour associated with them
are unique that a relationship should exist between t he length of the two
stages. for a particular geometry. Such a relationship has been established
for four different specimen configurations. The importance of this
relationship hinges on the construction of the ~lative damagerule
proposed.
It was postulated that cumulative fatigue damagebehaviour would
be different in Stage A and Stage B. This fact has been established in
tests with triangular modulation of applied load and certain quantitative
information which was statistically viable was obtained from these tests.
It was found that the best fit to data was obtained by considering all
stress cycles equally damagingin Stage A downto a stress level of
0.7 x ~ f the constant amplitude fatigue limit, the same style of behaviour
was evident in Stage B but with no non-damaging limit apparent downto the
lowest level examinedwhich was 0.57 Cif. 'lhe cumulative damagebehaviour
was characterized by the constant amplitude behaviour at the highest
damaging stress level occurring in the spectrum. The critical feature
was the length of Stages A and B at this strese level but in a constant
amplitude test. Once this numberot damaging cycles have been accumulated
then that particular stage is complete.
Thus the information required to manipulate the rule is simply a
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constant-amplitude S-N curve and a knowledge of how the life is split
between Stage A and Stage B. In order to eliminate lengthy testi~ with
crack detection work an empirical relationship between the Kr value of the
notch and the slope of the life in Stage Av. Total life to failure plot
has been developed. The value of the intercept on this plot appears also
to be closely connected with the KT value of the notch but neglecting
the intercept only incurs small penalties in life predictions greater
than 5 x 105 cycles when the desirable accuracy of design rules is
considered. This dependance of the slope of the life in Stage Av.
Total life to failure plot on the Kr value of the notch means that
specimens with different notch sharpness on the same nett test section
are expected to behave in a different manner in cumulative damage. If
we consider achieving the same total life thElldue to the difference of
the ratio of Stage A/Stage B in constant amplitude tests the allowable
surface stresses at the notch root may well be significantly different.
The difference in behaviour of specimens with different notches is
explained on two counts, firstly by the difference exhibited in the S-N
curve and secondly by the different lengths spent in Stage A and Sta~ B
at the same total lives. The more sharply notched specimens will always
eJd:libita lower sensitivity to loade below the constant amplitude fatigue
limit, as they spend a higher proportion of their life in Stage A behaviour
in the long life region.
The definition of the highest damaging stress level is critical when
applying the rule to block prograJl1Dingtests or to canplex stress spectra
with isolated occurrences of highest stress levels. It is unrealistic in
cumulative damage terms to assume that the highest stress level experienced
is the top damaging level in the cumulative damage rule. As previously
quoted small numbers of high stress levels have been shown to be beneficial
and it was postulated that the top damaging stress level should be
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considered as that level Whichis equalled or exceeded by 0.5% of the
total number of stress cycles applied. This assumption gave very good
fit to data on the two sets of complexblock programmingdata examined.
The rule was also compared to Marsh's data for sharply notched axial
specimens subjected to a tensile mean load and a narrow band Rayleigh
stress distribution. Although the predictions were not so good at
the important low r.m.s. values as at higher r.m.s. values, they were
still more accurate and safer than the Miner or Corten-Dolan-Marsh
predictions. Furthermore the proposed prediction method was a great
deal better than 25 level block program specifically designed to stimulate
the distribution.
The fit to the results of Fralich on sharply notched bending
specimens was very good but the predictions were again becoming optimistic
at very low r.m.s. levels. It should be noted that the method depends
criticaUv on the value taken from the S-N curve for the life at the top
damaging stress level. It is therefore recommendedthat for life
predictions at low r.m.s. values, where the highest stress levels are only
just above the fatigue limit, special care should be 1taken in detennining
the S-N curve close to the fatigue limit in order to ensure more accurate
predictions. It should be noted that in all the cases examined, where
a considerable proportion of the stress levels were beLowthe constant
amplitude fatigue limit, the method proposed was more accurate and safer
than the Palrngren-Minerhypothesis. Further in the comparisons made on
the test results of Marsh, the method was again safer and more accurate
in the long life region than the Corten and Dolan hypothesis as amended
by Marsh both in slope value for the S-N curve and in the lower damaging
stress level.
'Ibe extension of the cumulative damagerule to cover the results of
Marsh is based on 3 factors:-
Ca) The slope of the life in Stage A v. life to failure plot.
Cb) The treatment of the difference in curred by stress relieving.
Cc) The behavioural patterns in Stages A and B.
The factors (a) and Cb) have already been dealt with in previous chapters
but further evidence is available to support the a ssumption that behavioural
patterns in Stages A and B are the sarnefor siurrlarnet test section sizes.
It has been observed in Chapter 5 that the effect of blocks of load below
the fatigue limit during Stage A is negligible i.e. the cycles must be
well mixed before their damaging effect is significant. Evidence of this
styLe of behaviour is shawn in the results of Marsh's two level block
programming tests in an Amsler vibropho~. Details of the tests are as
follows:-
Sharply notched axial fatigue specimens subjected to a 6 tons/sq. in.
tensile mean load and two level block program with 4,0C>0 cycles at 0- hand
16,000 cycles at 0""1.
(Jh ()l Endurance Miner6tons/sq.in. tons/sq.in. cycles x 10 Endurance
5.0 3.0 0.913 1.32
5.0 2.6 1.146 1.32
5.0 2.2 1.03S 1.32
5.0 1.B 1.1BS 1.32
'!hefatigue limit is 3.0 tons/sq.in. and as can be seen the variation in
total life when the lower stress level goes below the fatigue limit is
negligible and certainly would yield no information statistically and
yet Marsh claims the above set of data as validating the hypothesis that
stress levels below 0.801r may be neglected for this material. Similar
evidence was presented in Chapter 7 regarding more complex block prgramming
results.
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The cumulative damage rule proposed mi,p'btbe considered very similar
to those of either Grover or Freudenthal and Heller in some respects but
Grover presented no rational method of determining the two sta~es in life
or the parameters associated with them, while Freudenthal and Heller having
derived a particular relationship for plain specimens conclude that the
patterns of behaviour are very different for other specimen configurations.
The proposed method accepts and recognizes that cumulative damage
behaviour patterns in varying specimen configurations are different. A
method of dealing with this problem has been proposed and some of the basic
data required has been obtained. Proposals have been made which cover the
entire range of KT values. The question of size effects has been looked
at and some of the alternatives examined. It now seems likely that the
causes of size effects may be reduced to either more severe interaction
effects or different behavioural patterns in Stages A and B i.e. a
sensitivity to much lower stress levels.
It is also most important that the properties of the stress spectrum
to which the specimen is subjected are approached in a rational manner and,
there seems no hope that merely specifying the overall content of the
spectrum and not the general pattern in which it is applied is a satisfactor,y
approach. It has been effectively demonstrated by the work presented and
by consideration of the work of other authors that the manner in which the
loads are applied is of extreme importance. Even more important is the
hypothesis that the same pattern of loading will produce an overall response
which is quite different for differing geometries. The problem will be
accentuated with materials which are mean load sensitive but the recent
advances in signals analysis give hope that parameters WIich have fatigue
significance will become available in the future.
The universal elixir cumulative damage rule which was sought for a
long time will probably never materialize, but it is possible by rational-
ising the great mass of detaiJ.tinformation which exists in the whole
spectrum of associated fields of activity to make prop:ress in certain
areas.
CONCLUSIONS
(1) The or-ooosed cumula tive damage rule gives more accurate and safer
life predictions than some existing rules over a wide range of data.
The apnlied stress spectra must be such as to produce severe interaction
effects and so far the rule has been compar-ed to complex block loading
data (short block lengths essential), triangular modulation data and
nar-r-owband Rayleigh distribution test data. The fit over this range
of stress snectra was encour-ard.nz, Block nrograms in which Lnd.ividual
blocks of one stress level are very iong, i.e. greater than ~,OOO cvcles
cannot be dealt with by this rule. The rule is as vet confined to
small test section sizes less than apnroxim8tely 0.8 inches and greater
than 0.20 inches.
(2) The geometry of a snecimen will effectively dominate its response
to any given stress snectra in cumulative fatigue damage behaviour.
(3) \Vhen assessing the nerformance of a particular snecimen the stress
snectra and geometry of the specimen cannot be regarded as separate
entities, bhev must be considered in con,juntion with one another, the
response being unique for that oarticular combination of' stress spectra
and geometry.
SUGGESTIONS FOR "'URTHER RESEARCH
It is nossible to suggest research nrojects or asrects worthy of
investigation almost ad infinitum. but the sugp:estions are limited to cover
four main asnects which have not as yet crielded some sort of solution or
which have arisen from this project. Needless to say the whole concept
requires further and more detailed examination and comparison with other
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results.
(1) 'The balance between initiation Ilnd micro-crack propap-ation during
Stage A requires detailed exoer-i.ment.aLstudy for var-ving notch
geometries.
(2) The nature of size effects needs to be firmly estabJished, certain
possibilities have already been eliminated and a carefullv planned
experimental cumuL:ttive damage urogram is required to finalise a solution.
(3) A wide variety of stress snectra should be examined to establish
the bounds of the method proposed and any necessary modifications
to deal with more complex stress spectra.
(4) Stress field conditions should be rip:orousl:'Tinvestigated in notched
details with small cracks with a view to extending the me+hod to
more complex structural components.
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This arroendtx is a more detailed account of the work performed bv
Puckridge together with an appraisal of the cracked stated of the specimen
during what were or-i.gi.nal.Lvtermed stages 1 and 1A.
Temperature effects have been discussed in Chapter 5 and this program
of work was closely allied to these effects. The obj ecti ve was to investir-ate
the possibilitv that the sharp initial rise in Forster response was
indicative of fast initial cracking of < 0.005 inches, the long stationary
or slowlv rising nortion of the Forster response denoting a pause in crack
growth. Also a general picture of the cracked state of the specimen during
this period of life was required.
The great problem with rotating benning specimens is that when
observations of crack depth are required the specimen must be sectioned
with the consequent loss of important information. This is narticularlv
awkward in this case because it is never nossd,b.l.e to det.errrrinerelative Lv
which point in its life the snecimen has ohtained. The only appr-oach is to
section a number of specimens which have shovm varyinr: lengths of quasi-
stationarY behaviour and attemnt to rationalise this information into an
overall oat.tern of hehaviour. Puckridge was also hamrered b'v the necessibr
of using specimens from the third batch which had a high carhon content
(0.33%). The high pearlite content of this steel made detection and
observation of small cracks extremelv difficult using standard optical
techniques. It also proved extremely difficult to eliminate rourrling of the
edge of the notch nrofile during polishing operations, the eventual technique
develoned to eliminate most of the rounding was described in Chapter S.
In these test the Forster was re lng used at the limits of its
sensi tivi t:v, the manufacturers claim a canaci tv for detecti on of f'Laws of
0.002 inches depth and greater. Subsequent tests in the department by
Mr. Chatterjee, using rirtorous temperature correction techniques, have shown
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that at maximum sensitivity reliable detection of cracks of 0.001 inches
depth can be achf eved , As stated nreviously what, W'1S required from this
work was qua.l.i.r.at.L ve inforrnation on the cracked state of the specimen not
an account cali bra ti on of the Forster in thi s region.
Some a'n1-liguityexisted about df.f'f'er-ent.Lat.Lnzbetween grain boundar-Les
and cracking in several of the specimens examined but the general conclllsions
are based solely on those results Nhose evidence of crackinp was firmly
established. Puckridges photographs are of poor quality and therefore they
are not reproduced here. There was no evidence to snggest that the rapid
initial rise in Forster response Nas connected with actual cracking, the
overall pattern of the results was that this phase of the life (Stages A
and 1A) represented an initiation and micro-crack propagation pe:L'iodwith
most of the period spent in attaining a discontinuity of 1 prain length.
These conclusions are supported by the results of first tests nerformed
on the Forster for calibration purposes, the very low reariings were
r:enerallv in Stage A and in several cases cracks of UP to 0.006 inches
were detected. The photographs shown in Fig. 5.24 and 5.25 supnort these
arguments and confim. that the Forster sensitivity cannot be ouestioned.
In particular Fig. 5.24 shows the mass of small defects to which a definite
Forster response was noted.
Puckrd dze concluded that cracks of up to 0.010 inches wer-e present
at the end of Stage A Le. when the steady and continuous crack growth
became evident. Finally a very strong armwment can be nresented on the
basis of the test performed on Snec. No. 2.4.25 (ref. Fig. 5.23). This
specimen was stopned 1..rithin10,000 Circles of exhibiting the start of steady
nronagation, if up until this point no cracking is nresent than a crack of
O.OOg inches has developed in 10,000 cycles or less, which would give a
further life to failure of approximately 1~O,000 cvc Le s, assuming a linear
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and constant rate of propagation, as compared to an exnerimental value
of 180,000, table 5-2. The crack propagation has been shown to be
logarithmic and this presents strong evidence for the existance or
developement of cracking in a prior period.
I.3
APPENDIX II
The objectives of the stress analysis was to gain information on
the elastic stress fields during Stage A of the fatigue life i.e. when
no crack was present and when small cracks were growing away from the
root of the notch. This information could then be used both to attempt
to correlate the behaviour of different specimen geometries and if such
a correlation proved feasible to extend the results to more complex
geometries which are more typical of service components.
The particular solutions considered initially were for edge notched
plates, edge cracked plates, and edge notched plates with cracks growing
away from the root of the notch. The cracks were simulated by very
flat ellipses and specimen conditions approximated by plane strain
assumptions on the plate section solution.
The elastic stress fields in any given member can be described by
use of the Airey stress function ¢. It was shown by Airey that a
function can be selected such that the biharmonic equation 'V 4~=- 0 is
the solution for the elastic stress field in the plane stress condition
when the stresses are given by the following equations:-
The use of this type of solution has been limited in the past by the
necessity to satisfy complex boundary conditions. '!headvent of computers
and the use of relaxation techniques has opened up a much wider range of
possible solutions.
II.1
The programs written are based on the central finite difference
solution to the biharmonic equation. '!heequations required and
extrapolation and interpolation techniques based on Taylors series are
all treated in many standard texts. The treatment of boundary conditions
is also standard and it is not proposed to discuss these points in detail
here.
As the objective of the programs was to deal with as many different
geometries as possible they are written in a general form and a brief
description of overall program construction is given. The programs were
::plitinto main sections as follows:-
(1) Setting up data.
(2) Calculation of all points concerned with boundary conditions
around the complex geometry, their location, intercept values,
boundary values and type of extrapolation involved.
(3) Calculation of boundary interpolation and extrapolation
constants for all the points in (2).
(4) Calculation of the ¢ values at all points in (2) and setting
them, relaxation of the mesh and maintenance of all points
concerned with boundary conditions at the correct value during
the relaxation process.
(5) Calculation of stresses and print out.
(6) Reduction in mesh size, i.e. calculating and setting up the
basic data required for all the above processes from (2)
onwards to be repeated at increased accuracy.
Whole sub-blocks can be replaced so that for example the change
from axial to bending can be made by changing the card deck (1). Similarly
different geometries can be investigated by changing card deck (2) or
changing up to 12 cards within the deck.
II.2
Geometry properties can be specified in the data input, depth
of notch, radius, type of ellipse and depth of crack.
All the progams have been run and proved within limited accuracy
limits but the general nature of the programs make large demands on the
store capacity and therefore for final testing and actual information
runs either a larger store capacity is required or data has to be
written up on magnetic tape and then subsequently pulled down and
re-calculated. The run times would increase by several factors and as
the upgrading of the Universibv computer was innninent the programs await
the use of the faster and larger computer.
Specimen results from the edge crack program with axial loading
are presented in Fig.II.1. As can be seen the ears of high stress are
predicted and although the concentration of the stress at the crack tip
is not very high it has been shown on other runs that increased accuracy
i.e. small mesh size only significantly modifies the values wit~q2 mesh
points of the tip and not the surrounding groas field. The qualitative
results of the program has so far been satisfactory and reliable
quantitative information should be available in the near future.
II.3
STRESS FIELDS AROUNDCRACKS;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" K ,N ,DEPTH ,X, Y,RED ,REP ,AR, SIDE, TOP;
"READ" K,N ,DEPTH,RED;
"BEGIN"
"REAL" RADIUS,RATIO,NO,MESH;
"ARRAY" Z,P,Q,R,DEL,SIGMA[l:K,l:NJ;
"READ" RADIUS,RATIO;
"PRINT"" K-' ,SAMELINE,K, "'S2" ,'N-o. ,N,'" S~' ,
, DEPTH-' ,DEPTH ," S2", 'REl).' ,RED,"" S2" " RADIUS-' ,
RADIUS,"S2" " RATIQ.' ,RATIO, ''15'';
"BEGIN"
"REAL" DIV;
"ARRAY" A[ l:N] ,B[ 1:N] ;
DIV:-1!(N-4);
A[N]:_2*DIV;
A [N-1]:-DIV;
A [N-2J:..o;
"FOR" Y:-N-3 "STEP" -1 "UNTIL" 1 "DO"
"BEGIN"
A [YJ:.A[Y+IJ+DIV;
"END" ;
"FOR" Y:_1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO"
"BEGIN"
B [Y]:..A [Y] t2/2;
"FOR" X:-l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" K "DO"
"BEGIN"
Z LX, y ] :~ [Y J ;
"END" ;
"END" ;
"END" ;
"FOR" X: ~ "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" K "DO"
"BEGIN"
"FOR" Y:.a. "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO"
"BEGIN"
p(X,Y]:-O;
Q[X,Y]:-O;
R[x,rl: -0;
DEL[X, y] :-0;
SIGMA(X, Y]: =0;
"END" ;
"END" ;
NO:=O.5;
"FOR" REP:-l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" RED "DO"
"BEGIN"
Y:-2;
NO:-NO* 2;
MESH:-l/NO ;
AR: -DEPTH/MESH ;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" IT;
"INTEGER" "ARRAY" UP,TEST (1:50 ],OUT(1:50];
"ARRAY" CON[1:50,1: 8 ],L,BOUND [1: 50];
"FOR" 1":" 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 50 "DO"
"BEGIN"
TEST( X] : - 100 ;
"END" ;
"BEGIN"
"REAL" B,C,D,E,F,G,P,Q,R,S,VERT,WOC;
"INTEGER" NUM;
IT: =1;
B: -RATI()ii"RADIUS;
c: -RATIO* B;
D:-C-DEPTH;
aUT( 2]: -0;
REPEl: D: -n+MESH ;
E:-SQRT(Bt 2*(1-D1'2/Ct2» ;
Y:-Y+l;
"IF" E«IT-l)lJMESH "THEN" "GOTO" ALTERN "ELSE"
"IF" E<MESH "THEN"
"BEGIN"
L( y] : -MESH-E ;
aUT[Y]:- 4;
"END"
"ELSE" "IF" Er( 2*MESH "THEN"
"BEGIN"
L(Y]: =2*MESH-E;
OUT[Y]: ...5;
"END"
"ELSE" "IF" E<,MESH "THEN"
"BEGIN"
L[ Y]: == )itMESH-E;
OUT[Y] : -= 6 ;
"END"
"ELSE" "IF" E< 4*MESH "THEN"
"BEGIN"
L[ Y]: - 4-*MESH-E;
OUT[Y]:" 7;
"END"
"ELSE" "IF" ]X 51-MESH "THEN"
"BEGIN"
L[ Y] : ....5*MESH-E;
OUT[Y]:=8;
"END"
"ELSE" "IF" E<~MESH "THEN"
"BEGIN"
L[Y]: =6*MESH-E;
OUT[Y] :-9;
"END" ;
IT:-ENTIER(E/MESH);
"IF" OUT[Y]>OUT[ y-lJ "THEN" SIDE: -OUT [yJ;
TOP:-Y;
NUM:=NUM+l;
TEST[Y]:-2;
BOUND[y) :-0 .5-(Y-2)/( (N-4},*NO);
"PRINT'" Y=',SAMELINE,Y,"S2" ,'TEST[Y) .. ' ,
TEST [y I, "S2" , 'OUT [y)-' ,OUT[ y] ," S2" " L [y]...' ,
L [y] , "S2" " BOUND[y]-' ,BOUND[y] ,"L3" ;
"IF" Y«DEPTH/MESH+l.90) "THEN" "GOTO" REPEl
"ELSE" "GOTO" CALC;
ALTERN: Y:-Y-l;
E: -( IT+l) *MESH;
REPE2: Y:-Y+l;
TEST [Y]: ...o ,
E:-E-MESH;
OUT[Y):-E/MESH+3;
VERT:zSQRT(Ct2*(1-Et2/Bt2»;
WOC:=~ERT-C+DEPTH;
"IF" (WOC+(Y-2) *MESH»-MESH "THEN"
"BEGIN"
UP [y] :-Y;
L[Y]:=(Y-2)*MESH-WOC;
"END"
"ELSE" "IF" (WOO+-(Y-3)*MESH» -MESH "THEN"
"BEGIN"
UP[Y]:-Y-1;
L[Y]:-(Y-3)*MESH-WOC;
"END"
"ELSE" "IF" (WOc+(Y-4)*MESH» -MESH "THEN"
"BEGIN"
UP [Y]:-Y-2;
L[Y]:=(Y-4)*MESH-WOC;
"END"
"ELSE" "IF"(WOO+-(Y-5)*MESH»-MESH "THEN"
"BEGIN"
UP [Y]: -Y-3;
L[Y]:-(Y-5)*MESH-WOC;
"END"
"ELSE" "IF" (WOc+(Y-6)* MESH» -MESH "THEN"
"BEGIN"
UP [Y]: -Y-4;
L[Y]:=(Y-6)*MESH-WOC;
"END" ;
CALC:
BOUND[Y]: -0 .5-(WOC-2)/«N-4)* NO) ;
NUM:-NUM+1;
"PRINT'" y-' ,SAlVIELINE,Y," S2" , 'YEST[Y]-' ,
TEST,[Y],"S2" ,'OUT[Y]-' ,OUT[Y],"S2" ,'L[Y]-' ,L[Y],
"S2" ,'BOUND[Y]-' ,BOUND[Y]," S2" ,'UP[Y]-' ,
OP[ YJ ," L3" ;
TOP: -UP[ Y] ;
"IF" E>(+O.005) "THEN" "GOTO" REPE2 "ELSE"
"ooTO" CALC;
"FOR" X:-3 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" NUM "DO"
"BEGIN"
L[X] :-L[X]!MESH;
B:_ ( 2+ L[ xJ ) / ( 1+11 xJ )t 2;
C:-(1+L(X])/(2+L(X])t 2;
D:-(3+2*L(X] )/( (1+L( X] )* (2+L(X]» ;
E : -;l/ (1 +L (X]) t2 ;
F :.uj(2 +L (X ]) t2 ;
G:~/«1+L[X])*(2+L[X]»;
P :-(1-L [X]) t2;
Q :-(l-L [X]) t3;
R : -L LX ] t2;
S :-L (X] t3;
CONDc, 1 ] : -1-+P *( C-B) +Q* (F-E) ;
CONDc,2 ] : ...p*B-+Q*E;
CONDc,) ]:-P*C-+Q*F;
CONfx, 4 ]: -( 1-L (X] ) +P*D+Q*G;
CONDc,5]:-1+R*(C-B)-S*(F-E);
CONfx,6 ]:-R*B-S*E;
CONfx,7 ] :-R*C-S*P';
CONrx, 8]: -L ex ]-R*D+S*G;
"END" ;
"END" ;
"BEGIN"
"INTEGER" M,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,I,J,SUM,BEG,MIS;
"ARRAY" SET (1: 20,1: 50] ;
MIS : -!>EPTH/MESH+2 ;
"FOR" X:-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 20 "DO"
"BEGIN"
"FOB" Y:-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 50 "DO"
"BEGIN"
SET ex, Y J: --1;
"END" ;
"END" ;
"FOR" 14:-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 100 "DO "
"BEGIN"
"FOR" Y:-=3 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" 50 "DO"
"BEGIN"
Sl1M:-2;
"IF" TEST (Y]>10 "THEN" "OOTO" RELAX "ELSE"
"IF" TEST (Y]<1. "THEN" "GOTO" START1 "ELSE"
"GOTO" START2;
START1: Z (OUT(1] ,up[Y]]: ...CON[Y,5]* BOmrn[Y]+CON[ Y,6h·
Z[ OUT [Y], (up [Y]+1)] -CONE Y, 7]* Z[ OUTCy] ,(up[ Y]+
2)]-CON[Y,8]*MESH;
Z [OUT [y], (up [Y]-l)]: -CONE Y ,1]* BOUND[Y]+CON [Y, 2]
*Z[ OUT[ y] , (UFIY]+1) ]-CON[ Y,)Jt-Z [OUT [Y], (up[ Y]+
2)]+CON [Y.4]~MESH;
SET [OUT [Y], uP [y] ]: -=Z[ OUT[ y] ,up[ yJ] ;
SET [OUT [Y], (up [Y]-1) J-t=Z[ OUT[ Y~ ({ill [y] -1)] ;
"GOTO" COUNT;
START2: "IF" 01 y] -MESH)< 0.0001 "THEN" "OOTe" START)
"ELSE" "GOTO" START4;
START): SET[(OUT[Y]-l) ,Y]:-BOUND[Y];
"GOTO" COUNT;
START4: Z rOUTe y] ,Y]: - CONEY ,5]* BOUND [Y ]~ON [Y ,6]* z[ (
OUT[Y]+1),Y]-CON[Y,7]*Z[(OUT[Y]+2),Y] ;
?I (OUT ell -1) ,Y]: =CON [y ,1]*BOUND[Y]+CON[ Y, 2 ]*
Z[(OUTtY]+l) ,Y]-CON[Y,3]* Z[(OUT[Y]+2) ,Y] ;
SET [OUT [y] ,Y]: =Z[ OUT[ Y] , y] ;
SET [( OUT [y J-1) ,Y]: -z [( OUT[Y] -1) ,Y];
COUNT: SUM:= SUM+l;
"END" ;
RELAX: "FOR" F:-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" (N-4) "DO"
"BEGIN"
G:-F+1;
H:-G+1;
I :-H+1;
J :-1+1;
"FOR" A:-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" (K-4) "DO"
"BEGIN"
B:-A. +1;
0:-9+1;
D:-C +1;
E:-D+l;
Z [C ,H ] : _ ( 8* ( Z[D ,H] + Z [ C , G] +Z[ C , I] + Z[ B, HJ )-
~ (z I.D, G ] ~ [D, I ] +Z ts, G] +Z [ti, I) ) -Z[ E, HJ -Z[ c, F]-
Z [C,Jj -Z [A,H])/20;
"IF" H)'.rOP "THEN" "OOTO" RELEASE
"ELSE" "IF" C)6IDE "THEN" "GOTO" RELEASE
"ELSE" " GOTO" JAOK;
"FOR" X:-il. "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" SIDE' "DO"JACK:
"BEGIN"
"FOR" Y: ... l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" TOP "DO"
"BEGIN"
"IF" SE~ X, y] > 0 "THEN" Z[X, YJ: .. SET[ X, yJ
"ELSE" Z rx,y ] :-z [X, y] ;
"END" ;
"END" ;
Z 12,MIS ] : -z [3 ,MI S] ;
Z[ 4 ,MIS]: ...Z[ 3,MIS] ;
BEG: -ENTIER( DEPTH/MESH) +1;
Z( 3 ,BEG]: --1.5tt?D, (BEG +1)]+ 3.0 *Z [3 fBEG+-2) ]-
o .5*Z[ 3, (BEG+3)]+ 3 .0*MESH/(N-4) ;
RELEASE: "END" ;
"END" ;
"FOR" X :=3 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" K "DO"
"BEGIN"
Z( X, JJ : - -1.5* Z Dc, 2 ]+3 .0 -z [X, 3] -0 .5* ZIx t 4] + 3 •0 ~
MESH/(N-4);
"END" ;
"FOR" ~- 1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO"
"BEGIN"
Z[ a,y] : .. z[ 5, y] ;
Z[ 2, y] : '""z[ 4, y] ;
"END" ;
"IF" M>125 "THEN" "PRINT" SAMELlNE,M, "S3",
Z [3,3] , ' , S3" ,Z[ 3,4] ;
"IF" REP<l.5 "THEN" "GOTO" EQUALS "ELSE"
"GOTO" NOTEQ;
EQUALS: "FOR" X:-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" K "DO"
"BEGIN"
Z[X,N]:-Z[X,N-4] ;
Z[X,N-l]:-Z[X,N-3] ;
"END" ;
NOTEQ: "END" ;
"FOR" F: -0 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" (N-3) "DO"
"BEGIN"
G:-F+l;
H:-G+1;
I :=H+1;
J:...I+1j
"FOR" A:-1 "grEP" 1 "UNTIL" (K-3) "DO"
"BEGIN"
B:=A+1;
C:=B+1j
D: .. C+1j
E:..D+1;
P[C,H]: ..(Z[C,G]-2*Z[C,H]+Z[C,I])*((N-4) t2/
MESHt2);
Q[C,H]: ..(Z[D,H]-2*Z[C,H]+Z[B,H])*((N-4)t2/
MESHt2)j
R[C,H]:--((Z[D,G]-Z[B,G]+Z[B,I]-Z[D,I])/4.0)*
((N-4) t 2;MESH) ;
DEL[C,H]:mO.3*(P[C,H]+Q[C,H])j
3IGMA[C,H]:=3QRT(((P[C,H]-Q[C,H])t2+(Q[C,H]-
DEL[C,H])t2~DEL[C,H]-P[C,H])t2/2+3*R[C,H]t2));
"END"·I
"END" .I
"FOR" X:-3 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" K "Do"
"BEGIN"
"FOR" Y:-1 "grEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "Do"
"BEGIN"
"PRINT" 3AMELINE,ALIGNED( 2,5) ,Z[X, ri.:'32" ,P[X, Y],
"32" ,Q[X,Y]' "82 ......,R[X,Y]' "82 ......,DEL[X,Y], "82 ......,
8IGMA[X, y], , 'L1.....;
"END" ;
"PRINT" ~'L3"...;
"END";
"PRINT'" 'L10'" ...
I
F:-K+3;
"BEGIN"
"ARRAY" W[1:F,1:N];
B:-1;
"FOR~' Y:-2 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" N "Do"
"BEGIN"
B:-B+1 ;
A:-1j
"FOR" X:-1 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" (K-1) "00"
"BEGIN"
A:-A+l;
W[X, y]: -Z[A ,B] ;
"END" ;
"END" ;
E:-l;
"FOR" y: ...~ "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" N "DO"
"BEGIN"
E:-E+1.;
A:-O;
"FOR" X:" 2 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" K "DO"
"BEGIN"
A:=A+l;
B: -.4.+1.;
C:-B+l;
D:-c+l;
W[X, yJ: ..O .5625* (Z[ B,E]+ Z[ C ,E]) -0.0625* (Z[ A ,E ]+
Z[D,E] );
"END" ;
"END" ;
E:"l;
"FOR" X: -1. "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" (K+3) "DO"
"BEGIN"
E:-Et-1.;
A:"O;
"FOR" Y:- 3 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" (N-l) "DO"
"BEGIN"
A:-A+1.;
B:-A+ 1.;
C:..B+l;
m-c-i ,
W[X,Y]:-0.5625*(Z[E,B]+Z[E,C] )-0.0625M- (Z I:$,A]+
ZlE,D]);
"END" ;
"END";
E :...1.;
"FOR" Y:-3 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" (N-1.) "DO"
"BEGIN"
E:-E+2;
A:--l;
"FOR" X:=4 "STEP" 2 "UNTIL" K "DO"
"BEGIN"
A:-A+2;
B :-A+2;
C :-B+2;
D :=C+2;
WDc,Y]t-O.5625*(W[B,E]+W[ C,E] )-0.0625*(W[D,E]+
W[A,E]);
"END";
"END" ;
"FOR" Y:.l "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO"
"BEGIN"
W[2, Y] : .. W[4, Y] ;
"END";
"FOR" X:-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" K "DO"
"BEGIN"
W[X , 2] : ...0 .5 ;
WrX,l] :--1.5*W[X,2]+ 3.~ W[X,3] -0.5M- w[ X ,4,J+ 3.0 *
MESH/( 2 *(N-4» ;
"END" ;
"FOR" Y: -I "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" N "DO"
"BEGIN"
"FOR" X:-1 "STEP" 1 "UNTIL" K "DO"
"BEGIN"
Z[X,Y]:-W[X,Y]j
"END" ;
"END" ;
"END" ;
"END" ;
"END" ;
"END" ;
"END";
"END" ;
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APPENDIX III
USE OF THE PROPOSED CUMULATIVE DAMAGE RULE TO MAKE LIFE PREDICTIONS
In this appendix the calculations required to make life predictions
in two cases given:-
Ca) When the life is split between both Stage A and Stage B.
(b ) ~fuenit may be assurre d that all the life is spent in Stage A.
Case (a) Triangular Modulation tests described in Chapter 6
(1) Establish the slope of the life in Stage A v. life to
failure plot.
(2) Establish non-damaging stress levels in Stage A and Stage B.
(3) At each test condition establish the value of the top damaging
stress level in the spectrum.
(4) Determine the constant amplitude life at each of the stress
levels mentioned in (3) and divide these values into life in Stage A
and Stage B using the slope obtained and assuming the life in Stage A
v. Life to failure plot passes through zero.
(5) Using the values of non-damaging stress levels already
established derive the proportion of damaging cycles in the spectrum for
both Stage A and Stage B.
(6) The proportions established in (5) can now be used to predict
the total number of cycles in Stage A and Stage B and these can then be
summed to obtain the predicted life to failure.
Calculations
(1) We know
k = -0.1255(sec 9)4 + 0.7'360 from Chapter 7
T
III.1
KT value of notch = 2.0
-0.1255 (sec9)4 1 -0.7360= 2.0
(sec G)4 -to.23600.1255
9 = 310 22'
(2) Non-damaging stress levels
From S-N curve a:f
Non damaging level Stage A
= 9.7 tons/sq.in.
c: 0.7 x 9.7
= 6.79 tons/sq.in.
Non damaging level Stage B • stress levels established as damaging down
to the lowest stress level used in these tests. Therefore all stresses
are considered as damaging in Stage B for these tests.
(3) For triangular modulation tests with a large proportion of
high stress levels the top stress level occurring is considered as the
top damaging level, and this is 12.24 tons/sq.in.
The calculation for the test condition 12.24 5.71 tons/sq. in.
is performed in detail below and calculations for all conditions are
shown tabulated in Table I11/1.
(4) Constant amplitude life at 12.24 tons/sq.ins is 676,CXXJ
cycles from S-N curve given in Fig. 6-2.
Life in Stage A = Life to failure x tan e.
o
= 676,000 x tan 33
= 412,000 cycles
Stage B = 264,000 cycles.
22'Stage A
(5) Stress range 12.24 - 5.71 tons/sq.in. = 6.53 tons/sq.in.
Non damaging level in Stage A (2) = 6.79 tons/sq.in.
III.2
Proportion of non-damaging cycles = 6.79 - 5.716.53 = ~:~~ as all levels
have equal probability of occurrence in a triangular modulation test.
ProDortion of damaging cycles in Stage B is 100%
(6) There are 412,000 damaging cycles in Stage A re.(4) and the
proportion of non-damaging cycles is 1.08 ref (5)6.53 ••
Predicted life in Stage A = 412,000 x ~:tg
= 493,000 cycles.
Predicted life in Stage B = 264,000 x 1.0
= 264,000 cycles.
Predicted life to failure = 757,000 cycles.
Actual mean life to failure at this condition was 786,200 cycles.
As stated the normal tabulated form of calculation is shown in Table
III/1 together with the ratio of predicted/actual lives. The ratio of
actual/predicted life varies from 0.84 to 1.21 for the range of conditions
investigated. These figures give a maximum error on the unsafe side of
19% as compared to 417% in the case of the Palmgren-Miner predictions.
Case (b) Calculation of predicted lives for sharply notched cantilever
specimens ,subject to narrow band random Rayleigh distribution
Stress spectra.
Further details of the actual tests are given in the main text of
Chapter 7. The K.r value of the notch is 7.6 in an axi.a.lLv loaded condition
and this value puts the specimen above the critical level of 3.8 i.e. we
may assume that all the life if spent in Stage A or alternatively that the
slope of the life in Stage A v. life to failure plot is 45 degrees.
Again one r.m.s. value of the signal will be considered in detail
and the other value s are shown tabulated in Table III/2.
1I1.3
Calculations for a r.m.s. nominal stress of rQ K.s.i. following
the same steps as in Case (a).
(1)
K.r "., 3.B.
(2) R.M.S. value of constant amplitude fatigue limit == 12.3 K.s.i.
oSlope of Life in Stage A v. Life to Failure Plot = 45 as
Non damaging stress level in Stage A = 007 x 12.3 x 1.414
== 12.2 K.s.i. p.p.
(3) Top damaging stress level is that level exceeded by 0.5% of
total number of cycles. This is the 3.25 <r level for a Rayleigh
distribution.
Top damaging stress level == 3.25 x 10
= 32.5 K.s.i.
R.M.S. value of top damaging level == 23 K.s.i.
(4) Constant amplitude life at 23 K.s.i. r.m.s. = 369,000 cycles
Life in Stage A == 369,000 cycles
Life in Stage B = o.
(5) Non damaging peak stress == 12.2 K.s.i. in Stage A.
Peak/r.m.s. ratio = 12.2/10 == 1.22.
For Rayleigh distribution
Peaks exceeding 1.22 peak/r.m.s. ratio I:: 4Eft,.
Non damaging cycles == 52% in Stage A
(6) Predicted life in Stage A == 369,0000.4B
== 76B,000 cycles
Predicted life in Stage B = O.
Predicted Total life to failure == 76B,OOO cycles.
Actual mean life to failure 1,000,000 cycles.
1,500,000 cycles.Miner Prediction
111.4
The other values of r.m.s. level are shown in the normal tabUlated
form in Table II/2. p+ots of the predictions which compare to the
experimental results and the Palmgren-Miner hypothesis are shown in Ch~te
7.
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